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INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade most NATO nations have shown a growing 
Interest In problems concerning antisubmarine warfare In shallow 
waber.  Previously, during and just after World War II It was 
felt that shallow water would never be an area for naval operations 
and that all research effort should therefore be concentrated In 
the deep-water field.  Only sporadic Interest was shown In shallow- 
water ASW, with the result that It was the shallow-water projects 
that generally suffered the most from cuts in defence-research 
expenditure.  This attitude is now changing drastically and most 
nations have a dedicated effort in shallow-water research that 
will hopefully lead, if not to a complete solution of this 
difficult problem, at least to a much greater understanding of 
the basic principles and thereby to improved ASW capability in 
shallow water. 

Shallow water is usually defined as water of less than 200 m 
depth or, from a geographical viewpoint, as being the continental 
shelves.  It covers only about 8% of the total ocean but, due to 
the very high concentration of shipping in these areas and numerous 
strategic submarine routes to operating area, it has a much higher 
importance than the simple percentage indicates. 

Because of the relative pioximity of the surface and the sea floor 
in shallow water, those two boundaries have a stronger influence 
on acoustics than is experienced in deep water.  This is especially 
so with reverberation, where the effects of the two boundaries 
amplify each other and create seriously-high reverberation levels. 

The water column itself is less homogeneous than in deep water due 
to the mixing of water masses of different character, particular 
near river estuaries.  This means that fairly complicated models 
are needed to describe the propagation realistically, so that 
prediction is therefore difficult and time consuming. 

A further complication for ASW in shallow water comes from the often 
high ambient-noise level due to dense shipping, oil-drilling 
platforms or other industries..  The number of false targets also 
seems to be higher in shallow than in deep water.  Bottom features 
such as rocky outcrops and wrecks create echoes,and turbulence due 
to currents can give significant doppler-type false echoes. 

The conference teported here was planned by SACLANTCEN to improve 
the understanding of these shallow-water problems within NATO and 
the NATO nations by discussing the following subjects; 

(a) Propagation, 

^b) Reverberation and ambient noise. 

(c) Acoustic modelling. 

(d) Sonar performances. 

(e) Operational and systems aspects. 
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IMPROVEMENTS OF THE RAY-MODE ANALOGY FOR ESTIMATING THE FREQUENCY 

OF MINIIiUM ATTENUATION FOR MODES IN SHALLOW WATER 

by 

E. Murphy 
SACLANT ASW Research Centre 

La Spezia, Italy 

ABSTRACT 

There is some evidence from shallow water sound propagation data that 
indicates that attenuation due to boundary losses can be minimal at 
intermediate frequencies.  Also, somewhat complicated theoretical 
considerations show that the lowest order modes may not always be the 
modes with least attenuation.  A simple ray-mode analogy is often 
discussed in the literature [see, for example, Kernhäuser and Raney, 
J.A.S.A. 27, 1955: 689j Weston, Jnl Sound Vib. 9 (1), 1969s 80-89] 
that offers a simple physical basis for these features of shallow water 
propagation.  However the ray-mode analogy lacks rigor and, more 
important, fails to give quantitative results for the most pertinent 
values of the parameters.  Improvements are described that do not 
complicate the attractive simplicity of the ray-mode analogy too 
drastically, but make it possible to obtain quantitative results for 
more interesting parameter values, and at the same time puts the 
analogy on a more rigorous foundation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Experimental results for shallow water sound propagation [see, for 
example, Refs. 1, 2, 3, 4] have shown that attenuation can be minimal 
at intermediate frequencies.  This is also found in theoretical 
calculations for specific problems, and in fact, it has been shown 
that the lowest order mode does not necessarily have minimum attenua- 
tion [see Ref. 5]«  In addition, the detailed analysis in Ref. 5 for 
special examples has shown that a number of modes may have approximately 
the same low value of attenuation.  As a consequence, in such circum- 
stances, at all ranges the transmission loss is the result of a 
complicated interaction between these modes. 

It is useful to have some simple model to give at least a qualitative 
picture to help anticipate the properties of attenuation for different 
environmental conditions.  The ray-mode analogy [see, for example, 
Refs. 6, 7, 8, 5] is intended as such a tool, but there are serious 
problems with the simpler versions considered so far, and as a result 
the analogy fails for the most pertinent parameter values. 
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In this paper, it is shown, perhaps for the first time, that the 
concept of beam or ray displacement [see Refs.9 to 15] arises quite 
naturally in a proper development of the ray-mode analogy, and it 
is shown that the displacement representation is essential both for 
putting the analogy on a firmer foundation, and more important for 
removing the problems that prevent application of the analogy for 
the most pertinent parameter values.  For example., one of the most 
important rays is the one that just grazes the boundary, and the 
usual ray-mode analogy fails for such ray parameters. 

As the ray-mode analogy is made more complicated, then it is hardly 
a substitute for actual numerical calculation by complete modal 
analysis.  However, the ray-mode analogy extended to include the 
phenomenon of beam or ray displacement, combined with recent results 
describing the nature of beam displacements for bounded underwater 
sound propagation problems [Refs. 11 to 13]> can be a very useful aid 
for anticipating the behaviour of sound attenuation in shallow water 
for various kinds of environmental conditions. 

1.    REVIEW OF THE CONVENTIONAL RAY-MODE ANALOGY 

We first derive the simpler ray-mode analogy using the dispersion 
relationship in the form developed by Brekhovskikh in Ref. 16.  For 
sound propagation in a layer with index of refraction n(z) a function 
of depth  z  in the layer [see Fig. 1] and reflection coefficients 
Vi and Va at the two boundaries of the layer, the dispersion relation- 
ship for determining "characteristic" values of a parameter 6o , can 
be written in the form 

ik J    Vn2 (z) - sin2 90 dz 

VxV, e  Cycle = 1 [Eq. 1] 

where the integral is the well-known WKB phase integral taken over 
one ray cycle. 

The reflection coefficient W1     is defined as follows.  With the 
boundary 2 replaced by a semi-infinite homogeneous medium, then 

iko J Jn2 (z) - sin2 90 dz 

V, e  cycle 

is defined as the reflection coefficient for an upgoing plane wave 
reflected from the medium 'and boundary lying above boundary 2. 

The reflection coefficient V2  is defined as the reflection coefficient 
for a downgoing plane wave incident on boundary 2 when the region above 
boundary 2 is replaced by a semi-infinite homogeneous medium with 
sound speed equal to  c(z) evaluated at boundary 2. 
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For the moment we consider 83 a» real and representing the angle 
measured with respect to the vertical, for a plane wave, 01 
corresponding ray, at some reference level  z=z0.  The wave number 
k© =uj/ce, where ui is the angular frequency and c0  is the sound 
speed at the reference level  z-z0.  Tks relationship can be 
interpreted as giving the discreet  Go-value* for which the 
corresponding up and down-going plane waves would be in constructive 
interference at depth  z=ze, after one eyrie» 

For reaJ 90, we introduce an amplitude  A(9o) and phase  Cp( 9o) for 
the reflection coefficients, and write Eq. 1 in the following form 

i koj    Vn2 ~-n^odz+cMeo) +^(63) 
AiAj e   Cycle = 1 •       [Eq. 2] 

This relationship requires that the phase satisfy the equation. 

r 
k0J   V"

2 - sin" 9o dz + % (90 ) + % (90 ) = 2nN 
cycle 

[Eq-   3] 

wh^re     N    is  an  integer,   and the  amplitudes satisfy. 

AxAs 4] 

While Ea  3 can be recognized as the weil-known WKB or Bohr-Sommei feld 
eigenvalue condition, we see that Eq. 4 can be satisfied for real BQ 
only when reflection is total at both boundar ies, 

Weston in Ref. 8 has used Eq. 3 in the following scheme in an attempt 
to give a simple ^ecipe   to determine a frequency of minimum 
attenuation for a mode | see Fig. 1] 

FIG. 1 
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1) Find 9o(^) fronl Eq» 3, using cpi =-TT if the ray hits the 
pressure releaue surface, and -TT/2 if the ray angle 80 is larger 
and  the ray is totally reflected by refraction before reaching the 
boundary (see Fig, 2) where  9e = 9C  represents the ray parameter 
corresponding to the surface grazing ray. 

cpi(90) 

-TT 

TT 
"2 FIG. 2 

-^e( 
90* 

2) Find the cycle range Rc(9o) from ordinary ray theory. 

R (60) cv 0' 

i sin 9© dz 

fns - sin2 9, 
cycle 

[Eq. 5] 

3) Combine R (90) ^nd 9o(X) to obtain R^CK)  . c c 

4) With the assumption that the loss per bounce is not too sensitive 
to  9e  in the range of 90 of interest, then the frequency of minimum 
attenuation is the value of X for which R is a maximum. c 

There are two serious problems that arise in this scheme.  With cpi 
discontinuous as shown in Fig. 2, then Rc(^) i8 discontinuous in the 
most pertinent range of X    (see the sketch in Fig. 3)»  This problem 
arises from the discontinuous cpi as sketched in Fig. 2.  As Weston 
has suggested, this problem can be eliminated by obtaining from wa/e 
analysis the correct and continuous phase cp! as a function of SQ» 

So < 9 
g 

X 

FIG. 3 
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-1.5 h 

^ 
o 

-2.0 h 

-2.0       -1.5       -1.0        -.5 

FIG. 4 
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An example of the results of such a calculation is reproduced in 
Pig. 4* takeh from Ref. 11.  In this figure the phase of the 
reflection coefficient is given for an n(2) profile that increases 
monotonially in the direction away from a pressure release or a 
rigid boundary, or from an extrevum of n{z), the latter for example 
corresponding to the lower boundary of a surface channel.  The results, 
as described in Ref. 11, can be written in terms of a parameter' t, 
without specifying n(z) or 8©.  When n(z) and 6e are specified 
then t-values are directly related to  9C.  For nearly vertical rays, 
t is large and positive and the phase approaches the value for such 
boundaries bounding a homogeneous medium.  For large negative t-values 
the rays have a vertex far below the boundary, and the phase approaches 
-Tt/2,the value appropriate for total reflection in an unbounded medium. 
With these continuous phases the problem of a discontinuous Rc(^) 
would disappear.  However, this one step automatically requires a 
second step not considered in the past.  lb is well known [see, 
for example, Ref. 17] that when a reflection coefficient has a phase 
that is a continuous function of angle of incidence, then there will 
be displacements for the reflected ray or beam, and the amount of the 
displacement is related to the derivative of the phase with respect to 
angle of incidence.  Therefore, to clear up the problem of discontinuous 
phases in the phase integral condition, also requires modification of 
the ray cycle range Re«  However, rather than being an additional 
difficulty, the introduction of displacements, or better, the 
recognition of the need to consider them, actual clears up other 
problems with the simpler ray mode analogy.  For example, under some 
conditions there are problems in the determination of Re from ordinary 
ray theory.  An example is sketched in Fig. Sj where c(z) has a 
surface layer.  A ray turning just below the layer has a finite cycle 

R FIG. 5 

range, but a ray slightly steeper enters the layer and has a large, 
in fact, infinite cycle distance.  It turns out that while the 
continuous phase  cp(0o)  removes problems with the phase integral 
equation, the derivative of the phase introduces displacements that 
actually remove problems arising for the ordinary ray theory cycle 
range.  At this point, we return to the original dispersion equation 
and develop these new points in a more systematic way. 

2. RAY-MODE ANALOGY WITH DISPLACEMENTS 

In Eq. 2, the dispersion equation was written in terms of an amplitude 
A and phase cp for the reflection coefficients when 90 is real. 
However, it was pointed out that 'Eq. 4 could not be satisfied for 
real SQ.  Now we consider 6o complex, 

Go = Q +16. u   r    i 
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where    9     is the real part and   9.    is the  imaginary part,   and 
we as si 

9,<<<     9 i r 

Although we continue to use the functions A(90) and cp(9o)> they 
no longer represent amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient 
when  9o is complex.  We now make a Taylor series expansion for the 
various functions in Eq. 2, as follows 

dA A(90)=A(9r)+i9i#- [Eq. 6] 

cp(90) = cp{er)+ieicos9 r d sin 9£ 
[Eq.   7] 

V"2- sin2 90 d^   » Jn3 ■ 
cycle cycle 

sin2 8 dz - iS.cos 8 
sin 6   dz r 

,     Jn3 -sin2 8 cycle v r 
[Eq.   8] 

where the reason for writing the derivative in Eq. 7 with respect 
to sin 80, rather than 60, will become clear below.  The second 
integral in Eq. 8 is readily identified as the ray theory cycle range 
integral.  This is a special example where the derivative of phase, 
the first integral, gives a range displacement or cycle distance, 
the second integral. 

(NOTE:  Higher order derivatives of the integral in Eq. 8, where one 
limit is a zero of the radical and a function of SQ, are not well- 
behaved.  However, it is shown in some of the references cited on 
displacement phenomena, that with a correct phase change cp, then the 
sum 

cp + -v/n2- sin2 60  dz 

cycle 

is well-behaved and, therefore, a Taylor series expansion can be 
made for the sum of these two phases.  However, the terms correct to 
first order are as given in Eqs. 7 and 8, and for heuristic reasohs cp 
and the phase integral have been treated separately in Eqs. 7 and 8.) 

With relations, Eqs. 6 to 8 applied to Eq. 2 for complex SQ, we 
obtain, to first order, the following equations, that replace 
Eqs. 3 and 4 

k0    Vn
8- sin2 9r dz 

cycle 

+ cp1(er) +cR8(er) = 2ITN [Eq. 9] 
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A1(8r)Aa(er)e 

+6.kocos9 < 

.c ycle 

sin6 dz r 

Vn8-.sln8er 

d«Px 

~ ko d sin 9 
6. 

'icö^ d sinSg 

'r=l 

[Eq. 10] 

where Eq. 0 involves only 9r> and so determines 9r to first order, 
«Aiile Eq. 10 then determines  9i, also to first order.  Equation 9i 
in this approximation, is again just the usual eigenvalue equation. 
However, it is the second equation^ Eq. 10, that establishes the ray- 
mode analogy when the phenomenoil df displacement is identified.  In 
Refs. 9 to 15, it is shown that the r^ange displacement, call it D, 
arising from a phase change for reflection that is a function of the 
angle of incidence, is given by the relation. 

n -   1   dcp 
D " " k^ d sin 9 * 

With this notation, Eq. 10 can be written in the form, 

-9.kocos 9 R- 
A1(9i.)A9(9r) =e 

x     r ^ 

where R-  is the cycle distance with displacements. 

[Eq. 11] 

[Eq. 12] 

RJJ = Rc + Dx + Dg [Eq. 13] 

and Di and D3 are displacements arising from the boundary, or ray 
vertex phenomena.  Equation 12 has a very simple interpretation that 
is the ray-mode analogy.  The range dependence for a given mode in 
shallow water can be written, approximately, [see Ref. 17, p.354] 
as follows, 

ikp r sin 9 

where r is the range.  For  9.«9 , we have, 

ik0r sin 9  -ö^ko»'cos 9r 
e e . 

Comparison in this torm, with Eq.12, then shows that  9i is such 
that in one displaced cycle distance r=Rß, the decrease in amplitude 
is given by Ai(9r)A8(9r), that is to say, it is just the loss due to 
the single surface and bottom bounce in one cycle. 

Therefore, the basis for the ray-mode analogy 
the modal dispersion equation, and an essentia 
the recognition of the displacement contributi 
established in Refs. 9 to 15, the displacement 
Rj}(9r) a smooth continuous function. This is 
taken from Ref. 11, where the ray theory cycle 
cycle range, are plotted as a function *of graz 
for various kinds of boundaries bounding a medi 
n8 increasing with depth, with gradient dns /dz* 

has been developed from 
1 ingredient has been 
on.  More important, as 
s are such as to make 
illustrated in Fig. 6, 
range and the displaced 

6 = H- 9 sing angle  « - ^ 
ium with linear 
3 =25 X 10" ft" , 

and source-receiver depth of 1250 ft, for  \ =100 ft. 
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It can be seen that, depending on the kind of boundary, and the 
angle, the displacements can be positive or negative.  The displaced 
cycle distance is now wavelength dependent since the displacements 
are wavelength dependent.  An example of the wavelength dependence 
is given, from Ref. 11, m Fig. 1. 

In Ref  5, the simplest version of the ray-mode analogy is developed 
from the eigenvalue problem, but with such drastic approximations that 
no term like the displacement term arises in the final result, onlyR^ 

The approximations fail for the most pertinent, near grazing rays. 
With the displacement term, we can apply the analogy over the full 
range of the parameters including boundary grazing rays.  Along these 
lines, we note that in Ref. 5, it is shown that a number of modes 
have approximate!y equal attenuations in a problem with downward 
refraction for which rays turn near a pressure release surface-  On 
the basis of the effect of displacements for the pressure release 
problem as illustrated in Fig. 7, we might anticipate that a number 
of modes may have similar attenuation since cycle range curves are 
flattened by the displacements in the region of the maximum range 
On the other hand, for a rigid boundary, as illustrated in F^g, 6, 
displacements are toward longer range, the peak is narrow and sharp 

In summary, the recognition of the significance of displacement 
phenomena in the proper development of the ray-mode analogy, and 
recent work on the nature of the displacements [Refs  9 to 15]? have 
put the analogy on a firmer foundation and have removed some of the 
pathological aspects of the simpler model 
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DISCUSSION 

Dr Wille asked if this theory held for time dispersion relations 
too.  Dr Murphy agreed that it could and said that in this paper 
he had considered only cw and spatial displacements arising from 
phase changes on reflection that are continuous functions of 
angle of incidence.  It is well-known that when the phase change 
is also a function of frequency, as it was in the work he presented, 
there can be time displacements for transient signals, with time 
delays related to the derivative of the phase with respect to 
frequency.  However, there is a problem with combined space and 
time displacement representations.  In the cw analysis, the field 
of a point source is represented as an integral or angular 
"specorum" in the variable 9.  The displacement representation 
aris'js from application of the stationary phase method to 
approximate the integral.  For a transient one makes a second 
spectral analysis, but now as an integral over frequency.  Again, 
application of the stationary phase method, but now on the 
frequency variable, leads to arrival time displacements. 
The problem with combined space and time displacements is that 
if you apply the stationary phase method first to the 9-integration, 
the remaining frequency integral may no longer be in a form of 
which the stationary phase procedure can also be applied to the 
frequency integration, and vice versa.  What representation is 
appropriate will depend on the nature of the transient, for 
example^ on its spectrum. 
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ON THE DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THE ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE 

OF THE SEA BOTTOM 

by 

E. Schunk 
Forschungsanstalt d. BW für Wasserschall 

und Geophysik, Kiel, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

The acoustic behaviour of the sea-bottom is characterized by its 
impedance which normally has to be computed from the physical 
properties of the particular sediment.  The disadvantage of this 
method is that each single parun-eter such as the sound velocities 
and the elastic constants of the medium must be obtained from 
laboratory measurements on bottom samples or in situ measurement, 
respectively.  F'Tthermore- several of the necessary parameters, 
e.g. the shear-wave velocity and the attenuation, are rather 
difficult to determine and finally all the information concerning 
bottom properties is limited to the upper few metres, depending on 
ehe sampling or measuring devices used.  These difficulties can be 
avoided by measuring the acoustic bottom impedance direct.  A simple 
method for realization is discussed and a preliminary experimental 
set-up is described.  Results of the first test, runs are presented 
and will be compared with impedance values computed from core-sample 
data in the usual way. 

INTKOOUCTION 

The acoustic behaviour of the sea-bottom is characterized by its 
iiupedance or it^ reflection coefficient, respectively, which has to 
be either determined experimentally in expensive sea trials or 
computed from the physical properties of the particular sediment. 
The first method of measuring the reflection coefficient is applicable 
only to greater water depth where it is possible to separate the 
direct and bottom-reflected signal — ^ technique which has been 
widely used, e.g. by SACLANTCEN, durit r  the last ten years — whereas 
the method of computing the reflection irom  the sediment properties 
has the disadvantage that each single parameter such as the sound 
velocities and the elastic constants of the medium must be obtained 
from laboratory measurements on bottom samples or in situ measurements, 
e.g. the shear-wave velocity and the attenuation, are rather difficult 
to determine and finally all the information concerning bottom 
properties is limited to the upper few metres, depending on the 
sampling or measuring devices used. 
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Additional difficulties may be introduced by the type of bottom, 
e.g. as in our standard test area in the Central North Sea where 
the upper layer mostly consists of sand requiring special equipment 
like vibrocorers in order to get bottom samples at all.  According 
to measurements carried out by Schirmer [Ref. 1], the values of the 
compressional wave velocity determined from such probes may differ 
considerably from in situ values.  Figure 1 illustrates two profiles 
of compressional wave velocity in sand sediments.  The upper curve 
shows measurements on quasi-undisturbed sediment taken by a box-grab 
sampler with a cross-section of 20 X 2 cm but a length of only 20 cm 
whereas the solid curve represents measurements on a sample taken 
by means of a vibrocorer of 10 X 10 cm cross-section.  The reduction 
in sound velocity is probably caused by a considerable loss of the 
water content and by changes of the internal structure of the sediment 
due to the strong vibrations of the corer.  Although the values of 
the box-grab sample seem to be more reliable, especially as a better 
fit with model computations of propagation loss can be achieved, they 
are insufficient for describing the complete behaviour of the bottom 
because of the limited sample length. 

In order to avoid these difficulties in the determination of the 
sound velocity in sand sediments the exact knowledge of which would 
be the most important condition for the computation of the reflection 
coefficient, we tried to apply a technique of the direct measurement 
of the acoustic impedance proposed by Mechel [Ref. 2], at the 6th 
International Congress on Acoustics in 1968 for airborne sound to 
underwater conditions. 

1.    BASIC THEORY 

Starting from the definition of the acoustic admittance and introducing 
the force-equation Mechel found a simple general method for measuring 
acoustic impedances.  A sound field of any arbitrary geometry and the 
time-dependence  eJ^ may be described by 

p(?, t) = P(r) eJ^. e^ 

with the real amplitude P(r) and the phase-factor e^ both 
depending on the vectorial space coordinate r. The linearized 
force-equation 

P • -g^r = -grad p 

yields for the normal component  v  of ti^e particle velocity n 

v =rL_ . |£ 
n  k • z   an 

with the wave number k=w/c and the characteristic impedance Z=pc. 
The complex acoustic admittance  G at a point on the interface  8 
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follows from 

v 
G = -2.1   = J- aP/8n 

P       kZ  P 

kZ 

This result means that the real part of the acoustic admittance can 
be determined from the slope of the phase of the sound pressure vs 
distance curve, the imaginary part is given by the change of the 
logarithm of the amplitude. 

2.    CAPABILITY OF THE METHOD 

This technique permits the determination of the bottom impedance 
for oblique incidence of the sound wave as well as of impedance 
distributions for inhomogeneous interfaces as it yields local 
impedances.  The accuracy of this method is characterized by -he 
fact that it is a differential technique, that means that the accuracy 
will become optimal where phase and amplitude show the strongest 
changes in front of an interface, or, with respect to underwater 
application, where the bottom impedance values are low and the 
impedances of water and sediment are matched to each other, 
respectively. 

3.    DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT 

For the first field tests an experimental set-up was chosen as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.  An electro-dynamic underwater transducer 
(J 11) was used as sound source.  The grazing angle of the incident 
sound could be varied between 14° and 22°.  The component of the sound 
pressure normal to the sea-bottom has been received by a movable, 
motor-driven hydrophone (LC 10), preamplified and recorded aboard 
the ship on magnetic tape.  Figure 3 shows the hydrophone, its drive- 
shaft and the watertight case for the preamplifier and the motor, 
the operation-status of which was controlled by magnetic relays. 
The total measuring interval was 44.5 cm. 
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4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The tape-recorded signals were played back, measuring the phase 
by means of a phase-meter relative to the generator signal recorded 
as well and registering it vs bottom distance.  Similarly, the 
pressure amplitude was registered on a logarithmic level recorder* 
Figures 4a to 4c illustrate the measured amplitude and corresponding 
phase distribution in front of the water/bottom interface as a 
function of distance from the bottom for the frequencies of 2 kHz, 
5 kHz and 10 kHz for a grazing angle of 22°.  Figures 5a to 5c show 
measurements at the same frequencies for a grazing angle of 14° for 
the incident sound.  Here the original registrations have been 
depicted.  For both cases (Figs. 4 and 5) the angles of incidence 
have been evaluated from the SWR in front of the bottom and found 
to agree well with the values chosen.  The gradients of these 
phase- and amplitude curves taken at the bottom yield the real and 
imaginary part, respectively, of the admittance according to theory. 
In all cases the complex reflection coefficient has been computed 
from the admittance and compared to values determined from the sound 
velocity and the density obtained from a bottom sample taken in the 
same area (ci = 1990 m/s; Pi  =2.15 103 kg/m3;   - boulder clay) 
[see Ref. j]»  Attenuation factors of 1 dB/X and 2 dB/X have been 
used.  The results have been summarized in Table 1, giving the 
absolute value (module) and the phase angle of all complex reflection 
coefficients. 

TABLE 1 

Reflection Coefficient            | 

Grazing 
Angle 

from impedance from sample 

2 kHz 5 kHz 10 kHz 1 dB/X 2 dB/X | 

22° 
Absolute Value 0.81 0.95 0.57 0.97 0.94 | 

Phase Angle -84° -25° 141° -69° -69°  1 

14° 
Absolute Value 0.60 0,24 0.47 0.97 0.95 1 

Phase Angle -69° -88° -32° -100° -100° 1 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The reflection coefficients computed from the measured impedances 
differ in most cases from those evaluated from the core-sample data. 
Especially for the grazing angle of 14 , the absolute values of the 
former are much too small.  For the time being we have to renounce 
any interpretation of that effect as several reasons can easily be 
found to be responsible for that difference,  A few of them may be 
mentioned here. 
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If you take into account that the  impedance values have been gained 
from three different launchings of the equipment and that the bottom 
properties of the test area varied rather fast within short distances, 
reaching from sand to clay and mud or boulder clay, the probability 
of the bottom impedance being different for successive stations and 
for the position where the core-sample was taken is rather high* 
Furthermore, bottom roughness on which there was no information 
available may introduce additional errors, e.g. by pretending lower 
reflection coefficients for convex curvatures and higher ones for 
concave curvatures. 

In spite of the somewhat disappointing results for the reflection 
coefficients, the text-book-like looking measured curves of phase 
and amplitude as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are rather encouraging. 
Nevertheless, before a final decision with respect to the applicabili- 
ty of this new method can be taken^ controlled measurements at a 
bottom of well-known properties (e.g. tank experiment) will have to 
be carried out.  In addition, it is intended to investigate how far 
the information contained in those parts of the phase- and amplitude 
curves farther away frora the bottom can be included in the determina- 
tion of the bottom impedance. 
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DISCUSSION 

In response to several questions, Dr Schunk explained that this 
approach for obtaining the reflection coefficient through the 
impedance of the bottom was especially developed for shallow 
waters and should be accepted as a competing method to the 
various methods of direct measurement.  He also pointed out that 
in measuring local impedance the curvature of the bottom could 
influence the resultj how big this effect is could only be shown 
by tank experiments. 
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THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SEA FLOOR 

THAT AFFECT SHALLOW WATER PROPAGATION 

by 

T. Akal 
SACLANT ASW Research Centre 

La Spezia, Italy 

ABSTRACT 

In shallow water, due to the multiple reflected propagation paths, 
acoustic propagation generally depends upon the characteristics of 
the boundaries.  Physical properties of the sediments and roughness 
of the sea floor surface are the two main parameters which control 
the reflectivity and reverberation characteristics of the bottom. 
In the areas where acoustic experiments were conducted, these 
physical characteristics of the sea floor have been studied with 
the data acquisition and analysis techniques developed at the Centre. 
Here, these techniques are briefly discussed and some of the acoustic 
parameters are compared with the sea floor parameters. 

INTRODUCTION 

The propagation of sound in shallow water depends upon many 
environmental variables of the sea surface, water medimn and bottom 
in siallow water areas.  Due to the multiple reflected propagation 
paths, acoustic propagation characteristics are very sensitive to 
the boundary conditions. 

The velocity structure of the water column controls the influence 
of the sea surface or the bottom on propagation.  In summer, under- 
the downward-refracting conditions the propagation is mainly 
influenced by the sea-floor characteristics! whereas, in winter, 
the influence of the sea-floor is reduced due to the upward-refracting 
conditions. 

In contrast to the deep sea-floor, the continental shelves mostly 
consist of different types of sediments with considerable spatial 
variat: m, and wide spectrum of bottom roughness.  Figure 1 shows 
an example of a bathymetric profile, where, within a short distance, 
different types of sediment and bottom roughness exist. 

Bottom composition and bottom roughness are the two main parameters, 
which control the reflectivity and scattering characteristics of the 
sea-floor.  As the capability of <omputer facilities has increased, 
the importance of including these parameters in the new generation of 
prediction models is being increasingly recognized.  Figure 2 shows 
the basic input parameters to acoustic models. 
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1.   BOTTOM COMPOSITION 

The amount of sound energy reflected from the bottom depends upon 
the physical properties of the sediments.  It is well known that 
the reflectivity of the bottom can be expressed as a function of 
the compressional and shear wave velocities, the attenuation of 
these waves and the density. 

Most of our knowledge of the physical properties of the sediments 
has been acquired through core sampling.  The previous studies have 
shown that porosity of the marine sediments (which can be measured 
very easily) stands out as the most important parameter, causing 
variations in compressional sound velocity and density.  The statistical 
relationship between these properties is shown in Fig. 3 [Ref. 1]. 
High porosity material is a poor reflector and reflectivity increases 
with decreasing porosity. 

Since the attenuation of compressional and shear wave velocities are 
very difficult parameters to measure, th^se quantities can be deduced 
from either the results obtained by Hamilton [Ret. 2] or the values 
obtained from laboratory and field measurements of natural and 
artificial sediments.  Figure 4 susimarizes the measured attenuation 
values reported by several investigators [Ref. 3].  It indicates the 
order of magnitude of attenuation to be expected for saturated 
sediments.  At all frequencies the attenuation is higher in sand and 
muddy sand, compared to silts and clays.  It also shows that the 
attenuation is approximately linearly dependent on the frequency, 
thus sediment acoustic attenuation can be expressed as dB/X . 

Displays of relative sound speed and relative density vs porosity 
also give a general idea of the acoustical characteristics of an area. 
Figure 5 summarized the bottom composition of the two acoustic trial 
zones, that are situated north and southeast of the Island of Elba 
[Ref. 4].  The northern area consists of much more low porosity 
material (highly reflective sea-floor, higher attenuation within the 
sediment) compared to the southeastern area.  Figure 6 compares the 
spatial variation of bottom material in these areas, where as the 
northern area mainly consists of high velocity and high density 
sediments, with very thin low velocity material in the upper part. 
(This would only effect very high frequencies).  The southeastern area 
consists of low velocity and low density material with a thin high 
velocity later at a depth of approximately 3 m» 

Figure 7 compares the results of transmission loss measurements over- 
the areas mentioned above in winter and summer conditions, for 50 m 
source and receiver, and in 1/3 octave filter bands tor 0,2, 0,8 and 
3.2 kHz centre frequencies.  In winter under upward-reft acting 
conditions, the transmission loss, does not show any pronounced 
dependence for these different bottom conditions.  Whereas in summer, 
under downward refracting conditions, the transmission loss shows a 
very significant dependence on the differences in the sea floor 
[Ref. 5] 
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2. BOTTOM ROUGHNESS 

The acoustic properties of sediments have been under study by the 
scientific community for several years and this has been the subject 
of a large number of papers.  The study of bottom roughness has been 
neglected mainly due to the difficulties of making quantitative 
measurements of bottom roughness. 

The sea floor contains a wide spectrum of roughness, from features 
of the order of tens to hundreds of kilometres to those of the 
order of centimetres.  It is well known that scattering depends on 
the dimension of bottom irregularities, and our main interest xs in 
the scale of roughness that is comparable to the acoustic wave lengths. 
It requires different techniques to lesolve this wide range of 
roughness. 

The spectrum range of the sea floor roughness and resolution capabili- 
ties of the measurement techniques are shown in Fig. 8.  Figure 9 
illustrates the characteristics of the equipment used to study the 
roughness of the sea-floor.  The system consists of a standard 12 kHz 
echo sounder (66' beamwidth)., a 3» 5 kHz transducer with 23  beamwidth, 
a 50 kHz narrow-beam (6' ) echo sounder, lowed close r.o the bottom 
(10 to 15 m) and underwater stereo cameras.  The upper part of Fig. 10 
shows an example of a recording obtained from an area, which illus- 
trates the characteristic "hyperbola" structures found over rough 
bottom.  The same figure also compares the bottom profiles obtained 
with three different pieces of equipment over the same track.  The 
spectrum of the 50 kHz system profile is also displayed in the same 
figure. 

Whereas the echo sounder provides information along tndxvidual tracks, 
the stereo cameras can provide a mosaic over small areas, and photo-- 
grammetfic techniques can be subsequently employed to provide very 
fine-scale contour charts of the sea floor.  We have developed a very 
simple method of digitizing these contours to obtain, through the 
computer, two-dimensional power spectra and autocorrelation function 
of the surfaces.  Examples of this are shown in Fig. II,  The technique 
has the advantage of revealing the directionality of the roughness. 
This technique can be applied to any kind of contoured data to obtain 
two-dimensional statistical properties of a surface. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Physical properties of the sediments is the main parameter 
that affect the shallow water propagation in summer condition. 

2. Ihere Ls a need to be able to deduce the compressional and 
!>hear wave attenuation and shear wave velocity» 

3«  Methods developed to obtain one and two dimensional sea floor 
roughness spectra provide the quantitative description of 
the bottom roughness and use of these data in acoustic 
mode If., 

4«  Studies on sea floor roughness may give the possibility of 
predicting the interested dimension of bottom irregularities 
t i om simply measurable parameters, i >♦', normal echo soundings, 
sf d iment I ype , etc» 
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DISCUSSION 

In answer to a question by Dr Wille on how the stereophotographs 
were evaluated, Mr Akai explained that this work had been done by 
the Italian 1stituto Geografico Militare in Florence, applying 
aerial surveys techniques to obtain a quantitative evaluation of the 
shape of the sea floor.  Dr Wille asked what density of photographs 
is required to give a statistical description of the sea floor in 
an area.  Mr Akal explained that, of the many photographs taken, 
only fifteen had been analysed so far.  It was therefore too early 
to say, although obviously this would differ between areas in which 
the bottom features clanged within tens of metres and those in which 
they remained constant for many kilometres. 

Ma.jor Ross asked why most of the statistical reiationships between 
physical properties of sediment used porosity as an index parameter 
and what was the relatiou between porosity and grain size.  Mr Akai 
explained that the porosity of marine sediments stands out as the 
most important paramett-- causing variations in acoustic characteristics 
of the sediments.  The amount of pore space in sediments results from 
such interrelated factors as the size, shape and minerology of the 
solid grfins, which usually result in a general decrease in porosity 
with increasing grain size.  Mr Hasti up pointed out that it is also 
because it is easier to measure porosity than grain size. 
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THREE  REPRESENTATIONS OF  SHALLOW-WATER SOUND  PROPAGATION I 
■i 

by \ 

H. P. Backer 
US Naval Undersea Center, San Diego, Ca., USA 

INTRODUCTION 

In th* ^ report we will consider three methods of solving sound 
propagation problems in shallow waters  wave theory, ray theory, and 
by use of numerical marching solutions.  For each method five 
different topics will be discussed.  These are:  the representation 
of the sound field| the effects of the sound speed profile3 the 
effects of boundary losses; the effects of scattering? and the 
effects of horizontal changes in the sound speed or boundaries of 
the channel. 

1.   REPRESENTATIONS OF THE SOUND FIELD 

The wave equation is shown in Fig. 1.  As shown, the sound pressure p 
can be written as a product of the square root of the density times 
a scalar potential function.  The square of the effective wave number, 
K2, is equal to  (iw/c)2, Ui is the angular frequency and c is the 
sound speed, plus other factors envolving spatial derivities of the 
density.  At frequencies above <v 100 Hz these density terms can be 
omitted.  There are several methods of solving the wave equation such 
as the natural mode, expansion [Ref. 1], the fast field method fRef. 2], 
the ray mode method [Ref. 3]> and the method of virtual modes [Ref. 4jt 
In this presentation we will restrict ourselves to the natural mode 
expansion which is shown on the bottom line.  We have used the method 
of separation of variables and Cauchy's Theorem to write the potential 
function as a sum of residues plus a branch line contour.  In the 
expression, 

r      is the horizontal range, 

Cp (ZQ) is the solution of the z separated wave equation 
that satisfies the boundary conditions evaluated 
at the source depth ZQ> 

cp (z)   is the same function evaluated at tl.e receiver 
depth z, 

k      is the horizontal wave number for the nth mode, n 
N      is a type, of normalization factor, n ^ 
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Now let us consider the ray representation of the  sound tield as 
shown in Fig. 2,  The ray theory representation is a solution of 
the eikonal equation shown at the top of the figure.  In the limit 
uu •* • the eikon-etl equation "♦ the wave equation.  One might say that 
ray solutions are asymptotic solutions of the wave equation.  In 
general, it is difficult to determine the frequency above which the 
ray solution will give accurate predictions of the sound field for 
a specified shallow-water channel.  The ray solution is written as 
a sum of eigen rays which are those rays that travel from the source 
to the receiver.  The amplitude of the ray An, depends upon the 
accumulated boundary loss, R, the angle of the ray at the source, 
Ys> the horizohtal distance and a measure of the spreading 6h/6Ys 
(6h is the vertical separation of neighboring rays at range r that 
have angular spread 6Ys at the  source).  In the neighborhood of a 
caustic line (a line along which 6h**0) corrections to this simple 
formulation must be made.  The phase 6n is a sum of the integral 
of (x,/c)ds, where ds is a segment along the r^y path, plus the 
accumulated phase shift due to boundary reflections, equal to —(,TT/2, 
where -t is the number of times that the ray has touched a caustic 
line. 

The third representation of the sound field is shown in Fig. 3» 
Here we assume a 'solution of ij; that is a product of U times a Hankel 
function of the first kind.  By suitable choice of kc we hope to 
concentrate the rapid r variations in H{] ) ,, so that U will only 

(k0r) 
vary slowly with range.  Following Leontovich and Foch [R6*» 5J we 
delete the second partial of U with respect to r which results in a 
parabolic equation amenable to a marching solution.  Shown at the 
bottom of Fig. 3 is the split-step numerical developed by Tappert and 
Hardin [Ref. 6],  To go from range r to range  r +Är requires a 
discrete Fourier transform, some simple modification of the coefficients, 
and the inverse transform.  The starting values of U can be obtained 
from either of the two representations mentioned earlier, that is 
from ray theory or wave theory. 

2.    EFFECT OF THE SOUND-SPEED PROFILE 

There are many ways for accounting for the variation of sound speed 
with depthj however, two models seem to be most popular for the 
natural mode solutions.  In the first, as shown in Fig. 4, the inverse 
square of the sound speed is written as a linear form of z.  The 
solution for the z-dependent part of the potential function can then 
be written as tither a sum of exponential functions or as a sum of 
Airy functions [Ref. 1].  In the second model a numerical solution 
for  U(z)  is used [Refs. 7, 8], 

For the ray theory many models have been developed.  On this subject 
we will only make three observations.  First, if there are many 
receiver locations some form of the ray sweep-out technique [Ref. 9] 
should be used.  That is, instead of concentrating on a single receiver 
and finding what pairs of rays bracket this receiver it is much faster 
to look at the rays a pair at a time and ask what receivers are 
bracketed by the rays.  Second, to remove false caustics you must 
either u'se a profile representation that has a continuous value of 
dc/dz [Ref. 10], or you must smooth the range or depth vs Y , curves 
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before calculating the sound intensity.  Finally, caustic corrections 
must be made.  The general methods of caustic correction [Ref. 11] 
are known except for a few pathological cases.  However, they are 
not particularly easy to apply. 

The parabolic method has no problems with arbitrary sound-speed 
variations.  The sound speed effects the solution only through the 
term Ks. 

3.    EFFECT OF BOUNDARY LOSSES 

For the natural mode wave solution we can introduce the boundary 
losses by means of reflection coefficients.  We will illustrate this 
for the case of surface reflecticn but the same technique can be 
used at the bottom.  Consider Fig. 5 and imagine that there is an 
isovelocity layer near the surface of depth /„.  Then the potential 
function» are as shown in the top part of the figure.  There i> 
an up-going plane wave incident on the surface which is reflected as> 
a down-going wave with the specular reflection coefficient S.  Tn 
general the modulus of S is less than one, which indicates energy loss 
due to scattering or energy transfer through the surface.  The usual 
interface conditions requiring continuity of pressure and the vertical 
component of particle velocity are imposed so that we can solve for 
the coefficients A and B.  Then we shrink the thickness of the layer 
to zero which removes the isovelocity layer but leaves the reflection 
coefficient S in the solution as shown in the figure. 

For the ray theory we simply modify the reflected ray by the amplitude 
loss and phase shift contained in the reflection coefficient.  Although 
this is easy to do.there can be complications because the reflection 
coefficients are for plane waves and because the ray theory cannot 
account for energy splitting where part of the tay is reflected at the 
interface and the rest travels into the sediment to emerge with reduced 
amplitude at a further range.  There may also be energy travelling 
along a bottom interface,which is sometimes called the lateral wave. 
This appears in the natural mode solution as the contribution of a 
branch-line contribution TRef. 12] but does not appear in the usual 
ray formulations. 

Current practice for introducing boundary effects in the Parabolic 
model is illustrated in Fig. 6,  The surface reflection :is effected 
by reflecting the profile and minus the potential function about the 
surface.  This corresponds to a reflection coefficient, S, equal to 
-1.  At the bottom the sediments must be modelled by the proper value 
of  K3  which contains the sound speed and the density.  This can be 
done if sediment parameters are known but could be a problem if only 
experimental values of bottom loss are available.  It should also be 
noted that the bottom must be extended deep enough and with values of 
Ks  having a sufficiently large imaginary component that the potential 
function goes smoothly to zero at maximum depth.  If this is not 
accomplished then high frequency noise (similar- to the Gibbs phenomena) 
will be generated near the bottom-which will travel up as the solution 
progresses in range and will eventually contaminate the potential 
function at all depths. 
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4.    EFFECT OF BOUNDARY SCATTERING 

We shsll next, consider the effects of «mattering of sound «.-nt-'rgy at 
the surface.  Equations will be derived for surface scattering but 
the principle is the same for bottom scattering.  Also the method 
will work equally well for the three sound-level representations, so 
we will only discuss the case for the wave theory representation. 

The first step is to determine the upgoing sound energy incident on 
the surface.  The xraaginary isovelocity layer at the surface discussed 
earlier provides the separation of up- and down-going waves.  We 
scatter from the up-going wave of mode n, at the surface by means of 
a surface-scattering coefficient c  to  the   receiver.  Ray theory is 
used to deter-mine the propagation loss from the sui face to the 
receiver.  In Fig. 7 the first term in the square bracket [    1 
represents energy scattered from the mode to the receiver while the 
second term represents energy scattered from the source into the 
mode.  Similar corrections can be made for the ray theory and for 
the parabolic method. 

5.    EFFECT OF HORIZONTAL CHANGES 

Horizontal changes in the sound-speed profile or in the bottom 
topology or type of sediment pose a serious problem for the analyst, 
using wave solutions.  There ate sophisticated methods that can be 
used, e.g. see Milder TRef. 13] and Weinberg [Ref. 14J.  However, 
these assume orthogonal wave functions which is not the case when 
there is significant bottom loss.  At NUC we have been using the 
earlier formulations of We.ston [Ref. 15] and Pierce fRef. 16]. 
The basic concept as that the dispersion equation is invariant for 
slow horizontal vaiiatlons so that the sound energy remains in a 
given mode.  The sound field is calculated as shown in Fig. 8.  The 
source te m  cp(zo) is calculated using the profile and bottom losses 
at the s  rce 1ocation, the receiver term Cp(z)  is calculated using 
the prof le an  bottom losses at the receiver location^ and the history 

of the mode accumulates in the term  expli I  k dr).  For example.if 
c       r-r the mode goes through a region of high loss then  I  k dr  will 

•-L n 
o 

accumulate a large imaginary component which will attenuate the mode. 

The ray theory has no serious problems with horizontal changes.  A 
fast and effective method is to divide the ocean into triangular 
segments as shown in Fig„ 9.  This technique was described at the 
Ray Tracing Conference held here rRet<, 17] in September 1971»  The 
sound speed  c  is fitted as a linear function to three points, the 
corners of the triangle, where the sound speed is known.  Next a 
rotation is made to tilted coordinate system in which  c  is a Linear 
function of only one of the coordinate directions, in this case  z'. 
The ray paths are therefore arcs of circles.  After solving for the 
radius of curvature, o, the ray can be quickly traced through the 
triangle. 
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A linearly-segmented bottom is easily treated by replacing the under 
side of the lowest triangle with a bottom segment over the appropriate 
range interval.  Smooth bottom topology can be programmed at the 
expense of complicated algorithms. 

The parabolic method also works very well in cases where there are 
profile or bottom topology changes.  The sound speed only effects 
the value of  K2  and the bottom effects the solution by means of 
changes in the sound speed and density. 

SUMMARY 

We have looked at three representations (natural mode, ray theory, 
and parabolic solution) of the sound field that have proven useful 
in underwater sound, problems.  We have also looked at the effects of 
sound-speed profiles, boundary losses, boundary scattering, and 
horizontal changes on the representations.  As we have seen, a 
representation may be best for treating some of the factors but not 
so good in other cases.  It is desirable to have all three types of 
models so that solutions can he cross-checked and so that the most 
accurate method is available when the need arises. 
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DISCUSSION 

Mr Akal asked about the (bottom) parameters used for calculating the 
bottom reflection and scattering coefficients in the models. Dr Bucker 
explained that about ten years ago the interest was mainly on 
frequencies from 3 to 4 kHz for which models of elastic solids plus 
absorption worked well if the first 10 to 20 ft of the sediment was 
accurately described»  Later, when interest turned to much lower 
frequencies, these models did not work so well and the important thing 
was to obtain the gradient accurately.  New models were developed in 
which the sound speed and the layers had a gradient so that  at 
sufficiently low frequencies the sound will be refracted out.  In 
the last five years seismologists have used deltametric techniques 
for calculating dispersion curves for earthquakes.  It is thought that 
these can be used through hundreds of layers without losing accuracy 
and take both the shear effects and the. gradients effects into account. 
It is found that if the sound goes deep the attenuation is less than 
Hamilton predicts due clearly to the attractive concept that as a 
sediment compacts the attenuation undoubtedly becomes less.  One can 
have fairly high loss in the first layers but if the frequency is low 
enough to break though this high-loss region, there is generally 
very good bottom reflection. 
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FIG. 2  RAY THEORY REPRESENTATION OF THE SOUND FIELD 
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FIG. 3  NUMERICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE SOUND FIELD 
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ON CLASSIFICATION OF SHALLOW WATER SOUND SPEED PROFILES 

BY ACOUSTICAL CRITERIA 

by 

W. Sluyterman van Langeweyde 
Forschungsanstalt d. BW für Wasserschall 

und Geophysik, Kiel, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

The underwater sound propagation is mainly controlled by the sound 
velocity profile — shortly named profile —.  Therefore, investiga- 
tions concerning the problem of sonar range predictions should be 
approached from this side.  For practical use a partition into 
profile classes becomes necessary.  By maans of an idealized ray 
tracing model the influences of the profiles on the acoustical 
intensity fields are studied.  In this way the features leading to 
the classes will be found and weighted not by comparing the profiles 
themselves but the resulting intensity fields.  A method of profile 
simplification being controlled in its consequence on the intensity 
field provides a pre-classification independent of the source depth. 
Comparisons of intensity fields computed under systematical variations 
of the profiles lead to the definition of the "profile type " 
which does not yet consider the source depth.  The additional specifi- 
cation of the source depth determines the "coarse classes" of the 
profile — source depth — combinations.  Profile or source depth 
changes within such a coarse-class will not show any d'^continuities 
in the intensity fields.  The systematical computation» additionally 
provide guideline for the realization of the subpartition of the 
coarse classes. 

The sound speed profile — hereafter referred to simply as profile — 
influences sound propagation mainly in two ways: 

1. It operates directly on the spatial distribution of 
the sound intensity, and 

2. Indirectly affects the intensity field by directing 
the sound energy towards the boundaries where it is 
reflected, scattered and absorbed. 

The considerable variability of the oceanographic states of the medium 
causes drastic changes in acoustical ranges.  This variability cannot 
be altered, but must be accepted a^ a fact of nature.  The only 
manageable solution for the sonar user in shallow water is to predict, 
as precisely as possible, what environmental conditions he must take 
into account.  For military purposes it is especially important to 
obtain an accurate sonar range prediction at the time and position of 
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the assigned task.  Because of the relationship between the primarily 
interesting sonar ranges and the profiles, investigations concerning 
the problem of sonar range predictions should be approached from 
the oceanographic side. 

To reach a usable method of range prediction it is necessary to 
reduce the infinite number of possible profiles into a finite number 
of profile classes.  It is not sufficient to treat the profiles only 
in regard to their shape or oceanographic properties.  The final 
partition is an acoustical rather than an oceanographic task.  The 
criteria for a partition of sound speed profiles as an aid for an 
acoustical range prediction can only be found by examining the 
properties of the acoustical field.  Through existing relationships 
these properties can be transferred to those profile features which 
primarily affect the acoustical field. 

Before a partition of sound speed profiles according to their 
acoustical effects can be made, the relationship between the profiles 
and sound fields must be known.  In this paper this relationship will 
be simulated by a numerical ray tracing model.  This model is a many- 
tays program which computes in the range-depth plane a matrix of 
values for the sound intensity field.  It also accounts for scattering 
surfaces and absorbing bottoms. 

The partitioning problem was investigated in three parts: 

1. First a method of profile simplification, controlled 
by its effects on the intensity fields, provides a 
preclassification independent of source depth. 

2. Then comparisons of intensity fields, computed under 
systematical variations öf the profiles, lead to 
definitions of coarse classes of profile source-depth 
combinations. 

3. Independent of source depth, profile types are defined 
from which the potential coarse classes can be deduced. 

Figure 1 shows two profiles and the corresponding intensity fields. 

1. Upper:  summer profile of the North Sea, 
water depth 55 m. 

2. Lower:  winter profile of the Baltic, 
water depth 85 m. 

The different types of profiles give rise to different structure in 
the sound fields, computed for a source depth of 21 m (star).  For 
these fields and for all those to follow these standards have been 
used: 

1. The entire water column is shown. 

2. The range extends from 1 n.mi to 30 n.mi. 

3. The source depth is 21 m. 

4«  Two adjacent curves mean a difference of 2 dB, and 
each 10 dB curve is represented by a bold line. 

5.  The cylindrical spreading and medium loss have no\. 
been added to these calculations. 
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A range of 30 n.mi and a source depth of 21 m were chosen so that 
comparisons could be made with field experiments conducted with 
explosive signals. 

In the ray model, profiles are approximated by straight line 
segments so that they can be uniquely defined by a finite number of 
points.  As a firsi step in the partition the number of profile points 
is reduced under control of the acoustical consequences.  This is done 
by means of a piogressive adjustment procedure which retains or only 
insignificantly displaces the salient profile points. 

This point reduction scheme can best be explained with the simple 
7-point profile shown in Fig. 2.  The procedure starts by finding the 
straight line between points 1 and 2.  The third point is checked 
with this segment and if within a given tolerance of 2€ another 
straight line using all three points is calculated by the least 
squares method.  If the next point lies within the tolerance of the 
new line segment it is incorporated with the previous points and a 
new best fit line is calculated using all 4 points. This procedure 
is iterated until a succeeding point is found which lies outside the 
tolerance of the last computed line segment.  This line constitutes 
the first profile segment and the uppermost point 1' is determinated 
by its intersection with the surface.  With the last point used in 
calculation of the preceding best fit line and the next point, which 
was outside the 2c-tolerance, the entire procedure is repeated so 
that the next profile segment and pojnt 21 can be found.  The 
execution of the procedure over the entire water-column creates 
depending on the value of 26 a new profile having the same or fewer 
points than the original profile. 

At this point one question is naturally raised, "Is the use of this 
profile simplification allowed from the acoustical point of view and 
if it is, up to what range of tolerance nay it be used?"' 

Figure 3 shows a sequence of profiles with the depth written in 
metres and the numbers above the scale indicating sound speed in m/s. 
Adequately displaced it is also valid for subsequent profiles. 
Profile 1 was measured in 5 5 ra of water.  One reading is obtained 
every metre with a resolution of 0,1 m/s.  The succeeding profiles 
were calculated from the original data using the progressive adjustment 
procedure with increasing tolerance ranges.  In this example, the 
proecdure was started with a value of e set at 0.05 m/s and subse- 
quently increased in 0.05 m/s steps. 

Now the question is, "How do the corresponding intensity fields behave?" 
To answer this question the intensity fields shown in Fig. 4 were 
calculated using a source depth of 21 m. 

a) The first four fields uniformally show a zoie   of 
high intensity between about 20 to 30 m. 

b) By field 6 the intensity decreases steplike, 

c) In field 10 the intensity again raises rapidly 

d) The fields 11 to 14 are nearly constant, and 

e) At field 15 the structure is totally changed. 
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The following points a) to e) correspond to the respective points 
above.  With these profile features the intensity field properties 
are explained. 

The source at a depth of 21 m and the two profile maxima at 20 and 
28 m, which have a sound speed greater than the profile has at the 
source depth, constitutes a duct (Fig. 3). 

a) This duct is not altered in the first four profiles. 

b) In profile 6 the sound speed of the source depth exceeds 
that of the lower maximum for the first time. 

c) In profile 10 the source is located in the region of 
the slightly positive gradient of the uppermost layer. 

d) From profile 11 to profile 14 the layer above the 
thermocline remains invariable. 

e) Profiles 15 and 16 are totally different from the 
original profile. 

At first glance one would decide that a smoothing of the original 
profile in excess of step 5 would not be allowed from an acoustical 
standpoint. 

Now field computations were carried out, which start from the 
assumption that those small profile maxima were horizontally unsteady. 
The first three profiles of Fig. 5 show some possible variations. 
Profiles 4 and 5 are not discussed in this papet. 

Profile 1 is smooth. 

In profile 2 two maxima of the same magnitude and at 
the same depth as in the last example are applied. 

In profile 3 the same variation but in the opposite 
direction was applied. 

Again the source is at a depth of 21 m for the calculated fields 
of Fig. 6. 

Fields 1 and 2 were calculated respectively using 
profiles 1 and 2 and show the expected structure. 

Field 3 was calculated using profile 3»  Although it 
is similar to field 1 it demonstrates that the deviation 
to rhe left hardly affects the acoustical field.  It does 
not create any new turning points of the rays, but only 
causes a slight displacement of the rays. 

Now let a horizontal variability be permitted, for instance by 
alternating profiles.  In this case the influence of the focusing 
group disappears. 

Field 2-1, computed from profilo 2 alternating with 
profile 1, is very similar to t ield 1. 

Likewise field 2-3., computed from profiles 2 and 3 
is very similar to field 3, which again, äs already 
mentioned, is nearly the same as field 1. 
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As the duct gradually decomposes more and more rays are lost and 
will not be recaptured even when the duct is regenerated later. 

Hence horizontal unsteadinesss of these small maxima has a similar 
acoustical consequence as their removal by the progressive smoothing. 
That means that the simplification of a profxle can be allowed in 
spite of rapid changes in the acoustical field.  The upper limit of 
the allowable range of tolerance certainly depends on the magnitude 
of the estimated horizontal variability. 

The profile simplification by the progressive adjustment with a depth 
independent tolerance range according to the oceanographic behaviour 
of the medium is a preclassification independent of the source depth. 

A further acoustically justified partition is not possible without 
considering the source depth.  Because of the important roll of the 
source depth it will be called reference depth from now on.  The 
sound speed at the reference depth will be called reference sound 
speed. 

In conformity of Snell s Law, rays only have their turning points at 
those depths where the sound speed is greater than the reference 
sound speed.  At such a depth a turning point will only occur^ if 
from there to the reference depth there is no sound speed greater than 
the reference sounr1 speed.  But just the fact, there are turning points 
or not is responsible for rapid changes of the intensity field. 

Intensity field calculations by systematical profile variations as 
in Fig. 7 illustrate this fact,  Tn profile 11 the lower maximum 
exceeds the slight maximum at the upper edge of the thermocline. 
With the source at 21 m this causes the differences seen in the fields 
numbered from 1 to 10 and in the last two fields of Fig. 8, 

Profile variations of this kind have been oV nr""-d in the Baltic, 
The profiles of Fig. 9 where measux'ed at tu    ■   »sition of the 
Baltic.  The time between profiles 1 and 2 waa   'M* ^"utes and between 
profiles 3 and 4 was 15 minutes.  In the five hours between the meas- 
urement of these two pairs of profiles, the lower maximum had developed 
to such an extent that it exceeded the upper maximum at the edge of 
the thermocline. 

Further special investigations of acoustical effects by profile 
properties were conducted to find the most important and class 
defining profile features. 

The profile maxima are equally important above as well as belo\v the 
reference depth.,  Foj the partitioning purpose it is of special 
significance when a profilei part has a sound speed greater or less 
than the reference sound speed-,  If a relative maximum exists which 
has a higher sound speed the significant roll of the reference sound 
speed is transferred to this relative maximum.  It is valid for the 
piece oi profile between this maximum and the next boundary.  If this 
maximum is exceeded by another maximum towards the boundary this 
maximum again takes over the definitive roll up to the next boundary. 
For the parts above and below the source, the membership of the 
coarse class is determined by those maxima,which 
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©have higher sound speed than the reference sound speed, 
and which 

©occur with increasing sound speed in the order from the 
source to the respective boundary. 

If the first number is agreed upon for the upper and the second for 
the lower part, a pair of numbers uniquely determine the coarse 
class of a profile source-depth combination. 

The artificial profile <>f Fig. 10 serves to illustrate its potential 
coarse classes and source depth dependence. The pairs of numbers to 
the left of tho profile identify coarse classes for those cases when 
the source Is placed at the depth where the numbers are written. 

Without being forced to fix the source depth prior to classifying 
sound speed profiles one can describe the profile qualitatively with 
its coarse class possibilities by a sequence of numbers.  If the 
maxima are enumerated according to increasing sound speed, as in 
example of Fig. 10 from 1 to 6, the order of the numbered maxima 
with increasing depth would be 

5, 6, 2, 1, 3, 4, 4, 0 . 

(A boundary maximum Ls included and a boundary without a maximum is 
numbered with 0,)  This sequence results in a profile type which is 
independent of a source depth, but from which all potential coarse 
classes of the profile can be deduced. 

Thus a partitiion of sound speed profiles can be obtained in three 
steps: 

1. Preclassification by progressive adjustment. 

2. Fartxtlon into profile types. 

3. Finding the coarse classes, when the source 
depth has been fixed. 

The coarse partition is not fine enough for practical sonar range 
prediction, but it is a necessary step before a further subpartition 
by acoustical criteria can be accomplished.  Continuous profile 
variations, which do not cause a change in the coarse class, do not 
result in discontinuities in the acoustical field.  These investigations 
have shown that it is not correct- to represent a sound speed profile 
by another one obtained by averaging a set of profiles without regard 
to the source depth and their coarse classes.  The intensity field 
calculated from a mean profile in general does not represent the mean 
intensity field obtained by averaging intensity fields resulting from 
the individual profiles. 

This investigation also points out some criteria that can be used as 
a basis for subpartition;'ng coarse classes.  But it is not reasonable 
to construct fine classes with the universality that was done with 
the. coarse classes.  It should be carried out with concrete profile 
information.  This reduces the number ot profile types and simplifies 
the specification of criteria. 
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FIC. 1  SOUND SPEED PROFILES AND CORRESPONDING SOUND INTENSiiY FIELDS WITH A SOURCE DEPTH OF 21 m 

o) NORTH SEA SUMMER.      b)  BALTIC WINTER 
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FIG. 2  PROFILE SMOOTHING PROCEDURE USING A SIMPLE PROFILE 
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PIC. 6   SERIES OP INTENSITY FIELDS CALCULATED WITH ONE OR MORE PROPILES FROM PIG. 5 
AND A SOURCE DEPTH OP 21 m 
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PIC. 9  SERIES OF PROFILES MEASURED AT THE SAME POSITION BUT DIFFERENT TIME IN THE BALTIC 
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FIG. 10    ARTIFICIAL PROFILE ILLUSTRATING THE SOURCE DEPTH DEPENDENCE OF THE COARSE CLASS 

AND THE PROFILE TYPE 
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MEASUREMENTS OF SOUND ATTENUATION IN STANDARD AREAS 

OF NORTH SEA AND BALTIC 

by 

G. Schellstede and P. Wille 
Forschungsanstalt d, BW für Wasserschall 

und Geophysik, Kiel, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

The measurements are presented for a selection of different environ- 
mental conditions referring to sound intensity decay laws, vertical 
intensity distribution and frequency dependence of attenuation. 
The temperature-salinity stratification of the Baltic area offers 
the possibility of a SOFAR-type sound propagation in shallow water 
whereas the North Sea area is mainly suitable to study the influence 
of the bottom under downward refraction conditions.  To achieve quasi 
synoptic control of the sound fields and environmental fields only by 
combined ship-aircraft measurements, the sea areas were chosen for 
wea!k spatial and slow temporal variations of the environmental 
parameters.  The fulfillment of these prerequisites and the meas- 
urement and evaluation techniques are discussed with regard to the 
aptitude of the standard area measurements for testing and fitting 
prediction models. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sound propagation models, which are simple enough for practical 
application, must confine themselves on the strongest environmental 
influences and neglect all the minor ones.  Since the acoustic 
hierarchy of the environmental parameters may differ with respect to 
sea area and time, there will be no universal propagation model for 
shallow water.  So it seems unavoidable, to investigate the sea areas 
of interest individually with regard to important and less important 
environmental properties and to tailor the model to the sea area in 
question.  Then one may hope to learn, which criteria make different 
sea areas acoustically similar. 

To estimate the hierarchy of the environmental influences, a 
sufficient separation of the different processes involved is needed. 
This seems to be possible perhaps in very simple standard areas, which 
are selected for their extremely weak horizontkl variation of all 
environmental parameters. 
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The measurements we present here, stem from standard areas of North 
Sea and Baltic as shown In Fig. le Up to now, one succeeds at the 
mojft to model the sound propagation behaviour of the North Sea 
[Ref. paper of H.G. Schneider: "Modelling the Propagation Loss in 
Shallow Water"]. On the contrary, the acoustical behaviour of the 
Baltic is in part not even qualitatively understood. Therefore we 
confine ourselves to the comparison of the observations. 

1.    MEASURING METHOD 

We have standardized the propagation measurements as follows: 
[Ref.:  P. Wille, R. Thiele, E. Schunk:  "Shallow Water Sound 
Attenuation in a Standard Area", Journal of the Acoustical Society 
America, 54 (1973) p.1708]. 

As illustrated in Fig. 2, each individual propagation measurement 
consists of a series of 30 TNT-bombettas which are air-dropped within 
10 min along a range of 30 n.mi.  The measuring time is short enough 
with respect to stationary sea state and allowes for tests of 
reproduceability,  Ihe detonation depth is always 26 m.  The receiving 
array — horizontal or vertical — has 10 separate hydrophones. 

The data acquisition of the sea state, oceanographic stratification 
and sea bottom will not be discussed here. 

2.    ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

The temperature profiles of North Sea summer show a main thermocline 
with gradients of 1 to 30C/m; often there is a second, weaker thermo- 
cline near the sea surface, depending strongly on weather conditions. 
Figure 3 shows some examples.  "During winter, the North Sea is 
completely isothermal.  Ihere is ho salinity stratification.  The 
upper sediment of the bottom consists of sand which is from a few 
decimetres up to 2 m thibk. 

The variation of temperature stratification in the horizontal direction 
is often relatively Weak which is demonstrated by this towed Delphin 
measurement conducted by Deutsches Hydrographisches Institute 
(see Fig. 4).  However, when there are storms, the variations may be 
significantly stronger.  Model computations by H.G, Schneider show 
that these weak horizontal variations may be neglected with respect 
to sound propagation. 

In the central Baltic, there is a sound channel formation during summer, 
the sound speed increasing towards the bottom from salinity and towards 
the surface from temperature.  The upper thermocline corresponds to 
the North Sea behaviour.  October profiles are shown in Fig. 5°,   note 
that the thermocline was deeper than the fuse depth of the explosive 
sources for all our acoustic measurements. 
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The sound speed at the upper part of the increase of salinity is 
often but not in all cases higher than within the mixed layer. 
The horizontal variation of the thermohaline structure is stronger 
than fbr the North Sea and probably varies faster.  Obviously our 
provisional stratification measurement is not sufficient as input 
for propagation model computation for the Baltic.  During the winter 
there is no thermoclinej the salinity increase however does not vanish. 
The sea bottom of the Baltic area consists of mud up to a few metres 
thickness for almost all the Baltic measurements. 

3.    ATIENUATION LOSS; SOUND LEVEL SLOPE VS DISTANCE 

Each of the 10 hydrophone  signals was filtered digitally to obtain 
third octave extracts from 40 Hz to 10 kHz.  The signal energy was 
integrated for the complete signal duration and corrected for back- 
ground noise.  The cylindrical spreading loss of 10 lg R has been 
removed. 

The resultant slopes are shown in Fig. 6, and can be described in 
most cases as an exponential decrease consisting of both boundary 
and medium losses.  The slope of the regression line in dB/km is 
computed for least squares.  It is possible to describe the propa- 
gation law as a superposition of an assumed spreading function of 
R~P together with the exponential dissipation loss e~   .  The 
fitting of the propagation law by a suitable spreading coeffcient ß 
will be discussed later.  For the following figures, (3=1, that means 
cylindrical spreading is always used.  For the range interval of 1 
to 30 n.mi this has been proved to be a sufficient description. 
Then the standard deviation of the sound level data is typically 1 
to 2 dB. 

For a few Baltic measurements illustrated by Fig. 7, however, one 
finds stronger deviations from a pure exponential slopej the sound 
channel mentioned above may produce caustics. 

4.    ATTENUATION LOSS^ FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE 

The dissipation a usually increases monotonically with frequency 
above a few 100 Hz and can be determined with low error from the 
propagation measurements.  Figure 8 demonstrates that all ten 
separate hydrophone channels give values of a that lie within a 
narrow band of scatter.  The prerequisite of such small scatter is 
a horizontal receiving array. 

All attenuation loss measurements made in both standard areas result 
in the area of variation presented in Fig. 9«  For each series the 
mean curve for the ten hydrophones is used. 
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Obviously the North Sea measurements taken together form an area 
that is of approximately constant width within the frequency range 
investigated; the difference in the attenuation coefficient 
corresponds to a factor of 5 to 10.  In the Baltic however this 
factor approaches 30 between 100 and 300 Hz but is only a factor of 
3 between 1 kHz and 2 kHz.  Even this simple superposition of all 
measurements shows the mean attenuation in the Baltic to be signifi- 
cantly higher at low frequencies and lower at high frequencies than 
in the North Sea.  The salinity increase of the Baltic seems to 
effectively screen the highly absorbing mud bottom at high frequencies 
but not at the lower frequencies. 

The North Sea behaves in a simpler manner than the Baltic with 
regard to the p.-equency dependence of attenuation.  The steepest and 
the levelest slope of all the North Sea series differ less than 
factor 2 as shown in Fig. 10.  There was no simple connection 
observable between the frequency slope of attenuation and environmenral 
parameters, for example sea state and medium stratification.  However, 
the slope tends to be steeper if the temperature profile reduces the 
energy density near the rough sea surface by downward refraction. 
If one tries to simplify the slope of the attenuation curve by a 

single function, one gets a^f    for winter and a^f     for 
summer conditions as a mean for ten series under both conditions. 

Figure 11 shows that for the Baltic, the summer attenuation can be 
nearly frequency independent, if the sea state is low.  The often 
observed minimum of a near 100 Hz has almost vanished if the mean 
of all ten hydrophones is taken. 

However the steep slope of a for winter conditions is very similar 
to that found in the North Sea (Fig. 12).  At higher frequencies 
neither the amount nor the slope of the attenuation function differs 
significantly for both areas.  Only the minimum near 100 Hz is more 
pronounced for th,e Baltic winter. 

5.    INFLUENCE OF WAVE HEIGHT ON THE ATTENUATION LOSS 

The North Sea attenuation continues to behave simpler than the Baltic 
with respect to the influence of sea state.  In Fig. 13 there are only 
examples of winter conditions where the additional contribution of 
medium stratification is absent.  The average attenuation loss does 
increase with wave height, but with no significant frequency dependence 
of propagation loss on wave height.  For North Sea summer the influence 
of sea state is even less.  If there is any connection of propagation 
loss to the sea state spectrum, it is at most very weak. 

The comparison with the Baltic summer results illustrated in Fig. 14 
shows that there is not only a strong increase in attenuation by sea 
state (variations of factor 8 occur) but especially a significant 
frequency dependence above 1 kHz.  However the measurements give no 
more than a connection to the wave height. Differences in the sea 
state spectrum seem to be of minor influence on the attenuation for 
the Baltic too.  However, for most examples the wind driven sea was 
rather stationary. 
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The maximum attenuation is remarkably similar for both North Sea and | 
Baltic, but a*'reduction of wave height in the North Sea produces j 
only a slight decrease in attenuation.  Lowering the wave height 

6.    INFLUENCE OF SEA STATE DIRECTION ON ATTENUATION 

The following examples differ only with respect to sea state direction. 
The sound propagation direction is either parallel or perpendicular to 
the windo  Since the directional spectrum of the sea state is 
increasingly Isotropie towards shorter wave lengths, one would expect 
mainly the longer sound waves to be influenced by the sea state 
direction.  Indeed, there is no significant difference above 500 Hz. 
If there would occur Bragg scattering of longer sound waves at the 
perpendicular wave crests, then the attenuation is expected to be 
higher for parallel wind condition.  This 'seems to be confirmed by 
Fig. 15«  The difference is indeed significant, as the reproduceability 
of t^he measurements shows when repeated for the same direction within 
one hour.  In most cases this reproduceability was even better 
(standard deviation * 10%  of the scale used). 

For higher sea states this difference was even more remarkable for 
both directions as shown by Fig. 16.  However, this time the higher 
attenuation is found in the perpendicular direction, negating the 
interpretation that the attenuation should increase or at least change 
for the parallel sea state condition. 

This comparison setves to demonstrate that influence  of sea direction 
on attenuation cannot hastly be concluded after only a few observations. 
It may be that influence of sea direction on attenuation can be measured 
under certain conditions however, during all our measurements it was 
surely masked by other and stronger processes.  To obtain deviations 
of the observed amount it is only necessary that the aircraft course 
changes slightly.  Computations show that even small variations in the 
sediment subsoil structure may have a strong eflect on the attenuation 
at lower frequencies.  At higher frequencies the acoustic penetration 
will not reach deeper than the sand layer of a few decimetres, therefore, 
the sea bottom behaves like a horizontally invariant parameter.  So, at 
higher frequencies there is neither a significant influence on sea state 
direction nor of variation of the sand sediment subsoil on the 
attenuatxon in the North Sea. 

in the Baltic however has a strong effect on the attenuation. 
Presumably, the focusing effect of the summer sound channel which 
can only be found in the Baltic deteriorates as the sea state becomes 
stronger, causing an increase in boundary loss.  So, one cannot 
exclude the possibility that the sea stf:fce has primarily indirect 
influence on the attenuation in the Baltic by disturbing the eveness 
of the stratification. I 

; 
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7.    DEPENDENCE OF ATTENUATION ON RECEIVER DEPTH (NORTH SEA) 

The attenuation measurements mentioned up to now were presented as 
mean values for all ten separate hydrophones even if measured by 
the vertical array. 

If the attenuation is plotted separately for the different hydrophone 
depths (Fig. 17), one will find a remarkable depth dependence below 
1 kHz, especially for winter conditions.  In fact, the highest 
attenuation i'fe found near the sea surface and the lowest near the 
bottom.  Above 1 kHz the depth dependence is inverted and much 
weaker:  the near surface hydrophone gives the lowest attenuation. 

This behaviour corresponds to the measured two-dimensional sound 
intensity fields.  Figure 18 shows that the isobars run approximately 
parallel to the surface at low frequencies; at high frequencies one 
finds isobars in horizontal orientation near the bottom. 

Less obvious but significant is the depth dependence of the attenuation 
for summer condition.  Again, the attenuation near the surface is 
highest at low frequencies and lowest at high frequencies as shown in 
Fig. 19. 

8.    CONTRIBUTION OF THE MEDIUM TO ATTENUATION LOSS 

Surely the frequency dependence of the attenuation is not the 
consequence of a single process.  The measurements in the Baltic 
have shown the influence of the sea surface to be at least a 
competitive mechanism. 

Subtracting the deep sea medium loss from thp measured North Sea 
attenuation, a substantial loss increase by frequency is left over 
(Fig. 20).  This is valid for a correction with mean maximum and 
minimum deep sea values.  The remaining loss can be modelled rather 
satisfactorily using a stratified dissipative bottom and a frequency 
dependent surface scattering, both contributions being of the same 
order.  The extent to which bottom scattering is involved must be 
left open, however. ' 

For the Baltic attenuation, the reduction by an assumed deep sea loss 
gives only a slight decrease (Fig. 21), if mean values for all hydro- 
phone channels are taken.  Now the characteristic sound speed profile 
of the Baltic summer provides a unique opportunity to determine the 
medium loss for shallow water in a manner similar to that employed 
in the deep water SOFAR-channel.  Unfortunately the fuse deptn of 
the air dropped bombettas could not be adjusted to the channel axis; 
therefore all shots were fired in the mixed layer. 

Surprisingly one finds for several Baltic propagation series deep 
minima of the attenuation coefficient at the depth of the sound 
channel and within a relatively small frequency interval (Fig. 22). 
It seems likely that part of the sound energy comes into the sound 
channel by local inhomogeneities or scattering and remains trapped. 
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This assumption xs supported by the observation of extremely long 
reverberation duration for the same fuse depth.  Since part of the 
guided sound energy will escape by scattering again, one would hardly 
expect to obtain quantitative results for the shallow water medium 
loss from these propagation measurements.  Honever, far away from 
the source, the sound channel will surely loose more energy than 
gain, because off channel Axis,   the energy density is already much 
lower.  Therefor*- the true medium loss value should not be higher than 
estimated from this data and compared to Thorp1s deep sea loss.  (We 
hope to prove this by suitable bombettas in the next future). 

So we may conclude that the North Sea medium loss xs not higher than 
in the deep ocean too, because pollution as a pcssible reason for 
higher loss is even less than for the Baltic,  Up to now there is no 
explanation for the frequency selection of low Josses, however. 

Figure 23  shows that there are propagation series without any sound 
speed profile peculiarities which show a second loss minimum at low 
frequencies near the channel axis.  This is not understood exther. 
There are examples with both minima, or one or even none-.  In any 
cascj the fuse depth was inside the mixed layer» 

Figure 24 illustrates a sound intensity field with focusing profile 
and focusing effect. 

Figure 25 is an example of a focusing profile but no guided energy 
within the channel. Perhaps the channel has been defocusing along 
the sound path in this case. 

9.    REMARKS ON PROPAGATTON LAWS 

Let us finish with a remark on propagation laws.  It seems more a 
question of suitable fitting than of the physics involved to describe 
the sound level slope for a limited range interval by 

D-3/2      D-l    -IR      u-|3    -ctR        . .  , 
R     or  R   . e    or  R   . c    respectxvely . 

Tf ß is determined by  a regress ion i'unrt ton for the different 
frequercy bands and hydrophone channels independently;; one may look 
for interconnection-- between the distribution of S and parameters 
like hydrophone depth, frequency, sea state or «trat ification. 
From the measurements; there is no significant correlation — perhaps 
with one curious exception which ha« to do with dixect.Lon of sea 
statt  and may be due to tie limited set oi data 

Figure 2 0 shows the distribution of ß to exhibit a maximum near 1 
if wind and sound propagation are perpendicular.  If they are parallel, 
the maximum is slutted between 1.4 and 1.5.  ' f the contrary would be 
the ease, one eouid perhaps assume the perpendicular wave crests make 
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the angular distribution of sound Incidence at the boundaries more 
stationary.  Following these examples however any interpretation 
would be rather speculative.  So some of the Baltic shallow water 
results contribute more to new questions than to decide between 
competing assumptions. 

DISCUSSION 

Miss Ching asked for comments on her belief that surface bubbles 
might be causing the considerable increase in propagation loss 
associated with higher wind strength, which it was impossible to 
explain in terms of increased surface roughness.  Dr Wille said 
that he had the same suspicions but the difficulty in measuring 
bubble concentrations had so far prevented a quantitative 
investigationj however the idea must not be excluded. 
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EXCITATION, PROPAGATION, AND ATTENUATION OF 

ACOUSTIC NORMAL MODES IN SHALLOW WATER 

by 

F. Ingenito 
US Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC, USA 

ABSTRACT 

The problem of acoustic propagation in shallow water was approached 
by studying, both experimentally and theoretically, the discrete 
normal modes of the duct.  Mode separation was achieved experimentally 
by two methods, a temporal method depending on the differing group 
velocities of the modes and a spatial filtering method depending on 
their vertical pressure distributions.  Varying the depth of the 
source and using a vertical  array of hydrophones spanning most of 
the water column, modal excitations and modal pressure distributions 
were measured.  Mode attenuations were obtained by making measurements 
on a mode at a series of ranges.  Data were taken at frequencies of 
400, 750, and 1500 Hz for a variety of sound-velocity profiles in 
several different areas.  As many as three modes were identified and 
measured.  Results were compared with normal mode calculations applied 
to idealized models of the areas.  Relative arrival times, modal 
excitations and vertical pressure distributions agreed well with the 
calculations.  Comparisons of measured mode attenuations with 
calculations were made, but the results were less conclusive because 
of the lack of independent knowledge of the bottom properties.  Of 
particular interest are the data taken over a consolidated bottom, 
where shear-wave excitation is probably important and over a sloping 
bottom where mode conversion may be taking place. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is generally conceded that the full apparatus of wave theory is 
required to treat the problem of sound propagation in shallow water. 
However, simplifying assumptions must be made about the ocean 
environment in order for the problem to be tractable mathematically. 
If it is assumed that the surface and bottom boundaries are smooth 
and parallel and that the environmental properties are dependent only 
upon depth, the wave equatton, expressed in cylindrical coordinates, 
separates into two ordinary differential equations.  The range 
equation can then be solved in closed form and the depth equation, 
together with the boundary conditions, define an eigenvalue problem 
which can be solved numerically.  The solution indicates that 
propagation occurs in the normal modes of the system, each modal 
field characterized by a distinctive field distribution and 
propagation velocity. 
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This is an attractive and fairly simple picture, but the ass'imptions 
of normal mode theory do not hold exactly in the real ocean, 8»o the 
question arises as to whether the normal mode method is useful in a 
realistic situation.  This paper will present the results of 
experiments designed to validate normal mode theory and some 
modifications of the basic model. 

1.   THEORY 

The geometry is shown in Fig. 1.  A layer of water is bounded above 
by air (this is considered to be a pressure release boundary) and 
below by several bottom layers (only two are shown in the figure). 
The final semi-infinite bottom layer has a constant sound velocity 
and density while the sound velocities in the other layers, including 
the water, can vary with depth.  All the densities are constants. 
Normal mode theory predicts that at long ranges from a harmonic point 
source of unit source strength the pressure p(r, z, t) (including 
only the N discrete modes) is 

.,  i/s N u (z0)u (z) ifkr-outl-ö r 
1 Y /  V  n "  nv   ^       n n 

n=l  k 
P(r,z,t)=u)p

2(^F)
/  S -~pr  e   n     ^   n  ^      ^q. 1] 

n 

where   r  is the range, 

z0  is the source depth, 

z  is the receiver depth, 

U)  is the radial frequency and 

P  is the water density . 

The modal wave numbers kn and the normalized functions un(z) are 
determined by the solution of the eigenvalue probier^ defined by the 
depth dependent part of the separated wave equation.  A modal 

-6 r 
attenuation term e n has been added to account for losses in the 
system. 

Equation 1 predicts that with the source at a constant depth  ZQ 
the vertical pressure distribution of the nth mode is proportional to 
un(z).  Similarly if the receiver is held at a fixed depth z the 
source excitation of a mode is proportional to  un(z0).  We have 
performed a series of experiments under a variety of environmental 
conditions to test these predictions and also to measure the mode 
attenuation coefficients  6  [Refß, 1, 2 and 3]» 

2.    EXPERIMENTAL MODE RESOLUTION AND IDENTIFICATION 

To make measurements on individual modes it is necessary to isolate 
and identify them.  Two methods were used to resolve, the modes. 
The first method makes use of the fact that the normal modes usually 
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have different group velocities.  Thus, if the source emits very 
short pulses and the receiver is at sufficiently long range the 
modes can be separated in time.  Using a vertical array of receivers 
covering most of the water depth their vertical pressure distributions 
-,an be measured.  Figure 2 shows an example of the received signal 
from a 750 Hz omnidirectional source.  This is an oscillographic 
recording of the outputs of twelve hydrophones spaced two metres 
apart in approximately 30 m of water.  Time progresses from left 
to right.  The hydrophones are arranged vertically so that observation 
of the phase changes in a distinct arrival can be used to identify a 
mode.  The first arrival has a single 180° phase change, between the 
11 m and 13 m hydrophones, indicating a null in that region.  The 
second arrival has no phase changes and therefore no nulls.  We 
conclude that the earliest arrival is the second mode and the next is 
the first mode.  Theoretical calculations of the relative time of 
arrival agree with this conclusion.  The vertical pressure distribu- 
tions can then be measured directly from the oscillographic recording. 
A known calibration signal is also recorded so that absolute meas- 
urements can be made. 

The second method of mode resolution is based on the orthogonality 
of the normal modes.  Again a vertical array of receivers spaced 
over the depth of the water is used.  The gain and polarity of each 
identical hydrophone is set to be proportional to the calculated 
amplitude of the desired mode at the hydrophone depth and the 
outputs of all the hydrophones are summed.  Because of the ortho- 
gonality of the modes the array acts as a "mode filter" suppressing 
the other' modes relative to the selected mode.  Naturally it is 
necessary to calculate the mode functions in advance to properly 
shade the array. 

In our experiments the first method was usually employed when enough 
temporal separation was available; the "mode filter" was sometimes 
used to measure mode excitation and mode attenuation.  In any case, 
since all the hydrophone outputs were recorded on magnetic tape, 
either method could be employed in the analysis of the data. 

3.    RESULTS FOR RANGL-INDEPENDENT ENVIRONMENTS 

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show comparisons between measured pressure 
amplitude distributions and the mode amplitude functions un(z) 
for three types of sound velocity profiles:  isovelocity, upward 
refracting, and downward refracting.  The measured velocity profile 
for each case is shown in the right of the figure.  Each of the 
measured values represents the average peak pressure amplitude for 
ten transmissions occurring within approximately seven minutes for 
each set.  The calculated mode amplitude functions have been so 
scaled that the maximum value within each mode matches the pressure 
amplitude at that depth.  It can be seen that the measurements and 
calculations agree reasonably well in all three cases. 
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Measurements of the source excitation can be made by varying the 
source depth while fixing attention on a single icceivei, or by the 
"mode filter" method described' above.  The results can be compared 
with the mode amplitude function  un(zQ).  Figure 6 shows an 
example of such measurements for the first three modes at 750 Hz, 
This type of measurement is subject to a problem not encountered 
in measurements of the vertical pressure distribution.  Because of 
the time required to raise and lower the source, it took two hours 
to obtain the data shown in the figures, leading to some ambiguity 
between spatial and temporal effects.  In addition, phase changes in 
the source excitation are not observable; this is indicated in the 
figure by plotting all points with the same phase. 

The mode attenuation coefficients  6n were obtained by measuring the 
pressure amplitude as a function of range with source and receiver 
depths held constant*  Alternatively, the mode filter could be used 
with the source depth held constant.  The source ship took .stations 
at various ranges from the receivers and at each station the source 
was lowered to several depths previously chosen to maximize the 
strength of the desired modes.  At each source depth a five minute 
run of approximately 50 three-cycle pulses was made»  In one day it 
was possible to do five range stations, enough to obtain the attenua- 
tion coefficients from the slopes of the pressure amplitude vs range 
curves.  Usually the sound velocity profile, which was measured at 
each range station, changed only slightly during the day.  More 
drastic changes could be crrrected for in the analysis»  An example 
of the results is shown in Fig. 7.  The data were taken over a very 
smooth semi-consolidated bottom.  The measured attenuation coeffi- 
cients as functions of frequency and mode number give clues as to 
the causes of the loss.  The analysis of the data shown in the 
figure, plus data not shown, is not complete, but it is believed that 
the major cause of the loss was the excitation of shear waves in the 
bottom.  The shear velocity of the bottom in this area is high but 
less than the sound velocity in the water, so that shear waves 
excited in the bottom carry energy away from the water layer.  Other 
mode attenuation measurements over unconsolidated bottoms have given 
reasonable agreement with theory [Ref, 3]. 

4.    RANGE-DEPENDENT ENTV'IRONMENTS 

We have collected a substantial body of data, from which the examples 
given in this paper have been selected, which tends to show the 
basic correctness of the normal mode picture in »ange-independ^nt 
situations.  If the water is not of constant depth, or the sound 
velocity profile changes with range, or both, the wave equation does 
not separate and normal mode theory breaks down.  In areas where the 
changes in depth and sound velocity with range are gradual, as is 
frequently true on the continental shelf, a simple extension of the 
normal mode method is often used [Ref» 4J'  It is assumed that the 
normal mode gradually adapts to local conditions and that any energy 
initially in a mode remains in that mode.  Mathematically  un(zQ) 
in Eq, 1 is replaced by the modt^ amplitude function calculated using 
the depth and sound velocity profile at the source and  un(z)  is 
replaced by the function calculated using the depth and velocity 
profile at the receiver.  The wave number kn is replaced by an 
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I rr 

averaged wave number given by the expression — j  k (r!)dr!.  This 
^^ 

means that the vertical pressure distribution and source excitation 
are determined solely by local conditions. 

We have recently performed experiments in an area of changing water 
depth to test this theory [Ref. 5].  In these cxperimencs the 
receiving array was kept fixed while the source ship took stations 
at increasing ranges from the receivers.  The measurements and 
analysis were performed as described above. 

Figures 8 and 9 show some of the results as the source ship moved 
into shallower water.  The vertical pressure amplitude distribution 
did not vary significantly with range.  At icro range in the figures 
a typical pressure distribution is shown compared with the mode 
amplitude function calculated at that point.  Source excitation 
measurements taken at about 9 km and 17 km from the source axe also 
shown in the figures.  The latter ate compared with mode amplitude 
functions calculated usiny the depth and velocity profiles at those 
ranges.  For this region of very gradual slope very good agreement 
is obtained, verifying the correctness of the assumptions. 

When the bottom slope is much greater however, the results are quite 
different.  Figures 10 to 12 show data taken as the source ship moved 
into deeper water and the depth changed more rapidly.  We notice that 
while the pressure distribution is still predicted quite accurately, 
the predictions of source excitations become worse as depth and 
bottom slope increase. 

For example, in Fig, 10 at the 12 km range a significant source 
excitation is measured for the tirst mode at the shallowest depth, 
contrary to the calculated mode excitation function.  At this source 
depth higher order modes are excited, and it appears that energy 
from these modes i.s being converted into the first mode.  The other 
figures also show a failure of the modified normal mode method in 
this case. 

A further complicating factor, not shown in the figures, was a 
significant change in the sound velocity profile as the water depth 
increased.  Whereas at the receivers the profile was very nearly 
isovelocity, a negative gradient developed near the bottom and became 
more pronounced at the longer ranges.  The combination of increasing 
bottom slope and changing velocity profile apparently exceeded the 
limits of the validity of the model,  A more detailed model accommo- 
dating these effects is needed. 

Mode attenuation experiments were also performed in the same area, 
but the data has not been reduced and analvsed. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We conclude that the normal mode model works well in the real 
ocean in range-independent situations, and it can be easily modified 
to accommodate situations in which the enviromucnt varies slowly 
with range.  For more rapid changes, the method faxls and a model 
including mode coupling effects is needed. 

Finally, Eq. 1 can be used to compute propagation loss.  We have 
recently taken propagation loss data using both CW and explosive 
sources in conjunction with our normal mode measurements.  This data, 
when reduced and analysed can be used to validate a propagation loss 
model based on normal mode principles. 
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COMPARISON OF TRANSMISSION LOSS DATA FOR DIFFERENT 

SHALLOW-WATER AREAS WITH THEORETICAL RESULTS PROVIDED 

BY A THREE-FLUID NORMAL-MODE PROPAGATION MODEL 

by 

F.B. Jensen 
SACLANT ASW Research Centre 

La Spezia, Italy 

ABSTRACT 

The sound propagation experiments were carried out in two different 
shallow-water areas under both summer and winter conditions.  The 
acoustic runs were performed along tracks 35 km long in water of 
nearly constant depth (^llOm).  The signals received from explosive 
sources by an array of hydrophones distributed over the water column 
were processed digitally to obtain transmission loss xn 20 one-third 
octave filter bands with centre frequencies from 0.1 to 8 kHz. 
The experimental data have been compared with theoretical results 
provided by a range-independent normal-mode computer program based 
on a three-fluid propagation model, and the agreement found between 
theory and experiment is generally excellent for the entire frequency 
range. 

INTRODUCTION 

A scanning of the literature on sound propagation in the ocean shows 
that a detailed comparison of broadband transmission loss data for 
shallow water with predictions given by a normal-mode propagation model 
does nob exist,  Ther? could be several reasons for that, since the 
following three conditions have to be fulfilled to be able to carry 
out such a comparison successfully.  First, you must be in possession 
of a sufficiently good sound propagation model.  SACLANTCEN has had 
a good model a^ its disposal since April this yeary when it received 
a new computer program from US Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,D.C«, 
based on a three-fluid normal-mode propagation model.  Second, you must 
have the necessary computer facility for handling big programs and be 
able to spend several hours of CPU time per week, since the mode 
calculation at high frequencies is very trme consuming.  At SACLANTCEN 
the computer facility has been excellent since the beginnxng of 19 74, 
when a new UNT.VAC 1106 computer was installed.  The third condition is 
that you must have some high-quality experimental data from a shallow- 
water area that can be appropriately described by your computer model. 
Since 1969 SACLANTCEN has carried out an extensive program oi broad- 
band sound propagation measurements in various shallow-water areas 
under different environmental conditions.  A substantial part of these 
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data have now been processed and a report was issued in April this 
year [Ref. ij.  Thus, for the past six months we have at SACLANTCEN 
been able to carry out a detailed comparison of experimental and 
theoretical results for sound propagation in shallow water in, the 
frequency range 0.1 to S kHz.  The results of this study will be 
presented in the following. 

1.    THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The program used for calculating sound propagation losses in the 
ocean consists of two parts of whJcli part one, containing the mode 
calcuiacion, is a slightly improved version of a program named 
FLUIDT (600 statements) developed at US Naval Research Laboratory, 
Washington, D.C., while part two, containing the transmission loss 
calculation, is a program named MODEADD (1000 statements) developed 
at SACLANTCEN. 

The mode calculation program FLUIDT treats the ocean as an idealized 
three-fluid model, see Fig. 1.  The first fluid layer (the w^ter) is 
characterized by having constant depth H, constant density po, 
flat surface, flat bottom, and a sound speed c0     that varies only 
with depth.  The water is bounded above by air and below by a two- 
layer fluid bottom.  The upper part of +he bottom is characterized 
by haviiii, constant thicknetss  H^ , constant density pi , and a 
compressional wave velocity  Cj  that varies only with depth.  This 
bottom layer is bounded below by a semi-infinite sub-bottom with 
constant density  pg and constant compressional wave velocity  Cg. 

The FLUIDT program solves the depth-dependent part of the Helmholtz 
equation for this three-fluid model by means of a finite difference 
technique.  For a given source frequency the number of trapped modes 
are found, and the mode amplitude functions are calculated.  Further, 
the effect on each normal-mode amplitude in the water due to an 
assumed small wave attenuation in both bottom layers is calculated 
and expressed as a node attenuation coefficient. 

For further details on the mode solution technique, see Ref. 2, which 
actually treats a two-fluid model, but so far no official documentation 
exists for the three-fluid model. 

The second part of the computer program called MODEADD calculates the 
transmission loss by adding up the modes.  According to Ref, 3, the 
pressure field from a point source of unit source strength is at long 
ranges given by 

^}t)- -jj-  W—  L  —— T    -e [Eq. ij 
v    n=i  y k H 

n 
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where 

H = water depth 
k„ = wave number 

NM = number of modes 

P = pressure 

r = range 

t = time 
i 

u  = mode amplitude | 

z  = depth | 

z0  = source depth J 
I 

a  = modal attenuation coefficient - n 
Po  = water density j 

ou  =  source frequency . * 
j 

Since we are only interested in the amplitude of the pressure field, 
the time-dependent factor e-11^ will be dropped from Eq. 1 in the        ] 
following. 

By introducing the abbreviations 

_  un(Zo)un(z) _ ^r 

9  = k r - T- , [Eq. 2b] 
n    n    4 ; 

equation 1 takes the form 

^po   rT"1 NM    is 

P(r,z) = —    \   r±~      E A -e  n [Eq. 3] H   \/ Frfr    ,  n n=l 
or 

Upo / 1    / / NM        \2    / NM 

P(r,Z)=—  VBW V ( „^A COS ^j  + (n^n ^ ^j '    [Eq'4] 

In this expression for the pressure field the modes have been 
phase coherently added. 

Since the pressure amplitude at a distance of 1 m from a point source 
of unit source strength is given by 

wpo 
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the transmission loss in dB re 1 m may be determined from the 
equation 

TL = -20 lg 1i- 

leading to 

TL = -20 lg ^ fi ^(„?AC059J+C?iÄ"sin 6"J 

[Eq. 6] 

. [Eq. 7] 

This expression for the transmission loss does not include loss due 
to volume attenuation in the water.  The term to be added to the 
right hand side of Eq. 7 to include the volume attenuation may be 
found in Ref. 4: 

TLVOL (0.007* fa + 0.155 •    ^ f  )R [dB  re    1m] 
1, 7" + fa 

where  f  is the source frequency in kHz and  R rhe  range in km. 

The modal attenuation coefficient  an  appearing in Eq, 2a is 
composed of two contributions, one from each of the two bottom 
layers.  Thus,  a may be written 

[Eq, 8] 

a = Y' ßi + Y" ß2   [m"
1 ] n    n i   ' n ^ [Eq. 9] 

where  Y' and  Y''  ar'e the dimensionless attenuation coefficients 
for the various modes due to an absorption of compressional waves 
in the two bottom layers.  The Y-values are calculated by the mode 
program.  ßj  and  ß3  are the attenuation coefficients for 
compressional waves in the top bottom layer and the sub-bottom layer, 
respectively. 

From an extensive collection of experimental data on compressional- 
wave attenuation in marine sediments, Hamilton [Ref- 5] concludes 
that the attenuation in dB/m is approximately dependent on the first 
power of frequency.  Thus, it is convenient to express the attenuation 
coefficients  ßj and  ß2  in dB/wavelength, since a fixed number for 
each ß can then be used throughout the whole frequency range.  If ßj 
and  Bs  are given in dB/WL, Eq. 9 becomes 

a v: Pi n 
(JU 

2n ci(20 Ige 
C ^ 

eu 

2TTC2 (20 Ige) 
[nT1] [E, '0 

where Ci      is the mean sound speed in the top bottom layer and 
c-g is the sound speed in the sub-bottom. 

The M0DEADD program calculates the transmission loss from Eqs. 7 
and 8.  Several options exist in the program, e^g. calculation of 
transmission loss vs range for a given source and receiver depth. 
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calculation of depth-averaged transmission loss vs range or 
fr-pquency for a given source depth, or calculation of energy 
distribution over depth at a given range for different source 
depths.  Examples will be shown later. 

2.    THE EXPERIMENTS 

Shallow-water sound propagation measurements have been carried out 
in areas north and southeast of the Island of Elba along tracks 
35 km long in water of nearly constant depth, approximately 110 m. 
In these areas there are no significant tidal effects, biological 
activity is negligible, the bottom i» smooth, and there is very 
little reverberation.  Therefore, repeated propagation trials can be 
pei formed in which only one environmental parameter is changed, such 
as;  the bottom (in which the two areas differ), the sound speed 
structure (different seasons), or the »ea .-.täte. 

The propagation data presented in this paper were collected during 
cruises in August 1969 and February 1970,  The measured sound-speed 
profiles are shown in Fig. 2, and it is seen that while the winter 
profiles taken north and southeast ot Elba are almost identical, 
the summer profiles differ quite a bit with the steepest gradient 
recorded southeast of Elba.  During the four acoustic runs, the 
signals from explosive sources were recorded by an array of hydro- 
phones distributed over the water column, and the signals were 
processed digitally to obtain transmission loss in 20 one-third 
octave filter bands with centre frequencies from O.l to 8 kHz, 
Pot further details on the experimental procedure, see Ref, 1, 

The experimental data were collected under essentially range-independent 
conditions;  almost constant water depth for the entire acoustic track, 
and only slight variations in the sound-speed profile with range. 
Further, the bottom in the two areas wa.-. almost flat, and the experi- 
ments were carried out in relatively calm sea.  This means that the 
possibility of getting acceptable predictions 1rom the tange-independent 
propagation model described earlier is good. The   only difficulty 
seems to be the establishment ot an appropriate model for the bottom, 
which on the other hand is an extremely important thing, especially 
when modelling acoustic propagation under downward refracting summer 
conditions, where the transmission losses exceed those measured under 
winter conditions by 20 to 30 dB. 

?,    PARAMETERS CHOSEN FOR THE "AVERAGE" BOTTOM 

The bottoms north and southeast of Elba differ in the sense that a 
low-velocity sediment layer of thickness 5 to 6 m exists southeast 
of Elba but not north of Elba [Ref, 6|,  The result of sound speed 
measurements in the bottom southeast of Elba is shown in Fig, 3« 
Three bottom cores were taken, one close to the receiving ship, one 
at range 10 km, and one at range 20 km.  We see that the measured 
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coi/ipressional wave velocity in the upper 2 to 3 m is lower than 
the sound speed in the water just above the bottom (1470 m/s 
compared to 1.503 m/s).  It is also seen that a high-velocity sand 
layer is mixed into the low-velocity layer at depth 2.5 to 3«5 m» 

Figure 3 shows that the measured sound-speed profile in the bottom 
varies with range.  However, the sound propagation model requires 
as input an "average" bottom, and such a one can in fact be determined 
only by comparing predicted transmission losses with actually measured 
data.  Thus, some physical parameters for the bottom will be considered 
as free parameters, and their values will be adjusted to give the best 
agreement between theory and experiment. 

The parameter values chosen to represent an average bottom southeast 
of Elba are given in Fig. 3«  Both the water depth  H =106 m and the 
thickness  H^ = 6 m of the top bottom layer were determined from echo 
soundings.  The average density  p^ =1.5 Pc ^or  the top bottom layer 
was determined from density measurements in the core samples»  The 
density  p2 =1,8 po for the sub-bottom was determined from experimental 
data reported in the literature.  Since compressional-wave attenuation 
was not measured in the core samples, an initial estimate for the two 
ß-values were found in Ref. 5, but the final ß-values were determined 
as to give the best agreement between theoretical and experimental 
transmission loss data.  The dashed line shown in the figure is the 
average sound-speed profile chosen for the bottom.  The introduction 
of a high-velocity sand layer in the model was necessary to get 
agreement between experimental and theoretLcal results at high 
frequencies,. 

The bottom north of Elba has no low-velocity sediment layer as seen 
from Fig. 4.  Here the bottom is hard with a high-velocity layer close 
to the upper boundary.  The attenuation coefficient ßj. for the top 
bottom layer is found to be larger for the hard bottom north of Elba 
(0.13 dB/WL) than for the soft bottom southeast of Elba (0.06 dB/WL), 
which was also to be expected from porosity measurements in the core 
samples. 

4.    COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

As previously mentioned, the influence of the bottom on the sound 
propagation in shallow water is largest under summer conditions, and 
therefore the adjustment of bottom parameters for a given model 
should be done by comparing predictions with data collected during 
summer trials.  Figure 5 shows the depth-averaged transmission loss 
vs frequency at four different ranges for the summer experiment 
southeast of Elba.  This way of presenting the experimental data is 
ideal for making comparison with theory and for adjusting bottom 
parameters, since by taking depth-averaged transmission loss, the 
receiver-depth parameter is eliminated from the problem.  While 
experimental data exist for 20 frequencies in the range 0-1 to 8 kHz, 
the theoretical transmission losses have been determined for only 
7 different frequencies, and this to limit the computation time, which 
is around 2^ h for producing the dashed curves in Fig. 5'  It is seen 
that a good agreement between theory and experiment has been obtained 
for the whole frequency range. 
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Now, by changing the sound-speed profile from a downward refracting 
summer profile to a slightly upward refracting winter profile, one 
more or less expects the same good agreement to exist between 
theor3r and experiment.  However, as seen in Fig. 6 some disagreement 
exists particularly at two frequencies:  100 Hz and 400 Hz. 

The adjustment of bottom parameters for the area north of Elba was 
carried out by comparing predictions with the summer data shown in 
Fig. 7.  An excellent agreement between theory and experiment has 
been obtained.  However, when comparing the calculated transmission 
losses with winter data (Fig. 8), it is seen that too low a loss is 
predicted at high frequencies. 

As an illustration of the good agreement that generally exists 
between theoretical and experimental transmission loss data, a few 
examples for the southeastern area will be shown.  In Figs. 9  and 10 
the depth-averaged transmission loss vs range is given for two 
selected frequencies for summer and winter conditions, respectively. 

In Figs. 11 and 12, t;ransmission loss data for a single hydrophone 
are compared with predictions at two different frequencies.  While 
the results shown are for a source depth of 30 m and a receiver 
depth of 50 m, the agreement between theory and experiment is just 
as good for a shallow receiver at 15 m depth and for a deep receiver 
at 100 m depth.  Also for winter dat« the agreement between predicted 
and measured transmission losses are good, see Figs» 13 and 14. 
Here the source depth is 51 m and the receiver depth 50 m, but the 
agreement is just as good for the shallow and deep receiver. 

Finally* it should be mentioned that having spent 50 to 100 h. of 
computer time in finding an appropriate "average" bottom for the two 
areas, the production run on the computer took 12 h, and then 
transmission loss curves were produced for 7 different frequencies, 
for ,3 different Tecerver depths, for transmission loss vs range, 
for depth-averaged transmission loss vs range and frequency, and 
all these calculations for 4 different trials;  north and southeast 
of Elba for summer and winter.  The maximum number of modes calculated 
was ,325 for a source frequency of 6.4 kHz, 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The good agreement found between experimental and theoretical 
transmission loss data clearly demonstrates that the three-fluid 
normal-mode program could become a powerful tool in shallow-water 
sound-propagation studies.  However, the model applies only to 
nearly 1ange-independent propagation cases, and besides, the 
computation time involved in modelling a broadband shallow-water 
experiment is presently so high, that it causes a natural limitation 
in the applicability of the program.  Furthermore, the complexity of 
the three-fluid model requires a lot of information about the bottom, 
and that i ni or mat i on i.-. u-sually not available. 
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It is evident that one way of increasing the applicability of the 
computer program would be by putting more effort into the collection 
of bottom information, e.g. by measuring the compressional-wave 
attenuation in the upper bottom layers, since this would lead to a 
reduction of the number of free bottom parameters, and thus make 
the task of finding an appropriate "average" bottom much faster than 
at present.  Further, the computer program could definitely be speeded 
up by changing some of the most time-consuming calculation loops. 

Since the three-fluid model described in this paper is a range- 
independent model, and since propagation conditions in the ocean are 
essentially range dependent, it seems more important to try to develop 
a range-dependent normal-mode program than to refine the existing 
range-independent programs.  It is clear that a range-dependent 
program would be much more complex than the existing models and 
require more information about various physical parameters for 
water and bottom, but such a program could very well be faster in 
use than the range-independent program, since the problem of parameter 
adjustment for the bottom would be avoided and thus 25 to 50 h of 
computer time saved per trial zone. 

In short, the conclusions of this study may be summarized as follows; 

1. When the propagation conditions are nearly range 
independent, it is possible with the three-fluid 
sound propagation model described here to obtain 
good agreement between theoretical and experimental 
transmission loss data for a broad frequency range. 

2. The computer program based on the three-fluid model 
is at present too slow and ought to be speeded up 
considerably. 

3. More information about the bottom is required. 

4. The future modelling effort should be put into the 
development of a range-dependent normal-mode program 
rather than into the refinement of existing range- 
independent programs. 
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DISCDSSION 

In answer to a question by Mr Cole about the ratio of the thickness 
of the bottom layer of the model to the wavelength of 400 Hz sound, 
Mr Jensen explained that these two lengths were comparable and it 
was therefore not surprising that some disagreement between theory 
and experiment could occur- at that particular frequency [see Fig. 6]. 

Major Ross asked if there had been any need to invoke bottom or 
surface roughness to account for- the agreement between theory and 
experiment over the wide frequency range.  Mr- Jensen answered that 
neither- bottom nor surface roughness i» included in the model, but 
that the slight disagreement found between theory and experiment at 
high frequencies for the winter data north of Elba [see Fig. 8] 
could possibly be accounted for by including surface scattering. 

Prof Tacconi asked for an elaboration on the need for more 
information about the bottom.  Mr Jensen said that what was primarily 
needed was information about bottom roughness and information about 
the attenuation of rompressional waves and shear waves in the 
different bottom layer ts down to a depth of not less than one wave- 
length of the lowest frequency sound corsidered. 
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ATTENUATION FROM BOUNDARY SCATTERING IN SHALLOW WATER 

by 

W.A. Kuperman 
US Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC, USA 

ABSTRACT 

The major contributions to propagation loss in shallow water are 
cylindrical spreading, bottom attenuation, and scattering at the sea 
surface and bottom.  The first tvo of these contributions are well 
determined in wav theory models.  On the other hand, a generally- 
accepted method t   including boundary-scatter.ng effects in shallow- 
water wave theorie-  is not been established.  In this study, losses 
due to scattering at the surface and bottom cf a duct are derived 
using a boundary-perturbation wave theory,  i'he boundary roughness 
is assumed to be random, the rms height being small compared to the 
acoustic wavelength.  However, no restriction is placed on the 
correlation distances of the boundaries and therefore this formalism 
is not limited to the Kirchoff regime.  The method used is to derive 
new boundary conditions which the average acoustic field satisfies 
and then to solve the wave equation with these new boundary conditions. 
In the limit of infinite correlation distance of the boundary 
roughness, the results agree with those obtained earlier by other 
investigators using the Kirchoff approximation.  This model permits 
the calculation of the loss of the average acoustic field using 
specific models of the sea surface, for example, the Pierson-Moskowitz 
spectra for a fully-developed sea.  In addition, by characterizing the 
bottom as a randomly-i-ough two-fluid interface, loss due to bottom 
roughness is included in this model.  Scattering contributions to 
the normal mode attenuation coefficients are calculated and the 
significance of these contributions are determined by comparisor 
with experimental data obtained in selected shallow-water areas. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper considers those effec 
water due to the random roughnes 
rough boundaries will cause a de 
function of ran§e. The effects 
in wave-propagation models by us 
on the mean field. These bounda 
roughness and will depend on the 
correlation function describing 
surface statistics. One can the 
mean field with these new bounda 

ts on acoustic propagation in shallow 
s of the boundaries.  Essentially, 
cay in the average field as a 
of boundary roughness can be included 
ing anpropriate boundary conditions 
ry conditions characterize the 
rms height of the roughness and the 

the horizontal variation of the 
n solve the wave equation for the 
ry conditions. 
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In what follows, we shall outline the derivation of a general form 
of rough-boundary conditions. That is, we will consider the boundary 
conditions associated with a randomly-rough two-fluid interface. 
In the limit of the density of the second fluid going to zero, such 
a class of boundary conditions also includes the pressure-release 
condition. The combination of pressure release and fluid/fluid 
boundary conditions describes the waveguide problem that is considered 
to be the most fundamental description of sKallow-water propagation. 

In order to be reasonably assured that the derived boundary conditions 
will give plausible results in a waveguide, we first use these 
conditions to derive reflection and transmission coefficients at a 
randomly-rough two-fluid interface.  It will then be shown that in 
the Kirchoff approximation, these results will reduce to those 
obtained earlier by Eckart [Ref. l], Clay [Ref. 2], Medwin and Hagy 
[Ref. 3]«  Calculated results from the reflection of sound from an 
ocean surface described by the Pierson-Moskowitz model of a fully- 
developed sea will be presented.  It will be shown that in this 
example, the reflection coefficient is a function of wind speed and 
wind direction.  This is not the case in the Kirchoff approximation. 

These boundary conditions are then applied to the waveguide problem. 
The result is that the wave numbers associated with each normal mode 
become complex.  The imaginary part of each wave number can be 
interpreted as the attenuation coefficient associated with a particular 
normal mode.  At no point in the derivation is any ray approximation 
made| the formalism is strictly wave theoretic.  Calculated results 
are presented for various ocean conditions where velocity profile, 
wind speed, and wind direction are varied. 

1. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Figure 1 displays the two-fluid rough-surface geometry.  The fields 
are described by velocity potentials Vi and v3 in the regions with 
sound speeds and densities Cx, Pi   and ca, ps respectively.  The rough 
surface is described by the random function a{r^)  where i^j, = (x,y). 
lie rms values of a and its transverse gradient are taken to be 
small as compared to the acoustic wavelength.  We require that the 
pressure and velocity be continuous across the interface.  Therefore, 
we must have 

PlV! i^ z) 
z = a(r1) 

3V! av2 

an 
r. ■=■ i .it \ 

an 

= PsVjCr^, z) 

z =a(r,) 

i =a(rt) 
[tlq. 1] 

[Eq. 2] 

where r— is the local partial derivative normal to the interface, on 
With a taken small, we can expand Eqs. 1 and 2 in a Taylor series 
about the plane z=0.  We retain terms to order a3.  Next, following 
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the perturbation method of Bass [Ref. 4] (originally developed for 
a pressure-release surface) we decompose the velocity potentials 
into average ((v.)) and stochastic (w.) parts: 

vi = ^i> + v 1, 2 . CEq. 3] 

We then insert Eq. 3 into the Taylor expansions of the above boundary 
conditions and average over the ensemble of surfaces*  After some 
algebra, we obtain two sets of boundary conditions at the plane z=0. 

Pi<vi) -Pa<V2> =fi(wi, <vi>) [Eq. 4] 

and 

50^)   0<v2> 
-ji 5r-= ^(vV <vi>) J     i - 1, 2 

PxWl   -P2W2    =   gx(<Vi>,     <V2>) 

äwx   5ws 
"§r - TT ^ ^((vx), <v2>). 

[Eq. 5] 

[Eq. 6] 

[Eq. 7] 

The functions fi  and f2  aave leading terms of order (a
s) (we later 

show that w.«va) and are given by 

fi = P3 <a -rr) - Pi <a 

and 

f 
ä2wa 

dz 

3s wx 

as <v3 >      as (Vi > 

öz2 -Pi- 
az1 

[Eq.   8] 

v - (a ) - <a 
Sza az2 

>+^l 
a3<v8)   a3^) 

az' az1 
<(\a)'VL(w2-.w1 )> 

[Eq.   9] 

where  7j. is the transverse gradient.  As a-»0, fj^ and f2 vanish as 
(a2).  This indicates that the average perturbed field will be of the 
form (v^) wu^+0(a3 ) + ,,. where u^ are the solutions of the 
unperturbed problem.  On the other hand, the leading terms for gj 
and ga  are of the order a.  Therefore, the leading term in an 
expansion for Wj,  and w3  will be proportional to a. 

a<v2>    a^i) 
gi = PS a-jj- - Pi a-jj- [Eq. 10] 

ga =a 
a^Vi) aMvj) 

az2 az3 
- (Vxa) '"^(va - Vi )> [Eq. 11] 
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To lowest ordev (a), gi and gs arc known functions, since the leading 
terms in the perturbation series for the v^'s are the unperturbed 
solutions, the uj's 

can solve for WJ 

Using a Fourier transform method [Ref, 5] we 
5w.       53w. 

and then <a-T-^> and <a gj1 > j the latter two 
^■«P appear in fx and fa. With these quantities known, the rhs*of 

Eqs. 4 and 5 are the new boundary conditions for the average fields 
in the presence of a randomly-rough interface. 

2. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS 

Boundary conditions 4 and 5 are rather complicated because of the 
form of fi and fa.  Nevertheless, these boundary conditions are 
tractable.  The boundary conditions simplify if the Kirchoff 
approximation is made.  Below, we outline the derivation of relfection 
and transmission coefficients under the Kirchoff assumption and 
compare results with those relevant results appearing in the litera- 
ture.  Following this, we work out the reflection oefficient without 
assuming the Kirchoff approximation in the case when p3-» 0.  This 
latter case reduces the algebra by an order of magnitude and hence 
simplifies the presentation of this perturbation method. 

2.1  Kirchoff Approximation 

The Kirchoff approximation assumes that "the field near every region 
of the surface is essentially what it would have been if the surface 
had been flat with a slope equal to that of the irregular surface at 
the point in question TRef. 6]."  In the present theory we can apply 
the Kirchoff approximation by taking the autocorrelation function of 
the surface to be unity.  In this limit, there is a considerable 
simplification of f£  since it can be shown that the term involving 
the transverse gradients vanish.  Physically, this is consistent with 
the Kirchoff approximation which assumes the surface to be locally 
flat and therefore one does not expect any effects arising from 
horizontal gradients. 

Now, let us assume that wc have a plane wave impinging on the interface 
from region I.  The velocity potentials in regions I.and IT satisfy 
the wave equation (assuming a time dependence of e"1^) 

•*2 
V 

az2 
+ k^ + xz V. 

1. 
0;  i - 1, 2, Eq. 12] 

Equation 12 assumes that Snell's law is 
(coherent) field.  Though we- just state 
derived from the theory to order (a3). 
the values of the triple derivatives at 
to specify fg to lowest order in a 

satisfied for the average 
this, it can actually be 
From Eq. 12 we can obtain 
the boundary that; are needed 

<aa>l = (as> (ks - k* ) 
az3 hz* / lz     ™ az [Eq, 13] 

1*5 • fh'-hpnd » rft, 

mmmm 
Qo 
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a(v.) ini 
To order as we can replace —r-— on the rhs of Eq. 13 by -gj-, u^ 

being the solution of the unperturbed problem.  As a matter of fact, 
by this same reasoning, all the Vi's on the rhs of both Eqs. 4 and 5 
can be replaced by their corresponding u^'s.  Next, let us represent 
the unperturbed solutions as 

ik i • ^j. -ik, z     ik z 
u. = e *  AU  1Z + Ro e lz J 

^s = e 
.1»  ■» 

T0 e 
-ik z 

az 

[Eq. 14] 

[Eq. 15] 

where RQ and T0 are the Rayleigh reflection and transmission 
coefficients: 

Ro= 
P8klz-Pxki zz 
Pak, +p, k K* iz ^l ! 

[Eq. 16] 
zz 

T0= 
2pik 

[Eq. 17] 
P*kiz+Pik2z 

After much algebra, the boundary conditions of Eqs. 4 and 5 reduce to 

Pi ^ >- pa <v2) = ^-T0 e
X X ri L (k^- kjz) +2kiz (Pxk^^- P3klz )j 

[Eq. 18] 

a<v1>   a<v2> 
~Tz " Sz 

iU2) 
2pi 

Toe       p Pik5T(kiz + k_)
2-2(pokf_+p1k3J 2Z SZ a 17, az 

! 
[Eq. 19] 

F.Lnally, we assume the same form for the VJ/S as given for the u^'s 
in Eqs. 14 and 1.5,replacing R0 and T0 by R and I respectively.  These 
forms are substituted in Eqs. 16 and 17? and we solve for R and T. 
The results are 

R = R0(l -2 <a
2> ks ) 

iz 
[Eq. 20] 

T = T0[l-A<a3> (k2z- kiz)«] . [Eq. 21] 

If we are considering a pressure-release surface, RQ =-1 and 
therefore  R = -l+2 (a2) k2 .  This result is identical to order 
<a3) to that obtained by Eckart [Ref. 1] using the Kirchoff approxi- 
mation.  Beckmann and Spizzichino [Ref. 7] have shown that reflection 
results from a rough interface separating two different media can be 
obtained by assuming that the Rayleigh reflection coefficient is 
locally valid in the Kirchoff approximation.   Clay [Ref. 2J, using 
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the Rayleigh reflection coefficient together with the Eckart method 
obtained a coefficient identical to Eq. 20 to order (a8). 

Medwin and Ha^y [Ref. 3] used a similar procedure to derive a 
coherent transmission coefficient for the case where the density of 
the second medium was much larger than that of the first medium. 
Their results [Eqs. 7 and 8 of their paper] and the above results 
foi- T [Eq. 21] are equivalent to order <a2>.  In addition, Eq. 21 
indicates that the form of the Medwin Hagy results (to order (a3)) 
is valid for arbitrary density ratio and not just in the limit of high 
density in the second medium as they originally assumed. 

We have shown in this subsection that in the Kirchoff approximation 
we recover results from this theory that are in agreement with those 
obtained earlier by investigators who developed theories initially 
based on the Kirchoff assumption.  Next, we present some results for 
a non-Kirchoff case. We consider a pressure-release surface so that 
the mathematics does not obscure the actual method.  The general two- 
fluid case can be solved just as in this subsection but with an 
order of magnitude more of mathematical manipulation.  Those results 
will be presented elsewhere. 

2.2  Reflection from the Ocean Surface 

Let us return to Eqs. 4 and 7 and set  Ps := 0 and Pi =li 

<v) = - <a||> j z = 0 . [Eq. 22] 

The term involving the second derivative vanishes to order (a2). 
Similarly, Eqs. 5 and 10 reduce to 

w =-a $j~;      z = 0 , [Eq. 2.3] 

where to lowest order we can replace (v) by u, the unperturbed 
solution.  Equation 22 specifies that we must know the derivative 
of w on the surface.  We indicated in the last section that we can 
solve the system of Eqs. 5 and 6 using a Fourier transform method. 
This is accomplished by noting that the stochastic field must 
originate from the boundary and hence can be expressed in the 
following plane wave representation 

w^jdl^e      e    a(?i)s   §z -/k^TTJ .        [^.24] 

■4 
By Fourier transforming Eq. 23 we obtain a value for a (| , ) which wr 
may Lnsert in Eq. 24 and then we can determine *£ .  Substituting 
this value into Eq. 22 we obtain after much algebra and after taking 
an ensemble average 

I   P -»  "♦  ^   i(5j.-?i)'ii "♦  ä 1   'd^dS.U? )e P^i)Ä<^ <V>._L_  d§xd?.(i5)e P(?i)^:<v(|±-?1)>,   lEq. 25] 
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wher«?  P(?i ) is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function 
$0)  of the surface,  p being the displacement vector between two 
points on the surface.  lo lowest order, the Fourier transform of 

the derivative of the field ^- <v(?,- ?i )) cart be shown to be -4?Tik,z • 

62rk - (5i-5i )], b"  bein«; a two-dimensional Dirac delta function. 
We can then carry out the integration of si to obtain 

<v> = 
2k ix 

ikji. * rx 

2TT 

and therefore 

2k 

r •* )P(kx-?A) 

iz 
R ,-_!+_-£. {d?1 ?lzP(kx-?x). 

[Eq. 26] 

[Fq. 27] 

The K-irchoff approximation is easily recoverable from Eq. 27« 
Recall, that in this approximation we take  N(p)=l so that its 
transform is simply  P(kj[-^|) = 2Tr6*; (k^ -'• ) and hence the integral 
just reduces to 2TTkz. We are then left with precisely the leading 
term of the Eckart result for the specular reflection of a plane 
wave from a pressure-release surface. 

However, Eq. 27 allows us to calculate the reflectivity as a 
function of the directional spatial properties of the surlare.  In 
the Kirchoff approximation the mean value of tie reflected i'ield 
does not. depend on the surface correlation properties ; Ref. 8J. 

In considering the ocean surface it should be noted that it is 
fortuitous that the reflectivity as given by Eq. 27 is expressed in 
terms of the directional wave-height spectrum P and not the 
correlation function N,  This is because for- most ocean-surface 
models, the correlation function can only be obtained numerically 
from the spectrum [Refs. 9? lOj. 

As an indication of the directional properties of the reflection 
coefficient, we have calculated R from Eq. 20 inserting the 
Fierson-Moskowi.t/ spectrum JRef. Li J with the same cosine-squared 
assumption used by Forturn [Ref. 12J.  We have done this for three 
windspeeds, 5, lf), and IS m/s with the direction of acoustic 
propagation taken parallel, perpendicular-, and at 45° to the wind 
direction.  The calculations were performed for three frequencies, 
400, 7SO, and 1S00 Hz.     The results are presented in Figures 2 to 1.0 
for angles of interest in shallow water.  Superimposed on each graph 
is the Kirchoff result which usually falls in-between the  directional 
results.  The graphs indicate that there is a directional effect on 
the mean field that is reflected from the ocean surface.  However, 
it must be noted that the Pierson -Moskowitz spectrum represents the 
wind waves of a fully-developed sea.  It does not take swell into 
consideration and therefore has limited use in describing the real 
ocean.  This spectrum was used because it was available.  Equation 2 7 
can just as well be evaluated using experimental results obtained 
from monitorina the ocean surface. 
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3.   ATTENUATION IN SHALLOW WATER 

In this Chapter we consider the propagation of sound in shallow 
water. Again, to keep the presentation as simple as possible, we 
will only consider the ocean»surface roughness. The bottoo- 
roughness case is a straightforward though lengthy extension of what 
is to follow and will be presented elsewhere. 

We are interested in determining the acoustic field in shallow water 
(a waveguide) resulting from the presence of a harmonic point source 
placed at an arbitrary depth zo in a water channel whose velocity 
profile may also be a function of depth.  Figure 11 displays the 
geometry where we also include a third layer which may support shear 
waves*  The acoustic fiexd an the water column satisfies the equation 

V, +^T + kf(z) 
OZ 

cp = - ^(^i) 6(z-zo) [Eq. 28] 

The velocity potential satisfies the standard continuity conditions 
at the bottom interfaces, and, if we are to include surface roughness, 
cp also satisfies the rough-surface boundary condition specified by 
Eq. 26.  It turns out that it will be convenient to solve Eq. 28 
using the transverse Fourier transform of cp 

^ Z> =Ä j^ e^XvÄ z) [Eq. 29] 

where V(TI, Z) must therefore satisfy the z-dependent inhomogenous 
equation 

^+ (k'-Tf ) v=-6(z-z0) 
azP       ' 

[Eq. 30] 

We seek a normal mode solution of Eq. 30 

v = S a v (z) [Eq. 31] 

where vn are the eigeniunctions satisfying the homogenous form 
of Eq. 30.. 

a2v 

ÖZ 
^ + (k^ - k^ ) v =0 
2   v i   n-'  n [Eq. 32] 

The solution of Eq. 28 can then be written as 

V^JL'  z) =-2?r5 J 
■» Vn(:Zo)vn(z)  iT1* rl 

dr\  —  e [Eq. 33] 

n r\ 

The contour is appropriately chosen to give outgoing waves.  This is 
actually the normal mode solution since Eq. 33 contains summations 
of integral representations of Hankel functions. 
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For the perturbed problem, the vn*s of Eq. 32 must satisfy the 
Fourier-transformed version of the boundary conditions given by 
Eq. 26 at the plane z - 0 

<v > = if (?i) 
3<vJ 

n 
n Eq. 34] 

where f(T)) is of order  (a3)  and is given by 

frt)-=^ Jd? S.FCn-lx) [Eq. 35] 

Using boundary condition Eq. 34 to solve for the eigenvalues of 
Eq. 32, we obtain the results that the new eigenvalues become 
. 1  -a.   1    /~a \   1   fV 1     ,  :£       -A-t complex at order     ^Ct2).   Kn=k    + 16   ,  «itli v ^        '     n       n n' 

Pi fdi) 
6    = n 2 k n 

d<v(? =0)) [Eq.    36] 

k  being the real eigenvalue of the unperturbed problem. 

Returning to Eq, 335 we see that the existence of  Ön will shift 
the poles of the integrand off the real axis.  To lowest order 
(as>, the imaginary part of the location of the pole will then be 

e      >•■ f(k~) 
n ~  2 k n 

Mv(z -0)) 
■bz 

LEq. 37J 

:(kri)  =  <a2)(ks -k^)V2
; so th at 

0). <a-) 7kf (0) - k^ 
K      —    . ä<v(z - ̂ 0)) 
tn                     2 k n 3/. 

Equation 37 represents the attenuation coefficient due to scattering 
at the ocean surface.  In the Kirchoff approxxmation we have 

LEq- 

There is some previous work with which we can compare the above 
Kirchoff result»  Clay I Ref. 13j calculated the modal attenuation 
coefficients in isovelocity shallow water based on the principle that 
each time the ray  associated with a normal mode bounces off the 
ocean surface, it is diminished in amplitude by the Eckart reflection 
coefficient.  The number of bounces is calculated from a "skip 
distance" of a particular normal mode's ray representation» 

Tire result  given by Eq, 3^ is very close to the Clay result,, but 
xt  is slightly smaller.  This discrepancy tan be explained by the 
same argument used to explain the attenuation of the acoustic field 
in the water column due to a lossy bottom.  As the surface causes 
the field to diminish in the water column, the acoustic field must 
still obey certain continuity conditions at the bottom boundary, so 
that attenuation in the water column cannot occur without some effect 
on the acoustic field in the ocean bottom.  The result is that there 
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will be a small flux of energy from the bottom through the ioterface 
to compensate for the decrease of the field in the water column and 
also meet the continuity conditions at the fluid/fluid boundary. 
When one just uses a skip-distance reflection argument, such a 
compensation effect is not taken into account.  If we take the Clay 
result and make both boundaries of the waveguide pressure release 
(or one boundary rigid) then there will be no &uch effect since the 
field must simply vanish at both boundaries (or the derivative vanish 
at the rigid boundary).  For this case, Eq. 3S is identical with the 
Clay result. 

The general result given by Eq. 37 depends on the direction of the 
acoustic propagation relative to the anisotropic ocean surface.  Just 
as for- the reflection coefficient, we can also calculate the normal 
mode attenuation coefficients using a Pierson-Moskowitz wave spectrum. 
We present some results for various velocity profiles in Figs. 12 
to 22.  Figures 12 and 18 display the velocity profiles.  The graphs 
following each profile refer to the previous profile.  The Kirchoff 
result is also presented.  The bearing angles relative to the wind 
direction are the same as those used in reflection-coefficient 
calculations.  The windspeed used was 10 m/s. 

SUMMARY 

In this paper we have presented a wave theoretic method to predict        I 
the effect of boundary roughness on propagation loss in shallow | 
water.  When possible, we connected our results with those obtained       ! 
by earlier investigators to demonstrate sufficient, consistency in I 
order to make any new result plausible in the light of standard 
underwater acoustic theory.  The presentation has been limited in 
order that the method, rather than specific results, could be 
presented in this short time. 
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SOME  RESULTS OF  CCiPUTATIONS OF TRANSMISSION LOSS 

BASED ON  AN ACOUSTIC  PROPAGATION MODEL 

by 

Arne Aubell 
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment^ Horten, Norway 

SUMMARY 

An acoustic propagation model based on the ray theory has been con- 
structed.  The principle and parameters of this model are briefly 
described.  The model has been used for computation of transmission 
loss.  Some examples are presented showing satisfactory agreement 
between measured and computed results.  In some cases the model has 
explained peculiarities of the measured transmission loss. 

INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic modelling of transmission loss has become popular during the 
last years.  The type of model chosen +:or a specific task depends on 
the depth of the sea area under consideration.  The term "depth" is 
here used in acoustic meaning, i.e. it is expressed in wavelengths. 
Thus, when the depth in wavelengths is greater than about 10, a model 
based on the ray propagation theory may be used.  This ratio between 
water depth and wavelength is considered to be a safe li-mit for the 
validity of the ray solution.  When the depth is 2 wavelengths or less, 
the ray theory does not apply any longer, and a model based on normal 
mode propagation must be used [Ref. 1].  It is required that a 
practical model must comprise all significant parameters for sound 
propagation without using excessive computer time.  It should be 
remembered, however, that even a very complicated model represents a 
simplification of the ocean and that the results which may be obtained 
from it are only approximations to the truth. 

Generally, in Norwegian waters the conditions are such that the ray 
theory model may be preferred, although there are exceptions.  Our 
model has, so far, been used in connection with long-range^ low- 
frequency transmissions. 

1. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE ACOUSTIC MODEL 

The NDRE ocean model has been dealt with in detail in Refs. 2 and 3. 
For the sake of completeness a brief summary will be given that 
presents its characteristics. 
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The basic principle is shown in Fig. 1*  It is seen that the model is 
based on the following laws and parameters: 

a) the law of geometric spreading formulated by the 
ray theory 

b) vertical and horizontal sound velocity distribution 

c) bottom topography 

d) energy loss by bottom reflection,  L . 

e) energy absorption in the water volume,  L . 

f) energy scattering loss by reflection from the sea surface, 
L 
rs 

The effects of reverberation and short-time variation of the hydro- 
graphic conditions are ignored. 

The ray path coordinates and the intensity are expressed by the well- 
known formulae [Ref.. 1], Eq, 1 and Eq. 2. 

Xi =   f   j | [Eq. 1] 

cCz.) 
where c = constant =    -   and where x.  is the step in m cos cp. i 
horizontal direction taken by the ray between the depths z^ and 
2- .-i. Fig. 2.  The intensity I at the point (x^, zi+l) may be 
expressed by 

cos CO. 
I =  i  [Eq. 2] 

aXi *• lä^ M sin cpx | 

In the formula expressing the horizontal step, Eq. 1, the integrand 
is brought into the form 

A +2Bz +Czs 
>  (Fig- 3), 

where there is a set of coefficients A^, B^, CJ valid in the sea 
layer between Z^ and Z-^.  To carry out the integration in Eq. 1, 
l/c2(z) is expressed as 

—i— = Al. z2 + A2. . z + A3. fEq. 3j 
c2(z)    xxi. 

where the coefficients Al^, A2£, A3i  are found from the measured 
sound velocity profile. 

[Eq. 4 ■%   npg. 3] 
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The measured bathymetric profile Is divided Into segments and between 
the distances x^ and *±+\    the depth Is expressed by a third degree 
polynomial (Fig. 4)« 

y = BljX* + B2 ̂x- + B3ix + B4i [Eq. 5] 

where the coefficients are derived from the bathymetry in such a way 
that the slope is everywhere continuous. 

It is supposed, further, that the three loss parameters. Fig. 1, are 
known and expressed in suitable form for the computation. 

A theoretical work by Marsh, Schulkin and Kneale [Ref. 4] is used for 
estimating the surface reflection loss. 

Numerical computation of ray path coordinates, intensities and 
transmission loss is carried out by means of a system of computer 
programmes.  The first programme performs the curvilinear approximation 
to the measured depth-velocity profiles.  The second computes the 
coefficients of the third degree polynomials that are used as 
approximation to the bottom profile. The results of these two 
programmes are checked before they are used as parameters in the 
following computations.  There is a programme for determination of 
eigenrays based on the vertical and horizontal sound velocity 
distribution and the bottom topography.  The main programme calculates 
among other things the intensity at the end of each ray.  The 
transmission loss at a specific distance is finally obtained by 
addition of the pressures with random directions.  This is equivalent 
to expressing the total loss as 

tot = -10 • Ig 
N 
E lo 
i=l 

^T ' 10  i 
[Eq. 6] 

where 

T,  = the energy transmission loss in dB for a single ray path 

N  = number of eigenrays. 

2. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND COMPUTED LOSS 

2.1  General 

The mddel  has been used to study the transmission along several tracks 
some of which will be dealt with in this paper.  Only frequencies below 
1000 Hz have been considered.  Exact determination of the reflection 
losses at the bottom and scattering loss at the surface is difficult. 
The scattering of the energy at the surface is dependent on a "wave 
height times frequency" parameter [Ref. 4].  The wave height is 
mostly estimated by eye which is an inaccurate method.  However, as 
long as low frequencies are considered, this introduces no great 
error. 

^a*^^"»» 
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Information on the acoustic properties of the bottom is generally 
very vague and incomplete.  The bottom reflection loss is dependent 
on the bottom material and thus may be widely variable.  Adequate 
information concerning this type of loss would, for instance, be 
furnished by measurements along the track at distances separated by 
some 20 km.  Such a lot of information does not exist for any of the 
tracks that arei studied here.  To find approximately correct data 
for the reflection loss another method has been adopted.  The 
transmission loss measurement in one position of the track has been 
used to determine a loss function which is used in subsequent 
computations.  This position is usually chosen at a distance of 10 to 
20 km from the receiver. 

Computations have been carried out along 5 tracks to find the degree 
of agreement between the measured and calculated transmission loss. 

2.2 Track 1 

The bathymetric profile along the first of these tracks, denoted 
track 1, is shown in Fig, 5»  Transmission measurements were carried 
out using explosive charges of weight 5 kg as acoustic source. 
Detonation depth was 40 m.  The analysis was done in frequency octave 
bands. 

The vertical sound velocity distribution was measured in 5 positions. 
The 5 profiles are supposed to describe the sound velocity conditions 
in 5 regions along the track as indicated in. Fig. 5.  It is seen that 
there is a positive gradient in the upper layer, a strong negative 
gradient between some 100 m and 200 m depth, and a weak positive 
gradient beneath 200 m.  The receiver was positioned at 200 m depth. 
At distances exceeding 5 km energy propagates from the source at 40 m 
to the receiver at 200 m along bottom reflected paths.  The general 
situation is described by the sound ray path diagrams, Figs. 6 to 8. 
Only a few characteristic rays are shown in each figure.  Some of the 
bottom reflected rays are refracted in the negative gradient region. 
Owing to the irregular bottom the number of eigenrays at a specific 
propagation distance is quite great. 

Information on bottom loss is insufficient. Measured values for two 
frequency bands are given in Fig, 9, For the band 600 to 1200 Hz an 
approximation was constructed and used in the following calculation. 
The computed transmission loss for- the frequency 900 Hz is presented 
in Fig. 10, The agreement between the measured and computed loss is 
considered to be satisfactory, if the band 600 to 1200 Hz can be 
represented by its centre frequency, which is approximately 900 Hz. 

2.3 Track 2 

Track 2 will be presented next.  The bottom topography is shown in 
Fig. 11.  The receiver is situated to the right at a depth of 90 m. 
The source at 15 m depth moves in the indicated direction.  Only the 
last 60 km of the track is dealt with here.  The sound velocities in 
the area are described by the measurements plotted in Fig. 11. 
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As regards the bottom reflection loss on track 2 no information was 
available.  The received energy at a distance of 10 km between source 
and receiver was used for determination of the bottom loss. 

There is a negative sound velocity gradient everywhere.  The result 
of this fact is that energy propagation takes place by reflected rays, 
seme of which are showA in Pig. 12.  The path taking the least 
reflection number is shown.  The measured and computed transmission 
losses are presented in Fie 13 along a distance of 60 km of the track. 

2.4 Track 3 

Three more tracks will be dealt with. Track 3 is shown in Fig. 14« 
The receiver is located at the extreme left in the figure while the 
source moves to the right. 

The track is divided into 5 regions corresponding to measurements in 
5 stations. The sound velocity in each region is supposed to be 
described by one of the 5 curves in Fig. 14.  There is a steep negative 
gradient at some 50 m depth and a surface duct that becomes narrower 
towards deeper water.  Because of the existing sound velocity 
distribution only bottom reflected paths carry energy.  Energy 
propagating in the surface duct will remain there owing to the 
widening of the duct.  A characteristic ray path is shown in Fig. 1.5. 
Measured transmission loss is shown in Fig. 16,  It would be interesting 
to compute the transmission loss along the track because there is 
almost a discontinuity of the curve at about 100 km.  This computation 
has been carried out.  The result is presented in Fig, 17«  The 
agreement between the two curves is satisfactory, and the abrupt 
increase of the loss at 102 km distance is confirmed.  It is mainly 
caused by the steep slope at the bottom between 90 and 100 km distance, 

2.5 Track 4 

Bathymetry along track 4 i*? shown in Fig. 18.  The bottom is relatively 
flat.  It is supposed that the velocity profile denoted "18" in Fig. 18 
describes the conditions existing along the entire length of the track. 
Because of the negative gradient at some 50 m depth ray paths will be 
as illustrated in Fig, 19,  Curves showing measured and computed loss 
for signal frequency 116 Hz  are given in Fig. 20,  This case presents 
no features of p rticular interest, 

2.6 Track 5 

The fifth track that will be mentioned here is shown in Fig, 21. 
The receiver was located at 800 m depth and the source moved up~slope. 
The sound velocity profiles, numbered from 14 to 18, describe the 
velocity conditions along track 5 as shown in Fig. 21.  The surface 
duct existing in the upper 50 m layer becomes narrower in the direction 
of the receiver.  The measured transmission loss is shown in Fig. 22 
for two frequencies of which only 116 Hz will be dealt with here. 
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For special reasons the 116 Hz curve is discontinuous» but there are 
indications that the transmission loss measured by the hydrophone at 
800 m depth* decreases as the source distance exceeds some 60 n.mi. 
This is an interesting phenomenon. 

If it is true that the transmission loss decreases with increasing 
distance, then this results from an increased number of eigenrays, 
which again is due to a combined effect of the bathymetry and the 
horizontal and vertical sound velocity distribution.  In Figs. 23 to 
25 characteristic sound rays have been plotted for 3 different 
distances.  It is seen from Fig. 23 that at distances up to 50 km 
propagation takes place along ray paths that ate reflected at the 
boundaries.  At distances exceeding 50 km the surface duct, widens. 
Some of the acoustic energy propagates in this duct, but leaks out 
when it reaches the area where the duct becomes more narrow.  This is 
shown in Fig. 24 for the distance 70 km.  Thus a bundle of rays 
propagates over great distances without having to majke contact with 
the lossy bottom. When at 3.  distance of 60 km from the receiver some 
of the rays leave the surface duct, these rays need only 2 bottom 
reflectioivs to reach the receiver.  This behaviour becomes even more 
pronounced at greater distance, see Fig. 25 for 90 km.  Calculations 
show that the number of eigenrays increases at distances exceeding 
60 km.  The corresponding computed transmission loss is presented in 
Fig. 26, which shows that the transmission loss does decrease in 
accordance with the measurement.  This tendency continues until at 
120 km the distance becomes so great that the loss again starts 
increasing. 

CONCLUSION 

The described acoustic model has proved to be useful for prediction of 
transmission loss at long ranges and low frequencies provided that all 
parameters are known. 

However, it is not capable of giving a quick answer, because preparation 
of the input data takes some time.  In particular, the determination of 
eigenrays is time consuming at long ranges in the case of irregular sound 
velocity — and bathymetric profiles. 
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DISCUSSION 

Cdr Blacker found the bathynetrlc profiles used in this study 
very similar to those used by the US NAVOCEANIC acoustic surveys 
and Mr Aubell confirmed that he was going to apply his nodel to 
those survey data in the near future. 
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A STATISTICAL RAY TRACING ROUTINE 

by 

H.6. Schneider and W. Kroll 
Porschungsanstalt d. BW für Wasserschall 

und Geofrfiysik, Kiel, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

As a first step towards predicting sonar ranges in shallow water a 
ray-tracing computer program has been written, which includes the 
possibility of handling stochastic influences on underwater sound 
by Monte Carlo methods*  For example, sound scattering by the sea 
surface or leakage of energy from sound channels can be accounted 
for.  The program serves to model the measured acoustical fields and 
to gain a better understanding of the involved physical mechanisms. 
In the paper the flexible module structure of the program will be 
sketched shortly.  The idea of introducing Monte Carlo methods in a 
ray—tracing computation will be discussed for sound scattering at 
the sea surface.  Data from experiment and calculation will be 
compared to this point concerning propagation loss. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that ray—tracing models provide a good basis to 
gain considerable insight in the propagation characteristics of 
underwater sound.  Moreover, these models enable us to do some 
forecasting of acoustic quantities if a certain set of environmental 
parameters is known. 

The aim of the work, the beginning of which is reported here, is to 
establish some kind of material (functions, tables, programs or 
whatsoever) from Which sonar ranges can be read.  This material is 
of practical interest to SW and ASW only if the number of input 
parameters is fairly small and if all situations which may occur are 
accounted for.  Thus, a parameter reduction or classification is 
necessary and the criteria for this must be specified from the 
acoustical field characteristics. 

A first step towards solving this task is to model performed 
experiments by ray—tracing techniques.  The modelling should, from 
the very beginning, be based on those parameters which the user of 
the forecasting material can readily obtain.  On the other hand, we 
should limit our investigation to that degree of refinement and 
exactness which the user really needs, even though from the scientific 
point of view it is often challenging to go into further details. T his 
does not mean we have only to do a data sorting and fitting job, but 
on the contrary, we are in the lucky situation that our task can be 
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solved easier if we gain more understanding of the involved mechanisms 
from the physical standpoint or that of information theory. This 
seems to be the best way to reduce and standardize the number of 
input parameters. 

The following three quantities are of main interest to us at the 
present stage ofthe model: 

1. The overall propagation loss. 

2. The propagation loss as a function of receiver 
depth. 

3. The angular density distribution of energy at the 
ocean bottom and/or sea surface, from which we want 
to provide input data for reverberation. 

These quantities are functions of the seasonal sound-speed profiles, 
acoustic frequencies, bottom impedance and geometry, sea-surface 
roughness and the source depth. 

1.    THE MODEL 

1,1  The Ray-Tracing Routine for Shallow Water 

For shallow water conditions the propagation loss can hardly be 
calculated by ray divergence methods even if the ocean bottom and 
the sea surface are assumed to be flat.  Moreover, in most shallow 
water areas at least one of these boundaries influences the sound 
propagation stochastically.  We determine the energy in a certain 
depth interval at a given distance from the source by adding the 
energy of single rays penetrating this interval.  It is therefore 
not necessary for the ray—tracing computations to approximate the 
sound-speed profile by differentiable functions, but piecewise 
linear seg" nts connecting the main data points will do. 

The question, "Wnich are the main data points of a measured sound 
speed profile", has been discussed by Cdr Dr Sluyterman van 
Langeweyde.  He classifies sound-speed profiles by means of 
acoustic criteria.  This includes the task to find the most simple 
profile of a certain set of profiles which generate the same type 
oif acoustical field.  Thinking of this task as beeing solved we use 
the most simple profile ai." representative of its class in this 
computation. 

Deterministic horizontal variations of sound-speed profiles may be 
accounted for in the usual way by lining up several profiles along 
the propagation path.  Horizontal and vertical gradients are allowed. 
(Care must be taken in case of steep vertical gradients which change 
depth along the propagation path, this is important for propagation 
in ducts for example.) 

Stochastic variations in sound speed, either vertical or horizontal, 
may be accounted for by a Monte Carlo method, this part of the 
program is in the stage of being developed. 
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As mentioneci above, the stochastic roughness of the sea surface or 
the ocean bottom stay be of importance for propagation loss. The 
scattering of sound at these random rough surfaces is simulated by, 
in principle, the same Monte Carlo Method as just mentioned. Let 
me give seme comments on this method. The main point is that we 
do not model the stochastic process itself in the ray-tracing 
routine, as for example Brochelman and Hagfors did. We use, in 
case of random rough boundary a scattering coefficient which has 
been obtained from th** theory of ^ound rather than frenn ray theory. 
This scattering coefficient is interpreted as a probability density 
for the re-radiation angles.  For ever" ray which contacts the 
boundary a re-radiation angle is determined at random from the 
corresponding probability density.  If the random process is station- 
ary for the time of the acoustic transmission and over the propa- 
gation path this method is exact. 

Since the scattering coefficient is obtained from the theory of 
spund and not from ray theory it is frequency dependent, and at least 
valid for all acoustic wave lengths where ray tracing techniques hold. 
Moreover, it is possible to simulate the effect of interactions with 
such processes that may not be treated by ray theory.  For example 
the influence of resonant or Bragg scattering from a rippled sand 
bottom on propagation loss may be accounted for by this method. 

1.2   Model Parameters 

1.2.1 Output Parameters 

The quantity which dominates our interest at this stage of the model 
is the propagation loss defined as follows. 

Let w denote the energy measured at distance r from the source 
at a depth interval about z.  We assume a function 

•   *   a -d(z)«r r,,  , T w(r, z) = - e  v / [Lq. IJ 

by which the measured data is to be described. 

After eliminating the term for cylindrical spreading we may write: 

10 lg(^f~-) = 10 lg ^- -a.10 lg(e).r [Eq. 2] 

or with the new quantities: 

E(z, r) = A(z)-B(z) • r . [Eq. 3] 

The quantity to be compared with the calculations is B(z), the 
propagation loss in dB/km for a certain depth interval and at a 
certain frequency.  The depth interval may extend over the total 
water depth. 
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The quanaity B(i.) depends on whether the data can in principle be 
described by the assumed function or not.  If not, B is a function 
of the range over which the curve fitting is done.  To linit this 
influence a constant range has been assumed. ' 

As input data for reverberation computations, we compute the angular 
distribution of energy from 0° to 30° grazing angles in one nautical 
mile segments it the ocean bottom and/or sea surface, at distance of 
5, 10, 15, 20, 25 n.mi from the source. 

1.2.2  Input Parameters 

The input parameters of the model are given by the experimental and 
environmental conditions. 

a) Experimental conditions: 

The range is 30 n.mi; source depth is 26 m below the 
sea surface; the broadband signals from explosive ;tave 
been evaluated from 15 Hz to 10 kHz.  Model computations 
have been made for the following four centre frequencies: 

0.5 kHz,   1.0 kHz,   2.0 kHz,   4.0 kHz 

b) Environmental conditions: 

Because of constant salinity in the North Sea Standard 
Area the medium attenuation is taken to be constant. 
We used the values: 

Frequency    0.5    1.0   2.0   4.0 

Attenuation  0.02   0.07  0.17  0.32   dB/km 

which are taken from Thorp.  These attenuation values 
are added to the computed ray tracing results for 
comparison with the experimental data. 

The bottom impedance has been calculated from sandcore data taken 
in the Standard Area on the assumption of homogeneous layering. 
The reflection coefficient is to be seen in Fig. 1. 

Other parameters do change from experiment to experiment and will 
be given with the comparison of the computational results.  In 
general those parameters which have been measured or estimated in 
situ will be introduced in the model. 

For the sea-surface roughness the estimated values of h^/s were used. 
Since the root mean square elevation 0 = 4 hi A and the correlation 
length of the sea state have to be supplied to the model, the latter 
quantity has been calculated from a and the assumption of a Pierson 
and Moskowitz spectra. 

The wave height of the swell was assumed to be the same as that of 
the wind seaj the root mean square slope was set to 0.015 times that 
of the wind sea (approximately 0.12Q). 
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2.    COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

2.1 Large»Scale Bottom Topography 

The North Sea experiments were conducted In an area of relatively 
constant water depth. To obtain information on the influence of 
the large scale bottom topography, computations were made with two 
bottom profiles as given in Pig. 2 (denoted by 1 and 2) and for 
comparison with a flat bottom (denoted by 3).  The propagation loss 
was the same for all three cases for winter conditions with iso- 
thermal water and a flat sea surface.  Because of this, in all the 
following computations the bottom was assumed to be flat. 

2.2 Winter Conditions 

The term winter conditions is equivalent to isothermal water over 
the total water depth.  The sound speed increases from the sea 
surface to the ocean bottom because of the increasing pressure with 
1/63 m/s/m. 

Measurements have been made during three different sea state 
conditions with wave heights hi/3   =0.5 m, 1.5 m and 3.0 m. 

In Fig. 3 the measured propagation loss is plotted with continuous 
lines. The computational results correspond to the dashed lines. 
The computation with the flat sea surface a = 0 yields the lowest 
propagation loss.  Obviously, the dependence of the propagation loss 
on frequency and sea state is the same for the measured and computed 
data.  This becomes even more evident in Fig. 4 which contains the 
same data. 

The agreement of computational and experimental data is rather good. 
The relatively large deviation of the point at  2 kHz/hi/3 = 2.5 m 
is due to an insufficient number of rays. 

This demonstrates the necessity to consider a frequency-dependent 
scattering mechanism. 

This agreement in propagation—loss data is only of any value if 
other measured field characteristics are modelled with the same 
accuracy.  One measurement was conducted with a vertical hydrophone 
line array.  From this a depth-independent propagation loss was 
inferred.  In Fig, 5 the propagation loss is plotted vs depth for 
hj/a = 1.5 m (a =0.38 m).  For the 4 kHz data the standard number of 
4000 rays has to be increased to 8000 rays to yield a smooth curve. 
Agreement of measured and computed data is very good.  In the upper- 
left corner the s^.e of the depth interval (6,4 m) used in the 
calculation is depicted.  One has to ensure that the energy pene- 
trating one depth interval is due to a sufficiently large number of 
rays to yield statistically relevant results. 

The only loss mechanism except the constant medium attenuation is 
provided by the bottom-reflection coefficient.  Hence the increase in 
propagation loss with higher sea states must be due to a change in 
the angular energy density at the bottom caused by the scattering 
of sound at the sea surface. 
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Because of ehe increasing sound speed towards the bottom, the rays 
which leave the sea surface with grazing angles of less than 2.5 
do not reach the bottom.  Since we want to obtain information on 
all rays we depicted the angular energy density at the sea surface. 
In Pig. 6a, this energy density in one nautical mile segments is 
plotted vs the grazing angle (1° interval) for five distances from 
the source.  For a flat sea surface {a=0)   (Fig, 6a) the energy 
density becomes continuously smaller for increasing distances from 
the source.  If the sea surface is rough (Fig. 6b) the energy 
density becomes nearly constant for angles greater than 5° and does 
not concentrate the energy towards smaller grazing angles.  This 
means the roughness of the sea surface continuously converts energy 
from smaller to greater re-radiation angles.  This process has been 
assumed in the paper of Wille, Thiele, Schunk published iu J.A.S.A. 
to explain a range—independent propagation loss. 

In conclusion of this chapter the model proves to be a powerful 
tool to calculate sonar ranges for these isothermal water conditions 
with constant water depth. 

It is known that for a reflection coefficient of the bottom which is 
linearly dependent on the grazing angle, ray-tracing computations 
with flat boundaries yield a propagation loss which is independent 
from the water depth.  But measurements have shown that the propa- 
gation loss increases with smaller water depth.  This result has 
been obtained too wa'.th our model assuming a rough sea surface and 
isothermal water. 

With hi/a = 1. 5 m and a frequency of 2 kHz the propagation loss was 
computed to 

0.34 dB/km for 120 m water depth 

0.42 dB/km for 64 m water depth 

0.94 dB/km  for   30 m water depth 

The source depth was half the water depth.  With a flat sea surface 
the propagation loss was (0. 30 ±0.02) dB/km for all three depths. 

2.3  Early Summer Conditions 

In June, the sound-speed profile in the North Sea usually appears as 
shown in Fig. 7»     The thickness of the isothermal surface layer 
depends strongly on the weather.  In this case there was a sea state 
of hv/s = I.? m.  In Fig, 8 the continuous lines denote experimental 
propagation loss data:  series No, 33 has been measured in cross-wind 
and series No, 34 in the up-wind direction.  The dashed curve has been 
computed with a=0 and a =0,38  for a receiver depth of 23 m, well 
below the surface layer.  Since the main transmission path is of the 
RBR type these; rays never reach the sea surface and so the model 
calculation is sea-stare independent for this data. 

In Figs. 9a and 9b the angular energy density at the bottom is shown. 
The energy which reaches the ocean bottom with grazing angles of less 
than 11° is not influenced by the sea-surface roughness only the 
remaining, part of the energy is scattered to larger angles and damped 
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out very quickly.  Since the same propagation loss has been computed 
for a rough and a flat sea surface in a depth of 23 m one of the 
following two possibilities must hold: in case of a flat sea surface 
the energy which reaches the bottom with grazing angles greater 
than 11° contributes either a neglegible part or a constant fraction 
to the total energy. 

Obviously, there is a mechanism which has not been accounted for in 
the model and which is responsible for the discrepancy of experimental 
and computational results. 

Since we have no measurements with a vertical hydrophone array for this 
early summer condition we have not calculated the dependence of propa- 
gation loss on depth but we have done this for the similar situation 
in August. 

2.4  Later Summer Conditions 

Figure 10 shows two typical sound-speed profiles measured in August, 
No. 1 hau been measured after a period of warm weather with low winds. 
No, 2 after several days of gale winds (36 kn).  Our investigation 
is done with profile No. 2. The dashed horizontal line denotes the 
source depth. Wave height was recorded and found to be hx/s = 1 m. 
Figure 11 shows the measured (full line) and computed propagation 
loss.  In the computation there is only a moderate influence of sea 
state on the propagation loss.  Obviously, this is too little to 
achieve agreement between measurements and computation.  The experi- 
mental results with a vertical hydrophone array yield a depth- 
independent propagation loss.  The computational results showed a 
different behaviour. 

If the sea surface is flat, the propagation loss in the surface 
layer is smaller than in the underlying layers.  This is due to the 
SRBR rays which have maximum skip distance from bottom bounce to 
bottom bounce (Fig. 12).  If the sea surface is rough these rays are 
scattered to large angles and undergo a stronger absorption at the 
bottom hence the propagation loss (Fig, 13) is increased in the top 
layer since no energy is allowed to enter the top layer from below. 
The energy from the surface layer is removed by scattering. 

Since measurements show a depth—independent propagation loss, the 
next step of our model is to provide a non-zero probability for 
converting RBR into SRBR rays. 

The probability for the mechanism must be taken from observed changes 
in the sound-speed profiles with respect to time, space and bottom 
roughness.  We are able to account for this by the same Monte Carlo 
Method we utilized for the rough boundary scattering. 
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CONCLUSION 

Finally I want to stress the following: 

1«  In this model every parameter has been set to the value 
corresponding to the experimental situation and the knowledge of 
the physical process.  This means no artificial or free parameter 
has been introduced to gain a better agreement between experimental 
and computational results* 

2«  The idea of dealing with rough-boundary scattering in the 
way it,  is done here has been proven very successful and needs no 
further refinement to obtain results of practical interest. The sea 
state reports in half metre steps are exact enough, but more up-to- 
date information on swell would be good. 

3*  In the model a mechanism is missing which allows energy to 
penetrate steep gradients in those situations where ray theory 
forbids it.  This does not question the value of ray tracing^ on the 
contrary, we will use the developed Monte Carlo Method, whic''i is 
based on ray tracing, to overcome this problem.  In order to provide 
a basis for sonar forecasting we have to find a standardized quantity 
for the probability of energy penetrating steep gradients; again 
this function will be frequency dependent. 

4.  We have not even made the attempt to utilize this 
statistical Monte Carlo Method for other quantities of interest as 
for example the information content of the transmitted sound.  Hence 
the possibilities inherent in the Monte Carlo Method, which does not 
model the stochastic processes themselves, provide a frame in which 
many limit» caused by the ray-tracing concept may be overcome. 

DISCUSSION 

Replying to Mr Iaval's question about the surface-scattering 
Dr Schneider explained that the model used was the Beckmann and 
Sp.izzichi.no two-dimensional scattering equation multiplied by the 
shadow function, because the small angles here are very important, 
and the specular or coherent part was added incoherently. 

Dr Schneider assured Dr Wille that a varying bottom depth could 
easily be accounted for. 
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SOURCES OF AMBIENT NOISE IN THE 

SHALLOW-WATER MARGINAL SEA-ICE ZONE* 

by 

O.I. Diachok 
and 

G.K. Long 
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, Washington, D.C. 

A series of synoptic measurements of the spatial variability of 
ambient noise and related environmental parameters in the shallow 
waters of the marginal sea-ice zone were made using sonobuoy and 
remote sensing techniques from aircraft.  The primary physical sources 
of ambient noise were shown to be wave and swell interaction with ice 
floes at the ice/water boundary, and dynamic interactions between 
adjacent ice floes in the ice field, in accordance with the results 
of similar measurements i^n deep waters.  Noise levels at ice/water 
boundaries protected from swell by land masses were found to be 
relatively low.  It was also shown that biological sources of ambient 
noise, specifically high concentrations of beluga whales, seals and 
walrus, may at times be dominant at some shallow-water locations, in 
contrast with the results of measurements in relatively deep waters, 
where contributions to total noise levels due to biological activity 
are generally minimal. 

INTRODUCTION 

The marginal sea-ice zone may be defined as the partially ice~covered 
transition region between the totally ice-covered Arctic Ocean and 
the ice-free Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.  This oceanic regime is 
situated in areas which may be as shalloxv as 50 m or as deep as 
2000 m, but which are generally less than 500 m deep. 

Aside from depth considerations, the physical configuration of the 
marginal sea-ice areas of the Arctic Ocean is characteriseed by complex 
and unique dynamic processes not found in either the open oceans or 
the ice«covered Arctic Ocean, with the most prominant one being the 
interaction of ocean waves with sea ice [Ref. 2].  As a result of 
this interaction, ocean waves are attenuated and the ice is broken up 
into relatively small floes by the waves.  Furthermore ocean waves 
entering shallow marginal sea-ice areas are also affected by 
interactions with the ocean bottom.  In order to determine some of the 
effects of environmental phenomena characteristic of marginal sea-ice 
areas on the spatial variability of ambient noipe, a series of quasi- 
synoptic noise measurements was made with air-deployed sonobuoys during 
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the period 1971-1974 in the East Greenland Sea and in the Bering 
Sea [Ref. ll.  It is the purpose of this paper to describe and 
discuss some of the salient results of these experiments. 

1.    MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 

Quasi-synoptic measurements of ambient noise levels in the vicinity 
of the ice?/water boundary were made at the sites shown in Fig. 1.  The 
measurements were accomplished by deploying calibrated sonobuoys 
from aircraft [Ref. 3] into open water and into polynas, i.e., water 
openings in the ice field.  The hydrophone depth of the sonobuoys | 
was 30 m. | 

I 

Each sonobuoy was monitored for periods, which were generally longer 
than 10 minutes, from the aircraft which circled overhead.  To avoid 
contamination of the data by aircraft noise, the telemetry distances 
to the aircraft were greater than 10 km and the altitudes were greater 
than 1 km.  To check repeatability most of the sonobuoys were monitored 
more than once during the measurement periods.  The data were, tape- 
recorded in the aircraft and subsequently processed to determine 
average noise levels for consecutive 3^-second samples in each one- 
third-octave frequency band over the range from 100 to 1000 Hz.  Median 
ambient noise energy spectrum levels were then determined for each 
lO-minute period for each sonobuoy.  Generally, the variability about 
the median levels was approximately 3 dB.  No local ship traffic was 
observed during the course of the measurements which will be discussed 
in this paper. 

All measurements were made in cloud-free sites, which were often 
selected by using real-time, in-flight reception of satellite 
Imagery [Ref. 4]> a technique especially developed for1 this airborne 
research programme.  Measurements of the ice concentration and ice- 
floe diameters were made by using standard and infrared photographic 
techniques.  Measurements of wind-generated ocean-wave profiles were 
made at some of the sites with an airborne laser profiler [Rel,". 5j. 
The latter data have not yet been analysed, however, and will not be 
discussed here.  Instead, the ambient noise data will be related to 
the observed sea state, and to hindcasts of the geostrophic wind 
velocity and the ocean wave conditions [Ref. 6].  Sea state (1-6) 
was determined visually with an estimated uncertainty of ±1. 
Hindcasts of wind velocity at sea level were made by reducing the 
geostrophic wind velocity computed from barometric pressure charts 
by a factor of 0,7«  The estimated uncertainty in the resultant 
geostrophic wind velocity at sea level is ± 5kn [Ref. 7].  The 
uncertainties in the corresponding hindcasts of dominant, wave periods 
and amplitudes are estimated to be ±ls and ± 1 m, respectively [Ref. 6]. 
The wit er depths at the measurement sites were determined from 
bathymetr^c charts. 
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2.    NOISE GENERATION AT THE ICE/WATER BOUNDARY 

In order to determine the relative magnitudes of physical phenomena 
characteristic of marginal sea-ice areas on the generation of ambient 
noise, several sets of measurements of the spatial variability of 
ambient noise were made under the following environmental conditions: 
relatively compact and diffuse boundaries, and relatively high and 
low sea states. 

The most pronounced feature of the measurements, which appears to be 
a universal property of the ice/water boundary, is a relative maximum 
in''noise levels at the boundary [Ref. 1].  Hypothetically, the 
mechanisms responsible for high ambient-noise generation are related 
to wind-generated ocean wave interactions with sea ice at the ice/ 
water boundary. 

The magnitudes of ocean waves incident at the ice/water boundary may 
be considered to be a function of local and distant meteorological 
conditions [Ref. 8]. The magnitude of locally-generated ocean waves 
is a function of the wind velocity, fetcfy and duration.  The magnitude 
of the contributions from distant sources of ocean waves is a function 
of the magnitudes of the sources, their range, the orientation of 
the sources, and the oceanographic conditions along the propagation 
paths. 

Sea ice at the ice/water boundary is generally composed of individual 
ice floes, which are generally between 10 m to 100 m in diameter, 
and are on the order of 1.0 m thick [Ref. 9].  The spatial extent of 
the ice/water boundary, which may be defined as the region between 1/8 
to 7/8 ice cover,  may vary from 1 to 100 km.  Diffuse ice/water 
boundaries, being a relatively disordered environmental configuration, 
have a higher probability of occurrence than compact boundaries. 

Theoretically, ocean waves incident at the ice/water boundary are 
partly reflected and partly transmitted [Ref. 10].  The transmission/ 
reflection coefficients are a function of the angle of incidence, the 
ice thickness and the wave period.  For the case of normal incidence 
and for an ice thickness of the order of 1 m, nearly all of the 
energy of the ocean waves with periods greater than 4 s is transmitted 
into the ice field, whereas ocean waves witn periods less than 4 s 
are nearly totally reflected.  Experimentally, it has been observed 
that ocean waves in the ice field are rapidly attenuated when the 
half-wavelength of the waves is smaller than the ice-floe diameter 
[Ref. 2].  In particular, for ice floes about 100 m in diameter rapid 
attenuation of ocean wave energy occurs when the half-wavelength of 
the waves is smaller than 100 m, which corresponds to an ocean wave 
period of 11 s.  The energy of the ocean waves which have shorter 
wavelengths are apparently attenuated by interactions with individual 
ice floes by the action of flexing and breaking the floes and by the 
generation of turbulence [Ref. 2].  Each of these ocean-wave/ice 
interaction mechanisms is potentially a source of underwater sound. 
Consequently, it may be hypothesized that ocean waves which interact 
with sea ice to generate high noise levels at the ice edge correspond 
to periods which are between 4 s and 11 s, or to wavelengths which 
are between 25 m and 200 m.  The characteristics of such waves, 
specifically the wind dependence and the energy spectrum, are 
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independent of the ocean depth for depths greater than 50 m, and 
are highly dependent on ocean depth for depths smaller than 10 m 
[Ref* 11]«  Consequently, the noise levels generated at the ice/ 
water boundary by the interaction of ocean waves with sea ice should 
be expected to be dependent on the state of the sea, and to be 
independent of depth for depths greater than approximately 50 m. 

In order to illustrate some of the qualitative features of the spatial 
variability of noise as a function of distance from the ice/water 
boundary, measurements made at a compact ice/water boundary in June 
1971 will be considered in some detail.  The measurements were made 
using eight sonobuoys deployed into open water and into relatively 
small water openings in the ice field at approximately 28 km intervals 
in a line normal to the ice/water boundary as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The ice concentration changed from 1/8 to 7/8 over a distance of 
about 1 km.  Sea state was estimated to be 2. and the 6-hour average 
geostrophic wind velocity was determined to be 5 kn, approximately 
normal to the boundary.  Representative 3-minute data samples for 
each of the eight sonobuoys are shown for a frequency of 315 Hz in 
fig. 3»  Two characteristics of ambient noise in the region of the 
ice/water boundary are evident in this figure.  First, the noise 
level is greatest at the ice/watei boundary (sonobuoy A), as might be 
intuitively expected., with the levels decreasing more rapidly with 
distance from the ice edge xn  the ice field than in the open waiter. 
Second, the ambient noise recorded at sonobuoys C and D in the'ice 
field is intermittently spiky, probably indicative of ice floes 
colliding and cracking, compared to the more uniform nature of the 
data obtained in open water at sonobuoys W, X, Y and Z.  The noise at 
the i,ce edge appeals similar to the open-water data and to the ear 
it resembles the sound of the sea on the beach.  In agreement with 
previously-reported arctic ambient—noise measurements under comparable 
wind conditions [Refs. 12, 13], noise levels in the ice field are 
significantly lower than open-ocean noise levels» 

Figure 4 illustrates the spatial dependence of the median ambient- 
noise levels as a function of distance from the ice edge for frequencies 
of 100, 315 and 1000 Hz,     From this figure it is evident that the 
relative maximum at the ice^ater boundary occurs over the entire 
frequency range of 100 Hz to 1000 Hz and that the low-frequency sound 
generated at the ice edge affects the ambient noise levels at 
significantly greater ranges than does the high-frequency sound. 

Quasi-synoptic ambient noise measurements were made in the vicinity 
of a diffuse ice/water boundary in April IV'Z,     At this site, the ice 
concentration changed from 1/8 to 7/8 over a aistance of about 100 km 
and the geostrophic wind velocitv was determined to be about 3 kn, 
nearly normal to the ice/water boundary.  The sea state was estimated 
to be one.  The spatial variability of the median ambient noise levels 
as a function of distance from a diffuse ice/water boundary for 
frequencies of 100, 315 and 1000 Hz is shown in Fig. 5« 

As for the previouslv-discussed compact ice-edge environmental 
configuration, the open-water ambient noise levels far from the ice 
edge are significantly higher than the ice-covered levels, and a 
relative maximum in the ambient noise levels occurs in the vicinity of 
4/8 concentration of ice and water.  From a comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 
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it is apparent that the magnitude of the relative maxiaium neasured 
at the ice/water boundary is relatively large at a coapact edge 
(12 dB) and small at a diffuse edge (5 dB) compared to open-water 
values*  From these results it may be concluded that the relative 
magnitude of the noise levels generated at the ice/water boundary are 
a function of the rkte of change of ice concentration with distance« 

To gain some insight into the dependence of the magnitudes of noise 
levels generated at the ice edge on other environmental parameters, 
viz. sea state and ocein depth, several sets of ambient nuise meas- 
urements were made in the vicinity of diffuse ice/water boundaries, 
where the ice concentration changed from 1/8 to 7/8 over a distance 
of approximately 100 km, in December 1971 in the East Greenland Sea 
and in April 1974 in the Bering Sea.  A comparison of some of these 
measurements at a frequency of 1000 Hz as a function of the observed 
sea state is shown in Fig. 6.  Wenz1 standard ambient-noise levels 
[Ref. 14] as a function of sea state at a frequency of 1000 Hz are 
also shown*  At distances which are far from the ice/water boundary 
it is evident that the measured noise levels under open-water 
conditions for sea states 1, 3 and 5 are in good agreement with Wenz' 
standard levels. 

The measurements corresponding to sea state 1, which were discussed 
previously, were made at a site in the Greenland Sea which was 
2000 m deep.  The measurements corresponding to sea state 3 were made 
at a site in the Bering Sea which was 50 m deep; the corresponding 
geostrophic wind velocity was determined to be 20 kn.  The measurements 
corresponding to sea state 5 were made at a site in the Greenland Sea 
which was 1000 m deep; the corresponding geostrophic wind velocity 
was determined to be 20 kn.  From a comparison of these data it may be 
inferred that the relatiye magnitudes of the noise levels generated 
at a diffuse ice edge at a frequency of 1 kHz are generally about 
5 dB higher than noiye levels in the open water, about 9 dB higher than 
noise levels in the ice field and are apparently independent of depth 
for depths greater than 50 m.  These experimental results are 
qualitatively in accordance with theoretical considerations regarding 
the depth dependence of ocean waves discussed previously. 

The three data sets shown in Fig. 6 also suggest that an empirical 
relationship exists between the absolute magnitudes of noise levels 
generated at the boundary and the sea state of the contiguous open 
ocean [ftef. 2]. 

To gain some insight into the dependence of the absolute magnitudes 
of noise levels generated at the ice edge on specific ocean wave 
characteristics, noise measurements made at diffuse ice/water boundaries 
were related tofaLndcasts of the dominant ocean-wave periods and 
amplitudes at the measurement sites.  Only those data sets which 
correspond to winds and waves directed toward the ice field were 
considered. 

The ambient-noise data at 100 Hz are plotted as a function of the 
dominant ocean-wave period (in seconds) in Fig. 7.  Also shown are 
the corresponding ocean-wave amplitudes in metres.  The straight line 
is an empirical fit to the data points.  From an examination of Fig. 7 
it may be inferred that the absolute values of ambient noise levels 
generated at a diffuse ice/water boundary increase with the dominant 
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period of the incoaing ocean waves, a result that is qualitatively in 
accordance with theoretical considerations regarding the transmissivity 
of ocean waves as a function of period at an ice/water boundary. 

Infortunately, there are insufficient data at present to investigate 
possible correlations between the measured noise levels and the 
magnitudes and directions of the ocean waves incident at either 
diffuse or compact ice/water boundaries.  It is noteworthy that the 
lowest ambient noise level shown in Fig. 7 was measured in the Denmark 
Strait, at a site which was protected from long-period ocean-wave 
energy from distant sources due to its proximity to land [Ref. 6]. 

Theoretically, the shapes of the ambient noise with distance curves 
are a function of sound propagation conditions which, in turn, are a 
function of ocean depth, sound velocity structure and the nature of 
the ocean boundaries.  Sound propagation under ice occurs primarily 
by R.5R paths and the signal attem^tion with distance is controlled 
to a large extent by reflection losses from the ice/water interface 
[Ref. 15J, which are generally much higher than reflection losses 
from the sea surface [Ref. 16],  Unfortunately, no transmission loss 
measurements were made during the course of the ambient noise meas- 
urements.  However, ray theoretical computations of the spatial 
variability of noise with distance have been shown to be generally 
in fair agreement with the results reported here [Ref. 17]. 

3. COMMENTS ON BIOACOUSTIC SIGNALS IN THE MARGINAL SEA-ICE ZONE 

Bioacoustic phenomena, specifically vocalization by marine mammals 
indigenous to the marginal sea—ice zone significantly complicates 
the relatively simple modii of the spatial variability of ambient 
noise in the marginal sea-ice zone presented here.  In order to 
illustrate some of the characteristics of the effects of biological 
sound generation on the spatial variability of ambient noise some of 
the results of an experiment conducted in the shallow waters  of the 
Bering Sea in April 1973 will be discussed in some detail.  This 
particular experiment was designed primarily to provide data on 
sound propagation conditions in the shallow-water marginal sea—ice 
zone.  The results of the propagation loss measurements, however, 
will not be discussed here.  The ambient noise measurements were 
made between the hours of 1000 and 1500 local time using air-deployed 
sonobuoys in the area shown in Pig. 8.  Depth contours at 100, 200, 
1000 and 2000 m, the ice/water boundary and the locations of the 
sonobuoy sites are shown.  Each sonobuoy was monitored several times 
for continuous 1/2 hour periods.  The wind velocity at sea level, 
which was measured from an ice-breaker in the vicinity of the meas- 
urement sites, was 7.5 ±2.5kn.  The ice concentration varied from 
4/8 at the ice/water boundary to 7/8 at site I. 

The resultant ambient noise measurements are illustrated in fig. 9 as 
a function of distance from the ice/water boundary for a frequency of 
1Ö0 Hz.  Also st^own are a curve of the spatial variability of noise 
in relative dB near the boundary, which was computed for the 
environmental configuration of the measurement site [Ref. 17], and a 
straight line designating the average asymptotic value of ambient 
noise at large distances from the boundary. 
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It is apparent that at site F, which is approximately 130 km from 
the boundary, noise levels were at times much higher than the 
average asymptotic value. The high levels during noisy periods were 
primarily due to marine mammal sounds, which will be discussed 
subsequently« 

The temporal variation of the noise at site P is illustrated in 
Fig. 10, which shows a 10-minute sample of the variability of the 
measured data in relative dB at a frequency of 100 Hz.  The bioacoustic 
sounds, which correspond to the noisy periods, were hypothesized to 
be generated by the Pacific walrus (Odobenus rosmarus divergens), 
which were visually sighted in the vicinity of site F, in roughly 
100-member pods surrounding water openings in the ice field.  A 
comparison of a spectrograph of the recorded bioacoustic sounds and 
previously-measured spectrographs [Ref. 18] of the Atlantic walrus 
(Odobenus rosmarus rosmarus), sounds, which were made under controlled 
conditions, is shown in Fig. 11.  A comparison between these data is 
valid, since the latter set of measurements are virtually identical 
to previously measured, but unpublished spectrographs of Pacific 
walrus sounds [Ref. 19]* 

The previously-reported spectrographs of "clicking" and nbell-like" 
sounds of the walrus shown at the bottom of Fig. 11 appear to be 
nearly identical to the spectrograph of "clicking" and "bell-like" 
sounds obtained by the authors, shown at the top of Fig. 11.  However, 
the previously-reported spectrograph of the "rasp" of the walrus could 
not be identified with the observed "rasp-like" noise in the centre 
of the spectrograph because this particular- signal overloaded the 
tape. 

The walrus sounds were heard at several locations, but were loudest 
at site F, which was the shallowest location, being apprbximately 
100 m in depth.  Since walruses are bottom feeders and are restricted 
to water depths shallower than 100 m [Ref. 20], the measured result 
is qualitatively in accordance with previously-reported biological 
data regarding depth constraints on the spatial distribution of walrus 
herds. 

Walruses, which are common in the Bering Sea, migrate seasonally with 
the ice edge, staying generally near water openings in the ice field 
[Ref. 20].  Unlike walruses, seals are neither restricted to staying 
near water openings because they can form and maintain breathing 
holes through the ice, nor are they restricted to shallow water depths 
because they may feed on organisms found either on the ocean bottom 
or in mid-water [Ref. 20]. 

Bearded seal (Erignathus barbetus) sounds, described as "warbling" 
sounds [Ref. 21], were heard frequently at various locations, viz. 
at sites D, D3, A, I and F.  Identification of the bearded seal 
sounds recorded during the conduct of this exercise was made in the 
same manner as described above [Ref. 22].  The bearded seal, which is 
a native of the northern seas, including the Bering Sea, is a solitary 
but vociferous creature.  The loud "warbling" sounds discussed above 
are made only by mature males during the spring courtship period 
[Ref. 20], which coincided with the time of the measurements. 
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Other distinctive sounds described as "bellowing", "chirping" and 
"whistling" were recorded near the ice/water boundary predominantly 
at site I,  and to some extent at sites Da and D«* Beluga whales, 
which were visually sighted in 10-30 member pods in water openings 
in the vicinity of these sites, may have been responsible for 
generating these sounds [Ref. 23]*  In this case, however, the 
spectrographs of the recorded sounds could not be matched with 
previously-published spectrographs of sounds generated either by 
beluga whales [Ref. 24J or by any other marine mammal indigenous 
to  the Bering Sea [Ref. 25].  Beluga whales migrate into the 
Bering Sea between March and May, travelling in pods numbered by 
the thousands. They generally do not enter deeply into ice-covered 
areas, staying in partially ice-covered areas iu large water openings 
[Ref. 23]. 

The discussion of the bioacoustic measurements merely illustrates a 
few aspects of the complexity of bioacoustic phenomena as it affects 
the spatial variability of ambient noise in the marginal sea-ice zone. 
Due to the lack of sufficient data on the source levels and the 
behaviour and migration patterns of marine mammals indigenous to 
the marginal sea-ice zone, meaningful prediction of the frequency 
of occurrence and levels of sound generated by marine mammals in 
these areas as a function of time and space is not possible at the 
present time [Ref. 25]. 

CONCLUSION 

The data presented in this paper suggest that a universal feature 
of the marginal sea-ice zone environment is a relative maximum in 
ambient noise levels at the ice/water boundary.  The absolute 
magnitudes of noise levels at the boundary appear to be a function 
of the state of the contiguous open ocean, and the rate of change of 
ice concentration at the boundary appear to be a function of the state 
of the contiguous open ocean, and the rate of change of ice 
concentration at the boundary, and appear to be independent of ocean 
depths for depths greater than 50 m.  Measurements made at an ice/water 
boundary in the Denmark Strait suggest that noise levels generated at 
the boundary may be affected by the proximity of land to the boundary, 
being significantly lower than measurements at boundaries far from 
land.  At some times and at some locations ambient noise levels may 
be measurably affected by sound generation by marine mammals. 
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DISCUSSION 

Answering a question by Ir Vettori about the asymptotic noise 
levels under ice and open water Dr Diachok explained that the 
only part investigated quantitatively was the sound propagating 
into the open water but that he expected to find a higher attenuation 
coefficient under ice.  This implies that the noise level will 
decrease more quickly with range and more rapidly reach an 
asymptotic level that should be lower than the asymptotic level 
found in the open sea. 

Dr Diachok agreed with Dr Wille that the spiking noise found under 
ice far from the ice edge was most likely associated with 
temperature gradients. 
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SPATIAL HORIZONTAL COHERENCE OP EXPLOSIVE SIGNALS 

IN SHALLOW WATER 

by 

A. Wasiljeff 
SACLANT ASW Research Centre 

La Spezia, Italy 

ABSTRACT 

An important parameter in shallow water sound propagation is the 
influence of the transmitting medium and its boundaries on the 
spatial coherence of acoustic signals.  Spatial coherence has been 
studied with a 30 m horizontal array by measuring the crosscorrelation 
function of explosive signals between various pairs of hydrophones on 
the array.  The experiments have been performed under isothermal 
winter conditions in the Strait of Sicily over flat and rough bottom. 
The results are compared with data which had been collected in the 
shallow water area near the island of^Elba under different seasonal 
conditions.  The angular uncertainty of the medium gives limitations 
on the classification range of target classification procedures. 

1.    ARRANGEMENT OF THE EXPERIMENTS 

SACLANTCEN's Shallow Water Group has been investigating shallow water 
sound propagation in the areas north and southeast of the island of 
Elba and in the Strait of Sicily north of Pantelleria and south of 
Lampedusa. 

The areas around Elba had a flat bottom which has been described in 
the paper of T. Akal, whereas the Strait of Sicily has a high velocity 
bottom which consists of sand and silt in the area north of Pantelleria 
(Adventure bank) and of sand with patches of rock and gravel in the 
area south of Lampedusa. 

The water depth was nearly constant along the tracks of Elba (115 to 
120 m in the. north, 110 to 115 tn in the southeast), varied between 80 
and 60 m north of Pantelleria and was almost constant about SO m along 
the tracks south of Lampedusa. 

Explosives of 180 g TNT were used as broadband acoustic sources.  They 
were launched from a source ship at different ranges and fired 
electrically by means of a sea water activated battery and a pressure 
device which allowed their detonation at a preset depth. 

Figure 1 gives an illustration of the operational procedures. 
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The signals were received with an horizontal array. The array was 
suspended to midwater depth from a spare buoy, which was floated 
away from the Centre's research vessel* 

They were preaaplified and transmitted to the ship through cables 
that were connected to the spare buoy.  On board the research ship 
they were amplified and low pass filtered at a 6 dB cut off frequency 
of 8 kHz. 

They were fed to an analogue-digital converter of 24 kHz sampling 
rate.  The digitized values were recorded on magnetic tapes with the 
Centre's digital recording system.  The processing was done ashore 
using the Centre's Elliott 503, which is now replaced by a üNIVAC 1106. 

The measuring array consisted of a rigid line of 9 omnidirectional 
hydrophones with a total length of 30 m*  The spacing of the different 
hydrophones is shown in Pig. 2.  The positioning of the hydrophones 
allows 36 pairs of spacing combination.  Some of the spacings were 
chosen identical in order to allow a check on stationarity in space 
and to.back up possible failures of hydrophones. 

The vertical branch was used for transmission loss measurements but 
will not be considered here. 

2.    ANGULAR UNCERTAINTY 

If a source signal is distorted by the transmitting medium the shape 
of the received signal will in general depend on the location of the 
receiver. 

The influence of the medium can be understood with the aid ot the 
angular scattering function ASF.  It describes the average spread of 
signal power in the angular space that is defined by the wave number 
qoordinates [Ref. Ij. 

The ASF is thus the power directivity function of a 6-source in 
angular space after distortion by the medium.  The medium behaves like 
a random space channel. The output of such a channel (in angular space) 
can be found by convolution of the power directivity function of the 
source with the ASF of the medium. 

If,a source emits a plane wave, which corresponds to a 6-functlon in 
angular space, the medium will distort its wavefronts unless the ASF 
is a 9-function itself. 

If the receiving device has a power directivity function that is not 
a 5-functi.on in angular space, we have to convolve it with the ASF of 
the medium and the power directivity function of the source in order 
to know the average power distribution in angular space that is seen 
by the receiver. 

If we were able to know exactly the ASF of the medium we could by 
deconvol'ution determine the power directivity of the source, which 
might be for example a submarine, and thus classify the target. 
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unfortunately, due to practical reasons we can not determine the 
exact ASF of the medium.  But like very often in statistics, where 
we content ourselves iqjLth the mean and the standard deviation, although 
we know in principle that we ought''to know all higher moments in order 
tfO give a complete description, we shall try to measure the "effective 
beamwidth" of the ASF, which we shall call the "angular uncertainty" of 
the medium (AHM). 

Here we can make use of the acoustic analogue to the van Cittci't- 
Zernicke theorem, which is known from optics [Ref. 2].  It states that 
there, exists a Fourier transform relationship between the angular 
scattering function and the spatial correlation function of the 
transfer function of the medium under the assumption of stationarity 
in space. 

If we measure ttie effective width of the spatial correlation function 
we can make use of the following uncertainty principle: for simple 
functions that decrease fast enough not to cau^e trouble when using 
Fourier transforms the product of the effective width of such a 
function and the effective width of its Fourier transform is of the 
order of one.  (The communication engineer knows that the time band- 
width product of nonsophisticated signals is of the order of one). 

Thus the AUM can be estimated from the inverse of the correlation 
length of the spatial correlation function.  The assumption of a 
Gaussian scattering function [Ref. 3] is very useful but it is not 
essential for this result. 

3.    CROSS-CORRELATION 

usually we do not measure» directly the spatial correlation function 
but the cross-correlation function between two time signals received 
at two different points in space.  It can be shown for narrow-band 
signals that the maximum of this correlation function is a good 
estimate for the spatial cross-correlation at the given distance. 

Thus we can by choosing different spacings built up a sampled space 
correlation function and then determine its effective width.  Its 
inverse will give us an estimate for the desired AUM. 

The temporal cross-correlation function between signals received 
at two different points in space is a measure fpr the similarity of 
the signal structure at these two points« 

A maximum of this normalized correlation function, which is close to 
one, indicates a high degree of similarity.  The calculation of the 
CCF was performed digitally. 

The digitized time domain records were transformed to frequency domain 
with the aid of the FFT.  Conjugate multiplication gave after inverse 
cransformatibn and normalization the cross-correlation function. 
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The maximum of the CCP is usually displaced from zero.  This can be 
used to determine the signal delays at the different hydrophones 
of an array and trom  this one can determine the angle by which the 
array is declined from the direction perpendicular to the main 
direction of sound propagation. 

To illustrate the correlation procedure wp regard in Fig. 3 an 
example of a shot fired at a range of 0.5 km and recorded at two 
hydrophones 8 m apart in the Strait of Sicily. 

The structure of the signals is very similar.  There are some slight 
differences that are hardly visible.  Figure 4 shows the broadband 
cross-correlation function of the signals on these two hydrophones. 
The main peak is very close to one. 

The strong side-lobes are due to the bubble pulse.  To study the 
dependence of the cross-correlation function on the carrier frequency 
of a narrow band signal, digital filtering was applied in the 
frequency domain at different centre frequencies varying from 800 Hz 
to 6.4 kHz and with a bandwidth of 200 Hz. 

Figure 5 shows an example of the cross-correlation function of two 
filtered signals.  The centre frequency was 3 kHz, the bandwidth 
200 HE. 

In the actual calculations envelope detection was performed by using 
the Hilbert transform.  From the envelope the maximum can be much 
more easily determi.ned, than from the rapidly oscillating cross- 
correlation function itself. 

This maximum as a function of the spacing of the various hydrophones 
gives the spatial coherence function.  An example is given in Fig. 6. 
The acoustical, length at which this maximum decreases below 0,6 is the 
width of the coherence function.  The reciprocal of this width gives 
the angular uncertainty of the medium.  Sometimes the correlation is 
so good that the width is larger than 1000, (see Fig, 7). 

4.   STRAIT OF SICILY 

The cruise to the Strait of, Sicily was conducted in February 19 73. 
There we have during winter isothermal conditions, in which the 
increase of the sound speed profile towards the bottom, is only due 
to static water pressure.  Under these upward refracting conditions 
the bottom plays a less important part.  After a few kilometres the 
boundaries arc hit by the acoustic rays at a very long grazing angle. 
Therefore we were not surprised to find a low angular uncertainty in 
spite of a very rough sea. 

Figure 8 shows the angular uncertainty versus range at different centre 
frequencies for; the Adventure Bank north of Panteller ia., For close 
range shots, the angular uncertainty is higher than lc for the 
frequencies from 0.8 to 3.2 kHz,  This is due to the separation of 
multipath arrivals which makes the arriving wavefronts. very sensitive 
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to variations in boundary structure» For ranges beyond 3 ka the 
AUN is lower than 1/2 degree. The acoustic rays do not see the 
"roughness of the boundaries'* because of the low grazing angles or 
to tall^ in a wave picture the whole water column is exited and 
"rings", thus giving a hig* horizontal correlation of the sound 
field which corresponds to a low AUM.  Slight variation beyond 3 tai 
may be due to the varying water depth of this rtyi, which varied as 
said before between 80 and 65 n.      They did not exist over flat bottom 
as may be seen iqi Fig. 9 where the run was performed over an almost 
flat bottom of constant water depth of 80 m south of the Island of 
Lamped^sa* 

Here the "near field" effect is even n^ore pronounced giving at close 
ranges an AUM between 4° and 7V.  At ranges beyond 3 km the AUM is 
lower than 0.1° up to 35 km.  It should be mentioned again that the 
experiment was performed in a very rough sea of sea state 3 to 5* 

Figure 10 displays the signals received at one hydrophone of the 
horizontal array versus range.  Between 25 and 35 km it is to be s^en 
that there i« a clear separation between the response of the medium 
to shock and to bubble pulse.  If we cut the signal before thp  arrival 
of the bubble pulse we get an approximation to the impulse response 
of the medium. 

Correlating these impulse responses from two adjacent shots gives a 
good correlation in space and time as seen in Fig. 11, between two 
shots at a distance of 31.7 km and 33.6 km with a time difference of 
8 minutes. 

This is still the case atv even larger time and space intervals as seen 
in Figi 12 where the shot distances from the receiver are 2,7,4 and 
33.6 km respectively and the time difference was 24 minutes. 

This proves that beyond a certain range in shallow water the propagation 
conditions can be very stable regardless of the roughness of the 
surface, thus giving a high reproduceability of the transmitted signal. 

5.    ELBA ZONE 

The data discussed so far have been collected under isothermal winter 
conditions.  In summer we have a strong thermocline, however, due to 
the heating of the surface. 

Figure 13 shows the sound speed profiles of the area near the island 
of Elba. 

Figure 14 gives the corresponding ray diagrams.  The upward refracting 
conditions in v^inter cause a smaller grazing angle and a larger cycle 
distance than under downward refracting conditions in summer, where 
the bottom i^ hit by a steeper gracing angle.  Therefore the influence 
of the boundaries and specially the bottom on the propagation 
conditions is much higher in summer than during the winter Reason. 
During summer the attenuation of the sound field is higher and since 
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the propagation is more complipated qne expects to find a hinter 
angular uncertainty than under winter conditions.  Due to technical 
reasons we did not measure horizontal coherence in the Strait of 
Sicily during summer conditions*  Some experiments, however, have 
been performed in the area near the island of Elba. 

Figure 15 shows the AUM versus range southeast of Elba. 

A pronounced decrease of AUM with range for short range data can 
only be seen at the low frequency of 0.8 kHz contrary to the winter 
conditions of the Strait of Sicily where it appears on almost all 
frequencies processed.  This may be explained by the absence of 
rough boundaries in the Elba area during this experiment. 

For long wavelengths, the source is very close to the receiver so 
that a plane wave has not yet been built up.  For higher frequencies 
this is not the case and the AUM is influenced in a random way 
by the boundary parameters» 

Nevertheless it varies between 0.2° and 1° for ranges between 500 m 
and 20 km.  For longer ranges there is a much higher AUM.  But here 
the si^nal-to-noise ratio may be not high enough to give a good 
estimation of spatial cross-correlation. 

Figure 16 shov{s a similar behaviour of AUM for the area north of Elba 
for the frequencies of 1,6, 2.4 and 3*2 kHz and Fig. 17 gives the 
AUM for 4.8, 5.6 and 6.4 kHz. 

No significant difference could be found between the areas north and 
southeast of Elba and an obvious frequency dependence does not seem 
to exist for ranges larger than 3 km. 

Figure 18 gives a comparison of the AUM of the two areas averaged 
over frequency with some data reported by the Laboratory of Le Brusc 
from the Gulf of Lions [Ref. 4].  It seems that the coherence of 
signals in the Gulf of Lions is slightly poorer than for the Elba 
area, but the angular uncertainty of the medium is still below lc, 
The small difference may be due to the different experimental set up. 
Our array has been suspended from a buoy to mid-water depth whereas 
the hydrophones in the Gulf of Lions were put on the bottom or the 
sea.  A boundary that is very close to the receiver may have some 
influence on the coherence of the signals. 

6,     CLASSIFICATION RANGE 

The classical target classification procedures that use the line 
structure of a submarine as classification clue are based on a 
SONAR-interferometer technique which makes it possible to distinguish 
the submarine from a school of fish and to determine the aspect 
angle CD of the submarine (see Fig, 19).  In the multihydrophone 
technique an array of at least two hydrophones form a base line D, 
The frequency response of a target looks slightly different on the 
two hydrophones.  It can be measured either by using a FM-sweep as 
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source signal (STAR1ITE) or by explosives that are Fourier-analysed 
on line. From the shift of the spectral resp^m^e the aspect angle 
can be determined.  This frequency shift corresponds to a phase 
change In time domain. This is used in the split-beam or SONAR- 
interferopetcr technique.  Although these methods differ with 
respect to technical realization they are based on the same physical 
principle. 

The classification devjice has to be able to resolve the angle a which 
for fixed aspect angle depends on the range R. 

The angular uncertainty of the medium a has to be smaller than the 
resolution angle a otherwise the classification procedure will not 
work. 

This leads to. the concept of classification range as the maximum range 
up to which the classification procedures may be expected to be 
operational. 

Figure 20 gives a display of classification range versus angular 
uncertainty of the medium for different aspect angles ep of a 100 m 
long submarine. 

In the Strait of Sicily we can expect for winter conditions a 
classification range of 8 to 30 km whereas forthe summer conditions 
that we have foynd in t^e area of Elba the classification range will 
vary between 1 and 10 km. 
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DISCUSSION 

In answer to a question by Mr Schneider about the season of the 
Gulf of Lions data, Dr Wasiljeff explained that those data had 
been presented by Mr Ancey from  Le Brusc Laboratory during a 
colloquium in Nice. They had been collected during summer in 
an area with a flat bottom covered with mud and clay where the 
water depth was about 100 m. 

In reply to Mr King's question, Dr WasiLieff said that during 
SACLANTCEN's Elba summer experiments all shots had been fired 
below the thermocline. 

Dr Wasil.jeff explained to Dr Kuperman that it was difficult to 
keep the array perpendicular to the propagation direction in the 
horizontal plane but that the angle of orientation of the array 
was measured afterwards and when the deviation from the 
perpendicular direction was considered too large, the data 
frotti that shot were not used« Dr Ziegenbein asked whether 
array depth and shot depth had been changed.  In reply it was 
said that the depth of the array was not changed but two different 
source depths of 25 ?."d 50 m were used and yielded similar results• 

Dr Wille noted, that for passive measurements a better angular 
resolution than one degree may be needed, which will make further 
investigation necessary on the influence of the bottom, the sea 
state and all the ambient parameters. 
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SHALLOW WATER CHANNEL ANALYSIS BY THE TIME VARIANT 

WEIGHTING FUNCTION 

by 

R. Thiele 
Forschungsanstalt d. BW für Wasserschall 

und Geophysik, Kiel, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

The transmission properties between a transmitter and a remote 
receiver are completely described by the time variant weighting 
function of this channel.  The weighting function itself is not 
measurable and not to determine by a finite set of numbers.  There- 
fore, we use a model function with the same effect as the weighting 
function in a certain measuring time and frequency band.  This model 
function needs a large set of numbers too.  It is only possible to 
display certain expectation or sample functions.  Some of these 
expectation functions — as the scattering, the average pulse power, 
the amplitude fluctuations, etc. — are shown and compared with the 
eigenray structure of the channel.  Thereby we get mainly information 
about the physical effects involved in the propagation processs but 
also some information about the relationship between transmitted and 
received signals. 

1.   THE OUTLINE OF THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION MEASUREMENT METHOD 

Experimental studies in underwater acoustics are usually connected 
with special physical questions, for example, propagation loss, 
reverberation,' ambient noise, etc.  To learn more about the nature of 
sound propagation, I would like to add another method.  This method 
is particularly suitable to shallow water because the mutual influence 
of surface and bottom reflection, as far as the sound velocity 
variations in space and time, are more complicated than in deep water. 

The principle idea is not to present a well defined question to the 
medium but to use a simple well defined experiment.  The acoustical 
situation of the experiment is transformed and stored by a digital 
computer.  Now we can pose different questions to the computer, 
utilizing each time the same experimental situation. 

The physical situation of this simple experiment will be a sound 
transmitter and a distant receiver, located at specific places in 
shallow water (a shallow water range). 
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To tranjäfcrm the acoustical content into a form which the computer 
may read., we use the well known transmission formula for a time- 
variant linear channel 

y(t) = I  g(t.,T)x (t -T)dT 

where x(t) is an arbitrary transmitted signal and y(ti) the 
resulting received signal for the individual channel described by 
g(t^ T),  A digital computer operates with sets of numbers.  For a 
complete description we need a set of numbers infinite in both the T 
and t parameters.  Because we can only handle finite sets of 
numbers in the computer, we must use a segment of the complete set. 

The weighting function has a small extent in the travel txme 
direction T,  But it is a generalized function in T with a 
correlation distance of zero.  After filtering a certain frequency 
band of g(t, T) a finite sampling rate is allowed by Shannon's 
theorem.  The segment in t-direction will be the duration of the 
experiment.  The needed sampling rate in  t  is rather low.  When a 
cw-signal is transmitted, the spectrum of the received signal is 
associated with the variation in t  (Fig. I).  These spectra show 
the well known modulation by the seastate [Ref. i].  In any case, 
with fixed transmitting and receiving platforms, a sample frequency 
of 10 Hz will be sufficient« 

This sampling frequency can easily be made with a train of short 
pulses and a repetition rate of 100 ms.  For example Fig. 2 shows a 
segment of the received signals from such a train of pulses.  The 
first part of these signals shows no variations. 

Without stable platforms, the main variations are trade by platform 
motions [Ref. 2],  When we use an anchored ship the motions are due 
to the seastate.  Travel time changes will also be made by the ship 
tending her anchor. Because of these variations the total signal is 
time shifted.  With the computer an invariant part of the received 
signal may be used to eliminate these time shifts and thereby the 
influence of ship motions.  This ability to remove the effects of 
platform motion extends the range of environmental parameters over 
which these types of experiments can be conducted. 

2.    EXPERIMENT AX APPLICATION 

Three experiments are presented and. some evaluations of them are 
shown (see Table I). 

*-• ^   Erequency Spread 

Figure 3 shows the frequency spread for the AFAR-experimerit.  This 
is not the frequency apread of a certain individual transmitted 
frequency but of the total applied bandwidth.  By this averaging 
in the frequency direction we get a high frequency resolution with a 
short measuring time and a low statistical variation, 
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The modulation of the transmission by the wind waves and the swell 
is well distinguishable« To get the same statistical degree of 
freedom for the same frequency resolution with a single frequency 
experiment, we would require many hours of measuring time and 
difficulties about the stationarity of the seastate would arise. i 
A further advantage of this method is that more refined evaluation j 
procedures are applicable» I 

Figure 4 depicts the sane kind of evaluation with the Baltic Sea | 
experiment. This cruise was originally made for other purposes hence I 
no precautions were taken to insure adequate time stability of the ' 
tape recordings. The method of elimination of travel time variation i 
does not work at higher variational frequencies, therefore the j 
spectral irregularities at 2 Hz will be erroneous. i 

For comparison Fig. 5 shows a series of 200 short time spectra of a 
single frequency signal at 15 kHz with the WFS PLANET hull mounted 
sonar [Ref. 2]. The horizontal scale is 2.5 Hz/div. and the vertical 
8 s/div.  These momentary Doppler shifts are completely eliminated in 
the spectrum of Fig. 4 and of Fig. 6 from the North Sea experiment, 

2.2  Average Time Structure 

Characteristic of shallow water sound transmission is multipath 
propagation with reflections at the rough boundaries.  The differences 
in travel time between the paths are small.  An impression of the 
multipath structure may be obtained by averaging the received signals 
of each pulse over the time t with T as a parameter (Fig, 7)«  For 
the Great Fisherbank experiment there are three well distinguishable 
travel time groups.  The upper curve shows the total signal power 
over T and the lower that part of energy which was invariant during 
the measuring time. \ 

The eigenray structure computed for this experiment (Figo 8) shows the | 
first group with a direct path and a single surface reflection., a I 
second group with one bottom reflection and a third group wilih two ^ 
bottom reflections [Ref. 3]«  In this case at least one surface | 
reflection will occur. | 

In Table 2 of the computed eigenray travel times we can find these ;j 
three groups, however individual paths in each group are not separable | 
with the applied bandwidth. ■? 

Due to a lack of knowledge of the exact transmitter and receiver 1 
location, sound velocity distribution, water depth and their slow .; 
variations in time and space there is no exact agreement between the "• 
computed and measured time structure. 

When the multipaths are not distinguishable by the signal bandwidth 
interference by deterministically unknown ph^se differences will occur,, 
It may vary with tides,internal waves, seiches, etc.  These variations 
can introduce an unstationarity of the statistical properties of the 
weighting function during the measuring time. 
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TABLE I 

HUM Data Duration e.f. b.w. Bepat. Nuabar of 
Valaaa Distance Depth Transa. 

Depth 
Recei- 
»er 

Or. Fisharbank 13.8.70 10 Min ^3 kfls 1 kT' 120 mm O.tt.lO6 1300 a 65 m "».5 "i 6 m 

Baltie a^.io.?! 10 Bin 15 kHs 2 kHz 80 ae I,25'106 1500 u 80 a «O » 8 m 

AFAB 17.8.72 kO win .8 kBs .2 kRc 1 sae 0.9' 106 19 nai 600 - 
2000 ■ 

5W n ytd n 

TABLE 2 

w w1 
degree 

T-863,21^ 

ms Path 

-    .066 
M3 

(3 
Ö.Ö28 

TR 
TSR 

- 2.27 
2.89 

- 3.10 
3.7Ö 

10.37 
11.11 
11.21 
11.57 

TBR 
TSBR 
TBSR 
TSBSR 

- 8.Ö4 
8.61 

- 8.80 
9.35 

25.Ö1 
25.88 
26.18 
27.12 

TBSBR 
TSBSBR 
TBSBSR 
TSBSBSR 
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The very simple time structure is typical for shallow water propa- 
gation with small to intermediate ranges and fl^t bottom.  In the 
deep water AFAR experiment with a rocky bottom the structure is 
very complicated (Fig. 9).  Because the weighting function has a 
large time extent, the applied pulse repetition rate of 1 s 
was not sufficient. The  first part of the signal is at 750 ms. 
The parts before are from the previoas impulse.  The large number 
of eigenrays is not resolvable with the signal bandwidth.  There is 
no group structure as in the previous depiction, 

2.3   Variations of the Time Structure 

The small and slow variations of the phase interference result in 
slow variations of the time structure, which are visible in Fig. 10. 
During the measuring time of 45 min the transmission seems to be very 
stationary. 

These variations are much lower in the Great Fisher-bank experiment 
(Fig. 11).  There are two possible reasons for these slow changes, 
either oceanic variations or the tending of the anchored ship whose 
time shift is eliminated. 

2.4  Level Fluctuations 

While the previous depictions are smoothed in the time direction. 
Fig. 12 gives the unsmoothed level fluctuations of a broadband signal 
in comparison to a cw signal with the same weighting function.  The 
cw signal shows the well known interference fading.  The variations 
of the broadband signal will be caused by the interference of eigen- 
rays with small travel time differences. 

The same evaluation of the Great Fisherbank measurement (Fig. 13) 
shows level fluctuations of the broadband signal in the same order 
of magnitude but no significant interference pattern of the highly 
varying cw transmission.  It is to be supposed that we have fast 
varying interferences by vertical motions of the ship mounted 
transmitter.  This is a principal limitation of the method for 
elimination of ship motions. 

2.5   Scattering Function 

Vie have the possibility of removing arbitrary travel time groups. 
Figure 14 shows the frequency spread of the second travel time group 
of the Great Fisherbank experiment.  For this kind of evaluation we 
can use the travel time T as a second independent variable of time 
spread in addition to the frequency spread variable ^, which gives 
the so called scattering function.  With a wide sense stationary 
uncorrelated scattering Gaussian channel the scattering function 
represents the complete statistical expectation of the transmission. 
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There is an important relation to Woodward's ambiguity function of 
the transmitted signal 

\\yiv> T)l3 = J J oiyii,Ti) lxxx(n-ui, T-TX)|
3
 dm dt! 

which gives the mean square of the cross ambiguity function between 
transmitted and received signal [Ref. 4]» 

A rather simple scattering function was obtained with the Baltic Sea 
experiment (Fig. 15)«  The interrelation of time and frequency spread 
makes a detailed study of the small grazing angle scattering and the 
dependence of the scattering angle with the frequency spread possible. 
This interrelation is more pronounced with the fixed platform AFAR 
experiment (Fig. 16) though the structure is more complicated and the 
time resolution rather low [Ref. 5]. 

In the Great Fisherbank experiment (Fig. 17) we find no distinct time- 
frequency-interrelation but evident differences in the properties of 
the three travel time groups.  For a more explicit study we need a 
set of shallow water experiments with well defined environmental 
parameters and stable platforms. 

3.    FURTHER APPROACHES 

These experiments are proposed with the ongoing Baltic Sea traverse 
experiment in coastal waters east of Fehmarn and the North Sea 
experiment with an open sea range in preparation.  It is proposed to 
extend the weighting functiori sketch to a multi-receiver experiment. 
The purposes of the experiment.« are 

a. To define the dtatistical category of shallow water 
transmission for realistic, assumptions to the 
optimization of signal processing. 

b. To separate the involved sound propagation effects, 
as for example multipath transmission and angular 
dependent rough boundary scattering. 

c. To simulate different signal transmissions for 
comparison with exactly the same environmental 
conditions. 

d. To standardiise tlie experimental procedures for 
certain scientific questions. 
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DISCUSSION 

Dr Wasiljeff asked about the limits of the assumptions for 
stationarity in time .and frequency that are necessary for the 
concept of the presented scattering function.  Dr Thiele replied 
that time stationarity can be assumed for approximately 1 hour, 
depending on the sea state, and that stationarity in frequency 
is assumed to have been fulfilled for the band-limited signals 
usedj however, the main problem lies in the non-deterministic, 
slowly-varying part of the scattered field, which is not gaussian 
distributed. 
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL STUDIES OF NONLINEAR EFFECTS 

IN NORMAL MODE PROPAGATION 

by 

T.G. Muir, R.L. White and J.R. Clynch 
Applied Research Laboratories 

The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas, USA 

ABSTRACT 

Nonlinear accuatic phenomena associated with parametric sonar are 
examined in the light of modal propagation in shallow seas.  An 
analysis of the end-fire generation of difference-frequency sound 
in this type of environment has identified several potential advan- 
tages and limitations of the parametric technique.  Among the advan- 
tages is the selective narrow-beam excitation of discrete modes with 
a resulting smoothing of the propagation curve.  Among the limitations 
are the destructive interference effects brought about by phase 
reversals at boundary reflections within the zone of interaction. 
These problems have been studied in some experiments at ultrasonic 
frequencies in a large model tank.  The results are interpreted with 
regard to theory developed for the application of parametric arrays 
fco ühallow-water propagation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The propagation of .iound in shallow water is governed by many 
complicated effects that tend to progressively destroy the coherence 
ol the field radiated by the sound source.  Eventually, multipath 
reflections from the surface and bottom undergo a mutual interference 
process in which several modes of propagation are usually emphasised 
at the expense of others.  This leads to dispers Ion. effects that limit 
the effectiveness of acoustic systems that must operate in shallow 
water. 

In order to reduce these difficulties, one might employ conventional 
high-frequency systems having narrow-beam transmissions»  These are 
impractical, however^ due to the severe high-frequency absorption 
losses that reduce range capability. 

One might also consider employing large transducers to achieve good 
directivity at reasonably low frequencies.  This approach is also 
impractical, as the size of the transducers required is  simply too 
large for use in shallow water. 
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We propose a new solution to this problem, based on recent develop- 
ments in the field of nonlinear acoustics.  It is now possible to 
nonlinearly generate highly-directive, low-freguency sound beams by 
use of Westervclt's parametric acoustic array [.Ref. 1]. This device 
requires only a small primary sound source that is well suited to 
shallow-water work.  The directive, low-frequency beams are generated 
by nonlinear interaction in the water itself, in the sense of a virtual 
end-fire array.  By vertically tilting this array at incident angles 
appropriate for the excitation of one or more preferred modes of 
propagation, it is possible to maximize the energy coupled to that 
mode.  In doing so, energy radiated in adjacent modes is greatly 
reduced, thereby reducing the uiidesirable effects of dispersion. 
The parametric process also offers the realization of wider bandwidth 
and greater horizontal directivity than can be achieved by conventional 
linear processes. 

This paper is intended to demonstrate the potential of our proposed 
solution through the presentation of theory and experiment on the 
application of parametric arrays to normal mode propagation. 
Simplicity in the theoi*y has been stressed, in order to bridge the 
difficult gap between nonlinear acoustics and shallow-water propaga- 
tion,  A brief resumö of the nonlinear phenomenon is given to provide 
background information on its essential features.  These principles 
are then combined with some fundamental shallow-water concepts 
presented by Westen [Ref. 2], in order to define the approach.  The 
results of model-tank experiments done at ultrasonic frequencies are 
simultaneously discussed with the theory to verify and further 
demonstrate these methods.  Measured data on parametric beam genera- 
tion, ray/mode coupling and propagation are presented and compared 
with the performance of a conventional linear system. 

1«    NONLINEAR ACOUSTICS 

Since it will be necessary to refer to several developments in non- 
linear acoustics that may not be widely appreciated, it is convenient 
to review some of the more important concepts that are fundamental to 
the subject matter. 

1.1   The Equations of Fluid Mechanics 

For lossless media'", the three concepts of fluid mechanics that form 
the basis of acoustics are those of continuity, conservation of 
momentum, and the physical equilibrium or state of the medium. 

Tl-s ^ »«rv . : :■ rr (•»-* as-j.vir.fs 'c.t.as^ nW-r 'c   pirpi'ijs o' 'h*f.:r   re! ■^n-.p',- v.   Afcto p, cr app epr c'» 'o 
«■;•   irtrl'; w ■   tf nfsfo. »r -'y   rvv.ro.i vd   • c'. cd hc± mvrr«. . 
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These concepts may be stated mathematically as follows. 

Continuity Equation 

"St* "*" V' (pTU^ ^ 0 * [Eq. 1] 

Momentum Equation 

^ (PTu) + pTu(Vu)+(u'7)pTu + Vp = 0, ;Eq. 2] 

Isentropic Equation of State 

where 

P 
-♦ 
u 

n 

P", 

P =Po,S 

[Eq. 3] 

~    Po **P> total density, p0 ■- static or equilibrium density, 
~ excess density,  7 =the vector differential operator, 

= the particle vslocity,  t—time,  p—acoustic ov  excess 
pressure, 

= a summation index, and S — entropy. 

The equation of state shown here is a Maclaurin series expansion of 
the pressure/density relation.  It is usually approximated by 
retaining only the first two terms in the series, i.e.. 

2 « . 1 

where 

and 

P = <? + 0 ,B 
IT) P > *'     2  Po VA 

H P=Po,S 

A  c|W/P=Po,S 

;Eq, 4] 

[Eq. 5] 

[Eq, 6] 

Equation 5 is the definition of the small-signal sound speedy eg, 
whereas Eq. 6 may be taken as the definition of the "parameter of 
nonlinearity" of the medium, following the nomenclature of Beyer 
[Ref. 3]»  The results of several measurements indicate that B/A 
has the value 5.2 for water at 30°C. 
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1,2  Theory of Parametric Arrays 

In I960, P.J. Westervalt [Ref. 1] at Brown University developed the 
theory for a sound source that he called a parametric acoustic 
array.  This type of source allows the creation of highly-directive 
sound at relatively low operating frequencies through the nonlinear 
interaction of acoustic waves.  The original theory treated the 
problem of the interaction of two plane, collimated, monochromatic 
primary waves emitted simultaneously from a high-frequency projector. 
A sketch of the geometry is shown in Fig. 1.  The primary waves were 
postulated to interact nonlinearly in the medium within a zone of 
modulation that is bounded by the collimated beam and extends a 
distance along the acoustic axis determined by the small-signal 
absorption of the primaries.  In this sense, the parametric acoustic 
array may be thought of as a volumetric end-fired array that occupies 
a portion of the medium directly in front of the projector. 

Experimental evidence of the existence and character of parametric 
arrays was first reported in 19^3 by Bellin and Beyer [R6^* 4] and has 
continued to appear [Refs. 5 to 17] since that time, with recent 
emphasis on applicacions [Refs. 18 to 27j. 

The engineering significance of the parametric array Is due to its 
great directivity:  specifically its narrow beamwidth and the absence 
of minor lobes in its radiation patterns..  The narrow beamwidth is a 
result, of the shape of the zone of interaction.  By analogy to the 
ordinary end-fired array, it can easily be seen that the longer the 
zone of interaction, the smaller is the beamwidth of the parametric 
array.  Since the zone of interaction is usually very long in 
comparison with its width, the parametric array produces a radiation 
much narrower than that which would be produced by the source 
transducer were it operating linearly at the difference frequency. 
The parametric array is shaded by virtue of the naturally smooth 
decay in the conversion of carrier-frequency sound to difference- 
frequency sound with increasing distance from the electroacoustic 
source.  This inherent form of array shading, which is due to the 
absorption of the primary waves and to diffraction within the zone 
of interaction, gives rise to an angular response that, decays monoto- 
nically with increasing angle from the acoustic axis.  The beam 
pattern cf the parametric array therefore contains none of the 
undesirable minor lobe structures common to conventional piston-type 
transducers. 

Although the generation of difference-frequency sound is of the 
greatest current interest, it should be pointed out that parametric 
arrays also generate sound at frequencies equal to the sum of the 
original priiiary frequencies. 

The theory underlying the parametric array problem has its roots in 
the basic equations 1 to 3, as do other problems in nonlinear- 
acoustics.  In working with those equations, Westervelt [Ref. 1] 
found :'n inhorr.ogeneous wave equation appropriate for the description 
of parametric interaction.  This is 

ps --= ^-r 'T P   > i-t-q.  /] 
Poc0  H 

^ 
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where f"]  is the d'Alembertian operator, = V2-l/c^ —- , 

p  is the sum of the two primary pressures, and 

p  is the amplitude of difference-frequency sound. 

Westervelt solved Eq. 7 for the case of two highly-coll.mated plane-     I 
wave primaries in the steady state.  The result, which is valid at       | 
lone; ranges from the interaction volume, may be written in the form      - 

I 

ßw^Pi Pa So ! ? 
d 8?TR9p8co       [as +k*   sin  (e/2)]V= 

where    a       is the mean carrier  or primary wave-attenuation 
coeffrient, 

Se     is th        'oss-sectional area  of thj prj.mary beam, 

p1 and pg are the  primary-wave  amplitudes,   and 

d indicates  difference-frequency parameters. 

The half-power beamwidth of the  difference-frequency radiation 
can be obtained from Eq.   8  as 

eHp = 4   /IT-     • "Eqo   9] 

Equation 9 can be used to show that the beamwidth is reduced by 
reducing the primary frequencies and increasing the ditference 
frequency.  This dependence is illustrated in Fig» 2, which plots 
the half-power boamwidths as a function of the primary and difference 
frequencies for sea water^ using the Schuldxn-Marsh absorption 
formula [Ref. 27]•  Since the assumptions underlying Eq. 9 requite 
highly-collimated, plane-wave primaries. Fig. 2  should nor be used 
for primaries of large sphericity and beamwidth.  In patticular, 
the primary beamwidth should be smaller than the predicted difTerenc^- 
frequency beamwidth in order to satisfy these assumptions» 

Refinements to the solution represented by Eq, 8 have also been made» 
One of these [Ref. 16] has been especially helpful to the authors of 
this paper as it allows the extension of theory to spherical and 
cylindrical wave interaction in the farfield of the primary electro- 
acoustic source(s).  This modification utiii/es a numerical integra- 
tion to provide for an exact description of the directivities of 
these sources.  The numerical solution also allows the difference-. 
frequency sound field to be predicted within the zone of interaction. 

Other numerical approaches [Refs. 31j 32] have also been used with 
success, especially in calculations of tln.ire-arapl.itade sound-pr^-ssure 
levels.  Approximate solutions, based on empirical evidence; have also 
been developed [Ref. 33] in graphic form for use in d*s'gn studies. 
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1,3  Measurements on Parametric Arrays 

It is convenient to illustrate the parametric-array concept by 
presenting some free-field measurements on the parametric system to 
be used in the shallow-water model-tank experiments to follow.  This 
system operates in accordance with the block diagram shown in Fig. 3» 
A carrier frequency of I.63 MHz is electronically-modulated at 
100 kHz, producing a double-sideband, suppressed-carrier primary 
signal having sideband components at 1.53 and 1.73 MHz.  This signal 
is applied to an electronic gate to produce modulated cw pulses that 
are subsequently amplified to peak powers^" ranging up to 80 W.  The 
amplified signal is then used to drive an air-backed ceramic piston, 
3.3 cm in diameter, producing peak primary source levels ranging up 
to 222 dB re 1 |iPa at I m.  Nonlinear interaction of the two main- 
band components of the primary signal occurs in the water, producing 
a difference-frequency signal centred at 200 kHz, with equivalent 
peak source levels up to 183 dB. 

Free-field propagation data are presented in Fig. 4, which plots the 
primary and difference-frequency levels as a function of range for 
four input power levels.  It can be seen that incieasing the input 
power increases the sound-pressure levels ot the difference-frequency 
radiation.  The difference SPL is proportional to the product of 
primary-wave amplitudes and is therefore directly dependent on input 
power.  At low power, the difference-frequency generation continues 
out to about 4 m, where the propagation curve teaches the spherical 
spreading asymptote of the farfield.  This is a measure of the 
< ffective length of the end-fired parametric array, which is here 
determined by the thermoviscous absorption of the water at the primary 
frequencies.  (The -3 dB and l/e absorption lengths for a I.63 MHz 
primary are shewn on the horizontal axis.)  As the power is increased, 
the length of the parametric end-fire array becomes shorter as the 
interaction beccnes limited to the near-field region of the primary 
source.  (The near-field distances of the primary source are also 
»hown or. the horizontal, axis. )  The shortening effect is due to 
another nonlinear acoustic phenomenon associated with finite-amplitude 
distcrtion, shock formation, and eventual saturation of the primary 
field ["Ref. 33]»  This process has the effect of increasing the 
effective attenuation with, increase in radiated power. 

Beam-.pattern data on the primary and difference-frequency radiations 
a.e shown in Fig. 5, as a function of input power.  These were taken 
at a range station of 4 ra.  The high-amplitude primary patterns 
demonstrate the aforementioned saturation effect in that the main 
lobes are progressively attenuated and blunted with increase in 
power.  This also causes a progressive reduction in side-lobe suppres- 
sion.  The difference-frequency patterns demonstrate their character- 
istic monotonic shape^ with no side lobes, that is the hallmark of 
parametric arrays.  The beamwidths are also quite narrow considering 
that an electtoacoustic source with a diameter of only 3.3 cm or four 
differenct--frequt.ncy wavelengths was used to produce these fields. 
A beam pattern of the electroacoustic source operating linearly at 
200 kHz is also shown in Fig. 5 for purposes of comparison.  It can 
be seen that the linear pattern is about six times broader than the 
parametric patterns, thereby demonstrating a 6si improvement in 
resolution for this particular parametric example. 
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Parametric beam patterns were also recorded at the other range 
stations In the propagation curves of Fig. 4*  Most of these patterng 
differ only slightly from the low-amplitude patterns of Fig. 5« 
This is due to the fact that the nearfield beamwidths of an 
exponentially-shaded, end-fire array approach the farfield beamwidth 
in accordance with an exponential range dependence [Ref. 16].  One 
therefore realizes the farfield beamwidth of the array at fairly 
short ranges within the interaction region. 

2.    MODEL-TANK EXPERIMENTS 

Over the past 20 years, a considerable development of scientific 
experimentation in shallow-water propagation has occurred.  Two 
approaches have been taken;  (1) full-scale measurements at sea, and 
(2) model-tank measurements in the laboratory,  unfortunately, neither 
of these approaches is fully satisfactory in the experimental sense. 
The full-scale measurements are limited by their great expense, and 
they are also subject to uncontrollable environmental fluctuations 
that are difficult to account for.  Although the model-tank experi- 
ments are much less expensive and easier to control, they are beset 
with difficulties in scaling the crucial oceanographic parameters. 
It was nonetheless felt that the application of nonlinear acoustics 
to shallow-water propagation was sufficiently new and difficult so 
as to be best suited to experinentation under controlled conditions. 
The design of our model-tank system was greatly assisted and 
influenced by the work of A.B. Wood [Ref. 35] and by the work of 
Eby, Williams, Ryan, and Tamarkin [Ref. 36]. 

2.I  The Apparatus 

A sketch of the mechanical apparatus is shown in Fig. 6.  A tank, 
10-m long, 5-m wide, and 4-m deep was chosen.  Since the horizontal 
beamwidth of the parametric source is quite narrow, the width of ohe 
shallow area in this type of experiment need not be large.  A 
continuous aluminum plank, 2-cm thick, 50--cm wide and 8-m long was 
therefore chosen as the bottom surface.  This plank was suspended 
in the tank in a horizontal position, 11.4 cm beneath the water 
surface.  This "shallow sea" is fifteen wavelengths in depth at our 
200 kHz frequency.  The electroacoustic source is located at one end 
of the water coliamn and is mounted on a device that rotates and tilts 
the projector about its acoustic centre.  A spherical hydrophone, 
1.3 cm in diameter, is used as a receiver.  This sensor can be mounted 
on a motorized car that runs up and down the plank or it can be 
suspeaded from an overhead tram travelling on a monorail.  All of 
the angular and linear movements are monitored by servomechanisms 
connected to the data-plotting machined.  A titanium block, 3-cm 
thick, 50-cm wide and 11.4-cm high is also used as a reflector at 
the end of the plank.  This increases the effective length of the 
shallow area to 16 m, for pulsed operation of the system. 
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2.2 Pulse Pron^.gation in the Time Domain 

Measurements on the time arrivals of pulses radiated into the 
shallow-water model sea are perhaps the clearest indicator of the 
interesting role parametric techniques may play in both experimental 
work and in possible system applications.  Some photographs of this 
type of data are presented in Fig. 7»  These were taken with a 
delayed time-base oscilloscope so as to expand the detail about the 
arrival times.  Two photos are shown| one for the system opf 'ating 
linearly and the other with the system in parametric operation.  In 
each case, a 200 |is pulse was transmitted horizontally into the 
shallow water at mid-depth.  The hydrophone was also located at 
mid-depth at a range of 5.1 m.  The horizontal scale on both photo- 
graphs is 0.5 ms per division. 

In the linear case shown in Fig. 7 considerable iuterferer.ee and 
smearing in the pulse arrival can be seen.  The early arrivals shew 
interference resulting from multipath reflections in the intermediate 
ray/mode regime.  This is visible in the "dip" or "notch" appearing 
in the first of the linear pulses.  Most of the later arrivals arose 
from relatively wide-angle scatterers in the tank, i.e. the plank 
suspension wires, the tank sides, etc.  Such scatterers are always a 
source of difficulty in tank work with linear systems having their 
usual side lobes. 

The data for the parametric case shown in Fig. 7 show practically 
no interference or smearing.  In fact, clean pulses of this type 
were obtained for the mid-depth orientation at ranges out to 1.6 m, 
despite the fact that the water column was only 1.1.4 cm, or 1.5 V? 
in depth.  No significant reflections from unwanted scatterers in the 
tank are obtained.  This illustrates the value of the narrow-beam 
parametric system, with its side-lobe-free radiation field, in 
model-tank experiments.  Applications to s>stem3 operating in other 
reverberant environments are also worthy of consideration= 

2.3 Pulse Propagation in the Spatial Domain 

Measurements on the amplitude of the peak-pulse arrivals for both 
linear and parametric operation are shown plotted in Fig. 8 as a 
function of range.  These are simply propagation curves with 
amplitude plotted in the decibel format and range plotted on a linear 
scale.  They were acquired with the projector and receiver V . mid- 
depth with a horizontal orientation, as before.  The hydrophone was 
displaced horizontally in a continuous fashion, and a synchronous 
electric plotter was used to record the peak amplitude of the 
received signals.  The pulse lengths, power, etc. are the same as 
for the data of the previous section. 

The data for linear operation of the system were acquired with a 
time-gated receiver adjusted to reject most of the unwanted reflec- 
tions from scatterers in the tank.  The resulting propagation curves 
for the linear case in Fig. 8 are therefore fairly representative of 
the fluctuations brought about by modal interference.  The propagation 
characteristics are quit;> complicated, illustrating the general 
difficulties of shallow-water work. 
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It was not necessary to gate"reject unwanted echoes in the 
acquisition of the parametric data shown in Fig, 8, as there was 
none*  The parametric propagation curve is very smooth and well- 
behaved.  Note that the amplitude of the difference-frequency 
radiation is essentially zero at zero range and then grows rapidly, 
reaching a maximum at a range of about 50 cm.  This behaviour 
illustrates the phenomenon of nonlinear sound generation in the 
water itself.  The behaviour of the remainder of the propagation curve 
illustrates the immunity of the difference-frequency radiation to 
the acute modal-interference phenomena associated with the linear 
system.  If n^odal interference exists at all in this parametric data, 
it must not only play a minor role but also one with minimal excursion 

2*4  Analysis 

Before proceeding with more experimental data, it will be convenient 
to return briefly to the theory in order to establish an analytical 
basis for further interpretation of the measurements.  A simplified 
ray approach to medal theory presented by Weston fRef. 2] will be 
blended with some of the nonlinear acoustic solutions to postulate 
two important criteria.  These will then be used to clarify the 
experimental situation. 

By reference to Fig. 9a, we accept the definition of the ray-theory 
cycle distance as 

D == 2H/Cp , f Lq. lü] 

where H is the water depth and cp is the glazing angle. The allowed 
e. genvalues in the waveguide may easily be found from the "rays-wlth- 
phase" form of the WKB approximation, 

2 
v 
4^ Cp dh T 9  + 9n = 2TTn , !"Bq. 11 

where   X is the wave length, 

dh is the incremental height, 

8 and 9R are vhe phase shifts at the surface and bottom, and s    o 
n    is the modal number. 

Wliile  9S  has the value TT, Sg is usually tr or zero, depending on 
the boundary conditions.  With the solid bottom of the present experi- 
ments, 9B =0.  The subscripts  "s" (for soft) and  "!?." (for hard) will 
be used to denote each boundary condition, respectively. 

The solution of Eq. 11 yields the eigenvalues in terms of allowed 
raya, cycle distance and phase velocities.  These are 

Cp ^ nX/2H  and   Cp = (n-l/2)X/2H  , [Eq. 12] s n 

and 

Ds - 4H
s/nX and  D  - 4K2/(n-l/2)X , [Eq. 13] 

c •- c0 sec cp [Eq. 14] 
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For the H =15 ^ water column of our mcdel-kank experiments, 
Eqs« 12 and 13 predict the quantities shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

n 
% Dn 

1 0.93° 14*04 m       1 
2 2.79c 4.58 m 

3 4.66° 2.80 m 

4 6.53° 1.99 m 
5 8.40° 1.54 m 

We next postulate that to concentrate the maximum amount of parametric 
energy into a given mode we must achieve a parametric beam having a 
half-width that is smaller than the modal separation angle.  This 
criterion may be expressed, with the aid of Eq. 12, as 

1/2 SHP^*„ + 1-«P„ = V
2H' 

where  X, is the difference-frequency wav^ len;;tli. 

Use of Eq, 9 then yields 

TTX 
 c 

8H2 

[Eq. 151 

a^-^. [Eq. 16] 

where a is again the mean absorption coefficient at the primary 
frequencies.  This result merely states a rough minimum length for 
the parametric end-fire array appropriate for the development of a 
sufficiently narrow beam.  This criterion is fairly-well satisfied 
for the experiment at hand in that the left-hand side of Eq. 15 
amounts to about 1 while the right-hand side is about 2 . 

Our second postulation concerns the amplitude and phase of difference- 
frequency sound generation within each mode.  Without going into great 
detail, i^ is important to note that phase reversals within the zone 
of interaction of a parametric array create difficulties that should 
be avoided, if possible.  This problem has been studied theoretically 
and experimentally [Ref. 23] and it has been found that the phase 
reversals can cause destructive interference effects that are counter- 
p. oductive to difference-frequency generation.  This difficulty is 
qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 9b.  It can there be seen that 
difference-frequency sound generated afaer a phase reversal is simply 
180 out of p'iase with that reflected from the previous segment of 
the interaction zone.  This is due to the fact that ISO0 phase shifts 
in each primary have no effect on the phase of difference-frequVacy 
generation, thereby emphasizing the phase reversal of the difference 
frequency in the superposition process. 
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A handy criterion to estimate the possible onset of difficulties 
wrought by phase reversals for parametric operation in modal propa- 
gation is therefore required.  Experience has shown that parametric 
generation is effectively terminated at a range corresponding to 
the -3 dB absorption distance of the primaries.  By requiring this 
range to be 1 the range to the first phase reversal, we can develop 
3 fairly-conservative estimate of the bounds of the phase problem, 
se of Eq. 13 for a projector at mid-depth leads to 

L-3 dB ^ 4 Ds 

or [Eq. 17] 

L-3dB^f Dn' 

the latter formula being appropriate for a downward-oriented beam. 
If the projector is located at the surface, the right-hand sides 
of Eq. 17 may be increased by a factor of 4/3.  Algebraic reduction 
enables Eq. 17 to be written in the form* 

or 

a S 

a* 

nX. a. 

3H3 [Eq. 18] 

(n-1/2) Xd 

4H8 

Again, the right-hand sides of Eq. 17 may be increased by a factor 
of 4/3 for projectors located at the surface.  For the experiment 
at hand, the inequality of the second form of Eq. 17 is satisfied 
in the ratio of 1 : 3.2, for propagation in the first mode. 

Comparison of the beamwidth criterion, [Eqs. 15 and 16], with the 
phase criterion, [Eqs. 17 and 18] shows the former to be more 
restrictive.  These may all be relaxed however, as we examine these 
two important effects in greater detail.  It would seem, for example, 
vhat scattering losses at the boundary would reduce the severity of 
the phase problem as they would effectively reduce the strength of 
one of the interfering fields. 

The analysis presented in this section indicates that we should have 
a fairly good chance of coupling most of the parametric energy into 
the first mode of our shallow-water experiment.  The beam is relatively 
narrow with respect to the mode-an^le separation and the zone of 
interaction is shorter than the distance to a phase-reversed bounce. 
The problem of parametric modal coupling will now be illustrated with 
the presentation of more experimental data. 

The f.'.-sf 'o.-m o* Eq.  17 is for modes having a    "«off" .'»f/oct'on at tht f:'t-t bounce, wh'.l» »he second fo-m r's 
opp.-oprofe (or a "ha.-d" tti\tc*'on. 
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2.5 Beam Formation 

The water column's evolutionary acceptance of the parametric beam 
in a modal sense is first illustrated by the beam-development data 
of Fig. 10.  Here, the amplitude of the parametric signal was 
measured at mid-depth as a function of the angular position of the 
projector in the vertical plane.  Data were acquired at seven ranges, 
logarithmically-spaced. The pulse lengch was 200 ixs at an input 
power of 22.5 W, as before.  The results are presented in a series 
of plots showing tilt angle versus received level, with range 
increasing to the ri^xt.  It can be seen that several unrelated beam 
reflections occur at the short ranges, resulting in prominent lobes 
in the tilt patterns.  As the range increases, however, these lobes 
progressively die out, leaving a nairow beam peaked at about 1° of 
downward tilt. 

An enlarged view of the evolved beam is shown in Fig. 11,  The peak 
at 1° of downward tilt corresponds to the ray angle of the first 
mode, shown previously in Table 1.  These data appear to indicate that 
the water column prefers a main beam oriented at the first-mode ray 
angle.  This occurs despite the fact that the hydrophone was located 
at mid-depth throughout the measurement. 

2.6 Beam Behaviour 

Additional data extracted from Fig. 10 are presented in Fig. 12. 

The plot in Fig, 12a snows the range-dependence of the peak amplitude 
of the main beam.  It can be seen that after the parametric-generation 
region, the beam enters a regime governed by spherical spreading.  This 
is not surprising since the cycle distance of the first mode is about 
14 m for the experiment at hand. 

The plot in Fig, 12b shows the trend in downward deflection of the 
main beam with increase in range.  Although there is some scatter in 
the data, a progressive shift toward the first modal angle is evident, 

2.7 Depth Profile 

One of the most descriptive eigenfunctions of a normal mode process 
is the vertical distribution of sound amplitude permitted by modal 
selection.  Data on the depth profile at a range of 13«5 m are shown 
in Fig. 13.  This curve was measured by raising the hydrophone in 
1 cm increments, keeping the projector tilt constant at a 1° downward 
orientation.  Other parameters of the measurement are the same as 
for the previous data.  The curve peaks at about 1 cm above mid-depth 
and goes to zero at the water suriace.  It does not appear to approach 
zero at the bottom surface, although it is there rather small. 

The depth profile of the first mode for the experiment at hand should 
be zero at the surface and should progress to a value of unity at 
the bottom.  Some interference from perhaps the second mode or the 
residual direct--path radiation may be responsible for a non-unity value 
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in the eigenfunctions at zero depth.  The difference in arrival time 
for the first and second mode pulses at the range of measurement is 
about 10 ^s.  This corresponds to two periods of the difference- 
frequency measurement, which is too short to be resolved by the 
present system.  Data acquired at greater ranges would therefore 
be of interest in separating cause and effect in the eigenfunctlon 
behaviour. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has examined the application of nonlinear parametric 
arrays to shallow-water propagation by means of theory and experiment 
on a model-tank scale»  The possibility of using the parametric end- 
tire array to couple to discrete modes was proposed and analysed 
with a view toward the reduction of multipath reflections and modal 
interference. 

The fundamental theory of parametric arrays was reviewed and illus- 
trated by presentation of free-field measurements on a difference- 
frequency radiation.  A model-tank facility designed for parametric 
work in shallow water was described. 

Initial results obtained in this tank demonstrate several advantages 
of narrow-beam parametric arrays when compared with conventional 
linear systems,  These advantages include increased immunity to 
multipath. interference in the transmission and reception of short 
pulsesj with a corresponding smoothing of the propagation curves. 
These advantages are not only due to the narrow beamwidth of 
parametric radiations, but also to their side-lobe-free radiation 
patterns. 

A simple analysis was presented to help quantify the po^ ibilities 
and limitations of the approach.  In so doing, criteria were 
established by relating  (1) the parametric beamwidth to the modal ray 
angles and  (2) the length of the parametric array to the mod^-cycle 
distance.  It was argued that discrete modal coupling is increased 
when  (1) the parametric beam is smaller than the modal separation 
angle and  (2) the array length is less than the range to the first 
phase-reversed reflection. 

Detailed experimental results on the formation of a parametric beam 
at depression angles near that for the first mode were presented. 
It was shown that the water column itself preferred a beam oriented 
at an angle appropriate for the first mode.  Measurements on the 
depth profile of difference-frequency sound amplitude in the 
water column were presented for a depression angle appropriate for 
excitation of the first mode.  These data show the depth function 
to be zero at the surface, progressing to a value of unity near mid- 
depth and then falling off to a reduced but non-zero amplitude at 
the bottom. Although this behaviour has not yet been fully explained. 
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its character Indicates the possible excitation of the first ntode^ 
with residual energy in only a few other modes. 

In conclusion, it appears that parametric end-fire arrays are well 
suited to shallow-water propagation work.  It makes sense to 
consider these long, narrow arrays for use in waters that are 
themselves long and narrow. Many new and interesting features of 
this» approach have already arisen, and others are likely to develop 
with continued research. 
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DISCUSSION 

Dr Kuperman asked how the narrow beam could create the necessary- 
plane wa^es, with constant phase over their fronts, for the 
formation of modes, fix  Muir explained that the geometry of the 
tank experiments was such that at the end of the tank, which is 
at a distance of half a cycle, the beam is 8 in high and the 
water column only 4^ in tall, so that although at the source the 
beam was smaller than the water column it does not take long 
before it becomes plane waves and can insonify the water column. 

Dr Weston .suggested the possibility of an alternative non-linear 
method for selecting the first normal mode in which, although the 
beamwidth can be greater than the angular separation of the modes,, 
the acoustic interaction distance is arranged to be about equal 
to the cycle distance for the first mode.  The interaction 
distance is then greater than the cycle distance for the higher 
modes, which are therefore not efficiently excited. This mechanism 
could act in different circumstances to Dr Muir's first mechanism, 
or 't could reinforce it.  Dr Muir agreed that this could be an 
applicable mechanism. 

Mr Laval pointed out that with a horizontal end-fire array it is 
possible to select a given mode in the axial direction by having a 
phase weighting corresponding to the phase velocity of this 
particular mode.  Such a phase weighting, however, corresponds to 
the projected phase velocity of other lower modes propagating in 
different directions and the array actually selects various modes, 
each corresponding to a particular propagating direction.  He 
therefore asked whether such a propagation might be occurring with 
a parametric array, which is p.  type of end-fire array and, if not, 
whether is it something: in the mechanism of non-linearity that 
prevents it.  Dr Muir agreed that there is e  good possibility that 
this type of propagation might be occurring, which may explain why 
he obtained more of mode two than he expected in his experiments. 

Dr Kuperman said that in shallow water it should be possible to 
expand the excitation of the non-linear sound mathematically as 
the sum of the normal modes and asked whether this had been 
attempted.  Dr Muir said that he had a rigorous theoretical model 
that takes this into account but felt that it was too complicated 
to take time in explaining it here. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC PARAMETERS ON THE RANGE DEPENDENCY 

OF UNDERWATER REVERBERATION AND TARGET ECHO INTENSITY 

by 

Hans J. Arens 
Erprobungsstelle 71 der' Bundeswehr 

Eckernfoerde, Germany 

INTRODUCTION 

A series of experiments was suggested by E 71 to clarify the influence 
of oceanographic parameters on target echo intensity- and reverberation 
decay.  The purpose of these experiments is to determine the limitation 
of target detection of sonars, which can either be reverberation or 
background noise, under a variety of different oceanographic and topo- 
graphic conditions.  The results presented, especially all the target 
detection ranges, are valid for a recognition differential of 0 dB 
which indicates a sonar without an optimized receiver.  The available 
literature related to the range-dependent decay of reverberation and 
tar get-echo intensity was a paper by R. P. Chapman on "Reverberation 
in shallow water" [Ref. 1] and the NATO Standardization Agreement 
(STANAG) No. 4118 [Ref. 2j.  A prediction model for the reverberation 
decay is included in Chapman's report but there is no correlation to 
target-echo-intensity decays presented.  STANAG 4118 shows in its 
appendix a rough graph of parallel decay of target- and reverberation 
levels.  This, as will be proved, cannot be a representative model 
for more than simple oceanographic conditions. 

Experimental results discussed in this paper were gathered in the 
Baltic Sea, east of the Island of Bornholm, in August 19 7^  The 
validity of the model wi.Jl then be proved by a set of data measured 
under simpler conditions in the North Sea, ,30 km west of Heligoland 
Island in January i974» 

1,     EXPERIMENTAL 

The Baltic Sea experiment used a son i- type M4 by Friedr. Krupp 
Atlas (FKAE), installed on a vessel oi the E 71 laboratory.  It is 
a searchlight sonar operating at 8.2 kHz carrier frequency with 
50 ms pulses continuous wave (cw).  The target for the experiment 
was a double triplane, consisting of two 1 nT triplanes of synthetic 
material, stiff connected and horizontally twisted by an angle of 
22.5° against each other.  The target strength of this setup Is 
almost independent of angle of incidencej its absolute value was 
calculated at 8,2 kHz and results in +0 dB.  Fluctuations of the 
target strength depend on the directional changes in value and ate 
IPSS than or equal to 1 dB, as shown in Fig. 1.  The depth of the 
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target was chosen according to the  vertical  sound-velocity profile 
in the area  of the experiment.     The sound-velocity profile was found 
to be  independent  of time  during the  first  part  of  the  experiment, 
and  independent  of position within a  certain area»     A sample  is 
shown in Fig.   2.     It  indicates  a  weak surface  channel  limited by 
the  almost flat  surface  and a   layer   with an extreme  sound-velocity 
gradient  of   3^ m/s within   7 m   in  about   25  m  depth.      Since  the  sonar 
transducer   could not   be  extended  further  than  5 m below the  surface, 
the   surface  channel   should  be  used  as  a   propagation channel   and the 
target  was  placed  15 m  deep.     The   target   position was  determined 
after   a   survey of the  bottom homogeneity  in  the   area,   using  a  sub-bottom 
profiler.     The  exact   target   position was   55ülöo5:N5   15Ü51'£,   as 
indicated  in  Fig.   3«     The  water   depth   in   the  area was  94 m.     The  ship 
made  repeated runs  towards   the  target,   closing   range,   starting  out  at 
h  r'»nge  of   %  km^   it  transmitted  pulses  at   a  source   level   of   113  dB 
re   i   ihar   in  Ira«     The horizontal-beam half-angle   of   the   directivity 
pat  f.n was   15C•     For  data-reduction purposes  the   receiving  signal 
path of   the   sonar  was  tapped  off  following  the   unconttolled   preammpli- 
fierv     It was amplified  and  displayed  on  a   level   recorder   as  well   as 
tape   recorded for   off-line   data   analysis. 

2 DATA  ANALYSIS 

The   data  analysis   p: ocedure   for  t.L<j   ft-teived   signal   after   pulse 
r i ansmisslon   included  the   following  ^tep-.;.      The   decaying   re verbe rat ion- 
and  the   background   noisf    levels   were   averaged   on  a   ping   by-ping  basis, 
oee   Fig.   4.      The  correct   method   to  do  thi>   is   convert ion   of   levels  to 
absolute   intensities,   calculation   of   the   at itb.metic   mean  and   reconver- 
sion.     This   procedure   performed   on   Z8()0  pingr»  of   the  whole   experiment 
is   of  course  extremely  time   consuming.     We   therefore  calculated   the 
bias  error    introduced   through  averaging   five hi.      AJ>   long  as   the   peak- 
to-peak   fluctuations   stay below   10  dB,   the   rrror   by  averaging   levels 
stay?   less   than   3  dB.     The  arithmetic  mean estimated   in   this  '«ay   is 
in  general   too  small. 

live   absolute   reverse; at iori-inten-,ii-y   levels   for   certain  distances 
were   averaged  over  a   complete   run   to  g».v>-   r ep'esentati ve  m«jan 
reverberation   levels»     The   standard   deviation  c   was  calculated  and 
both   the  mean  and   th^   confidence   interval   with   13 a  were   plotted   in  a 
logar ithjnic   scale   of   distance     r.     The   i;  aph  wa*>   then  completed   by 
adding  the   target-echo   intensities   for    the   wh.o'e   run.      Superposition 
of  all   runs   under   equal   oceanograpKic   conditions  enlarges  the 
statistical   secuntv  of   the   results  concerning target   echoes.     In 
general^   for  the;  range-dependent   intensity   levels  of    reverberation 
and  target  echoes, the   same   so*»rid  propagation model   must   be   assumed. 
Thi-> modf 1   Ls  repreoented   in   ?onai   equations  through the   propagation 
function   2H(r), as  stated  in  lrick!«   ''Principles  of   underwater   sound 
for   engimeri"   [Ret.    's).      It   basically consists   of   two  terms,   one   part 
concerning  spreading,   which  can be   expressed   by some  exponential 
function  of   range   in  the   form  of     r"x,     A  second   part   takes   care   of 
the   f requency-dependent   sound  absorption  in   <;ea  water   as  a   function 
of   distance   in  the   form  of    ar , where      ''a"     is   given  as   a   constant   for 
one   frequency   in dB/m.     As  one   corrects   the  values   of   the   revetberation 
and   t ar get~echo~intenvity   level >   bv   the   .-.ound  absorption   in   sea  water 
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and plots them in a logarithmic scale of distance, both the 
reverberation decay and the limiting curve to the target echoes will 
appear as straight lines.  This will be presented as a result a 
little later.  From the decay itself the exponent of distance in the 
spreading term of 2 H(r) can be calculated and leads to a propagation 
model for the experimental case.  The exponent and the value of the 
maximum reverberation range will then be used as an explanation for 
the source of reverberation. 

There remains one point for discussion.  What i» an appropriate number 
of pings to average and lead to reliable results of mean reverberation 
levels.  The criterion for it is the central limit theorem of statistic« 
The distribution of a stochastic process that is governed by more than 
one statistic parameter with different distribution function» tends 
to approach a Gaussian distribution if the number of events observed 
becomes high enough.  A suitable test for it is that of plotting on 
probability paper the cumulative relative frequency distribution as 
percentages of the mean values for a certain reverberation range of 
all pings of one run.  The outcome should be a straight Line, which 
signifies a normal distribution.  170 pings was found as the necessary 
number for a suitable statistic evaluation.  A presentation of this 
test for a reverberation range of 1000 m is shown in Fig. 5, valid 
for the first run on 12 August 1973.  This test was systematically 
performed on all runs and reverberation ranges of 250, 500, 750, 
1000 and 1250 m. 

3.    RESULTS 

A superposition of data of three runs under equal oceanographic 
conditions on 12 August 1973 is shown in Fig. 6.  The absolute values 
of target-echo intensity and reverberation are presented in a 
logarithmic scale of range.  They are corrected by the frequency- 
dependent absorption to enable first graphic determination of the 
spread5ng part of a propagation function.  This will result from the 
calculation of a limiting line to the target echoes.  A second line 
represents the average reverberation level, which decays with range 
and finally crosses the constant background-noise level at the maximum 
reverberation range.  The exponent of the range-dependent decay of the 
mean reverberation level was calculated; it comes out as -^,2. 

The decay of the limiting line to the target echoes is proportional 
to r"3'"', indicating cylindrical spreading with lossy boundaries. 
The losses are mainly caused at the lower boundary by channel leakage. 
Penetrating energy into and through the high gradient layer is 
refracted towards the bottom.  The reflection-loss coefficient of 
the soft bottom in the area can be assumed to be greater than 0.5. 
Therefore bottom-reflected sound energy has reduced influence on the 
target-echo intensity. 

The maximum reverberation Tange of 1500 m  in connection with the ray 
diagram shown in Fig, 7 indicates that the bottom is the major source 
of reverberation.  The decay exponent agrees very well wirb, rhe model 
by Chapman, which states that for bottom reverberation in the presence 
of- a high reflection-loss coefficient, layers with strong gradients 
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and irregularities of the sound velocity in the water column can 
approach values even in excess of -6.  Five days later, on 17 August 
1973; the surface was more and more heated and the weak subsurface 
channel disappeared.  This is shown in the vertical sound-velocity 
profile of Fig. 3.  The ray diagram,Fig. 9,calculated for this case 
indicates that again the bottom is the main source of reverberation. 
The exponent of the decay did not va^y but the maximum reverbsration 
range decreased to 1000 m.  The target could no longer be detected. 
The correction of target—echo levels by the frequency-dependent 
absorption results, as pointed out before, in straight lines.  This 
procedure allowes two important values to be calculated.  Extrapolation 
from the level of the limiting line to the target echots at 1000 m 
over three decades leads to the equivalent echo level at 1 m.  If 
the source level is subtracted, this results in the target strength. 
The target strength, however, is known, and a comparison of this 
approximation and the calculated value gives a measure for the 
reliability of the statistic evaluation. 

A second, even more important calculation, concerns the linear decay 
of the average reverberation levels.  Extrapolation of the mean level 
at 1000 m over three decades, deduction of the factor 10 lg Area for 
bottom reverberation, which depends only on known sonar parameters, 
and subtraction of the source lev-el according to the equation 

RI " SL " 2 H^ + ss + 
10 ig *' 

results in the value of scattering strength for surface or- bottom 
reverberation.  This value depends only on oceanographic parameters 
like bottom structure, surface roughness and sound-velocity profile. 
Knowing the target strength for surface or bottom reverberation for 
a variety of different conditions, and knowing the range-dependent 
decay of the mean level, the possible maximum target-detection range 
for a given recognition differential and target strength can be 
predicted.  E 71 therefore proposes to continue this kind vt 
experiments under a varietv of different conditions.  One additional 
experiment has already been performed and the results gained up to 
now are p-esented, as a conclusion, in Fig. 10. 

DISCUSSION 

Answering a question by Dr Wa-? i 1 ^jt't t' about the 400 dB dynamic 
range Mr Arens explained that tests made with the sonar in the 
passive mode prior to the iuns had shown that no better ambient 
noise level could be found for the speed used and the noise was 
believed to be due to water flow around the sonar. 
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FIG. 1   TARGET STRENGTH OF DOUBLE TRIPLANE CALCULATED FOR 8.2 kHz AS A FUNCTION 
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FIG. 2  SOUND VELOCITY PROFILE MEASURED ON 12 AUGUST 1973 AT THE POSITION OF THE TRIPLANE 
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FIG- 4  SAMPLE OF UNCONTROLLED RECEIVED SIGNAL 
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FIG. 7  RAY DIAGRAM CALCULATE!? rOR EXPERIMENTS ON 12 AUGUST 1973 
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TIME RESPONSE OF EXPLOSIVE SIGNALS IN SHALLOW WATER 

by 

Harvey S. Piper 
Applied Research Laboratory 

The Pennsylvania State University, Pennsylvania, USA 

ABSTRACT 

For a real-valued transmitted signal «hich can be represented by 

F(i») e1"* «to = i J    P*(«i) e-imt <tai , 

the received pressure time signature is computed from 

R(t)=^f jV(i«) p(V rz, a,) e-iU,t du) , 

where, 

-iüüt p(rr, zr, w)  e 

is the pressure at r = rr, z = zr for a harmonic source at r = 0, 
z=z0.  Since R(t) is the Fourier transform of F'^üU) p(ri., zr, tu), 
the  procedure used is to approximate R(t) by a discrete Fourier 
transform and compute the received pressure time signature using the 
FFT algorithm.  A normal mode program is used as a subroutine to 
compute p(rr, zr, cu). 

Comparisons are made between the computed time signatures and some 
experimental time signatures obtained in shallow water. 

INTRODUCTION 

An analytical model will be described which can be used to calculate 
the received pressure time waveform due to an arbitrary source 
function.  This model has been developed in order to study long-range 
propagation of broadband acoustic signals in shallow water.  The 
procedure used is to represent the source function by a finite 
discrete Fourier transform, and calculate the received pressure due to 
each component in the transform by using a normal mode program.  The 
sum of the responses due to each component is the Fourier transform cf 
the received pressure and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm 
is then used to obtain the received pressure time signature. 
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this model has been used to calculate received signals for comparison 
with experimentally-obtained results in a shallow-water environment. 
In November and December 1973» the Applied Research Laboratory 
participated in a field experiment conducted Viy the Naval Research 
laboratory in an area approximately 40 miles east of Daytona Beach, 
Plot Ida.  In one of the tests, explosive sources were used at ranges 
up to 100 miles along a path with essentially constant water depth 
of about 43 m.  The data from this test has been analysed by using 
various one-third octave filters, and envelope-detecting the filter- 
out puts. The computer program described here has been used to obtain 
the received slgoals and the processing performed on the field data 
has been simulated on the computer.  The calculated results show good 
agreement with the measured results. 

I.   PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING TIME WAVEFORM 

We will assume an ideal two-fluid model of the shallow-water 
environment.  A constant-depth layer of water is bounded above by a 
pressure-release surface, and below by a fluid half-space with 
constant density and sound velocity.  The density of the water layer 
is assumed constant, and its velocity .1^ allowed to vary with depth, 
but not range.  We will use a cylindrical coordinate system with the 
surtace at  ?• = 0 and the bottom interface at  z=H.  For a harmonic 
point source with unit source strength located at r = 0, z=z:i 
the pressure at long ranges can be found in terms of normal modes in 
the form [see Ref. 1], 

pir,r,*)e. = -rj- (?*---)   Li     ■  e        e    e    [tq, 1J 
H  8T7r    n=l  k1/3 n 

where  © =Lf > Pi  is the density in the water layer, 

M        is the number of discrete modes, 

u (C)    is the mode amplitude, 

k        is the wavenumber and n 
6        is a mode attenuation coefficient, n 

We now consider a real-valued transmitted signal, f(t), with a 
representation of the form 

i(t)  - 
1_ 

2^ 

2Tr 

2rT 

u 
F(aj) eiU,t  da) 

F(.^)  e"1^ dfju 

F*(UJ)  e"iUJt  di)   , [Eq. 2] 
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where 

F(U)) = J f(t) e-1^ d«) . 

Since the response of the channel described above to e 
hy p(r, CJ'^') e-*-^, the response to f(t) Is given by 

R(t) - 4   |rV((D) p(r,C,0ü) e-iU,t du). 

-loot 

2TT   J 

We can Interpret    R(t) 

[Eq. 3] 

is gxven 

[Eq. 4] 

as the Fourier transform of T^F^U)) p(r, C,t«). 

The procedure is to approximate this transform by a discrete finite 
Fourier transform and use the FFT algorithm to obtain sample values 
of R(t). 

In computing R(t)^ sample values of F(UJ) are obtained from Eq, 3 
for the source function of interest, while a normal mode program 
[Ref. 2] is used to find p(r, C,i«).  A 4090 point FFT was used, 
yielding 4096 sample values of R(t), and requiring 4096 sample 
values of JL  F^(üu) pir,Q,u}),     Note that since R(t)  is real valued, 

2TT 

F*(-aj) p(r,C,-0u) = [F*iM)  p(r,i,w)l*, 

and consequently we only need to obtain p(r 
frequencies.  In addition, since p(r,Q,w) 
varying function of (u, it is not necessary 
functions at each of the sample frequencies, 
presented here, the source was an explosive 
represented by a shock wave plus two bubble 
for the explosive signal were obtained from 
data from the field experiment was limited t 
and p(t,,Cj(JU) was obtained at 20 Hz interval 
points obtained by interpolation.  Thus, the 
the FFT subroutine were obtained by running 
at 63 different frequencies. 

,C,!Ju) for positive 
is a relatively slowly 
to calculate response 

For the results 
charge, which was 
pulses.  The parameters 
Weston [Ref. 3].  The 
o 60 Hz to 1300 Hz 
s and the intermediate 
4096 sample inputs to 

the normal mode program 

The results tc be presented here were calculated using the IBM system 
370/168 computer at The Pennsylvania Skate University Computation 
Center. 

2. FIELD EXPERIMENT 

During November and December 1973.. ARL participated in a field 
program conducted by NRL in a shallow-water area about 40 miles east 
of Daytona Beach, Florida.  The particular experiment to be considered 
here was conducted on November 29 and consisted of long range 
transmission of explosive signals.  The sources were 1.8 lb charges 
of TNT dropped by an aircraft at 5 mile intervals at ranges of 10 to 
100 n.mi, along a northerly leg from the receiver.  The charges were 
detonated at a depth of 1.8.3 m.  The water depth varied along this 
path between 33.5 and 70.1 m.  The water depth at the receiver was 
42.7 m.  Figure 1 shows the bottom contour along the path and the 
location of the sources.  The sound velocity profile measured near 
the receiver is shown in Fig. 2. 
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The receiving avray consisted of a vertical string of 12 hydrophones 
suspended from a buoy, spaced about 3 » apart. The received signals 
from each hydrophone were, transmitted from the buoy by radio to the 
support ship located about 10 miles from the buoy, and were recorded 
on magnetic tape. The telemetry system bandwidth was about 60 Hz to 
1300 Hz, and thus this is the bandwidth used for the computer 
calculations to be presented. Figure 3 illustrates the experimental 
procedure. 

3. LABORATORY PROCESSING OF RECORDED 1/ATA 

The data that was collected from the field experiment was processed 
in the laboratory by passing the signals through various one-third 
octave band filters, full-wave rectifying the filtered data and 
logarithmically amplifying to reduce the dynamic range.  The signals 
were then averaged over 20 ms.  Figures 4 and 5 show the envelope 
detected signals in one-third octave bands centred at 160^ 400 and 
800 Rz,   as well as the full band from 60 Hz to 1300 Hz, at ranges 
of; 10 and 40 n.mi.  These signals were recorded on the hydrophone at 
a depth of about 33.5 m.  In Fig. 6 we see the measured results 
at 60 n.mi for the hydrophone at a depth of about 15.2 m, as well as 
the hydrophone at 33.5 m.  In Fig. 6, the results for the one-third 
octave band filter centred on 160 Hz is not shown since the signal 
is not distinguishable from the noise. 

The detected envelopes in the one-third octave bands shown in Figs. 4j 
5 and 6 clearly show the shock-wave arrival and the first two bubble- 
pulse arrivals.  In addition, these figures illustrate the dispersion 
in the received signal.  For example, at 40 n.mi, the shock-wave peak 
in the one-third octave band centred at 160 Hz arrives ibout 150 ms 
later than the peak of the detected signal in the band centred at 
800 Hz. 

4.    COMPUTER MODEL 

The computer model described l^erc was used to simulate the field 
experiment described above.  The sound velocity profile measured near 
the buoy, and shown in Fig. 2, was used in the normal mode program. 
The model used for the source function was computed using expressions 
given by Weston [Ref. 3]> and consisted of a shock wave plus two 
bubble pulses.  The water depth was assumed to be a constant 42.7 m. 
For the fluid bottom half-space, a density of 2.1 and a sound velocity 
of 1720 m/s were used.  Several different values for the volume 
attenuation of the fluid half-space were used and will be discussed 
later. 

The first tests run consisted of obtaining the pressure time waveform 
at various ranges.  These results were compared with the recorded field 
data, and good agreement was obtained. 
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The program was then extended to model the laboratory processing of 
the field data.  The one-third octave filters used in the laboratory 
were a 6-pole Butterworth design.  The computed samples of the 
Fourier- transform of the received signal were multiplied by the 
appropriate filter transfer function and then the FFT wa» computed» 
The logarithm of the absolute value of the sampled time function 
was calculated and the result was averaged over 20 ms. 

In Fig. 7j we see the calculated envelopes for the broadband signal 
at 40 n»mi using four different values for the volume attenuation 
in the bottomj namely 0.2 dB/m/(kHz)0'7, 0.25 dB/m/'kl(z, 0.3 dB/m/(kHz)1'3 

and 0.4 dB/m/^kHz)1,'.  These values were chosen to give equal 
attenuation at 500 Hz.  This figure clearly shows the effect of the 
frequency dependence of the bottom attenuation on the received 
envelope pulse shape.  In comparing this figure with the measured 
broadband envelope shown in Fig. 5^ we see that the best agreement 
is obtained using a volume attenuation of 0,2 5 dB/m/kHz for the 
bottom.  Consequently, this value of bottom attenuation was used 
for the remaining calculated results to be shown. 

In Figs. 8 and 9 the calculated results ate shown at ranses '-»t 10 
and 40 n.mi for the various one-third octave bauds, as well as the. 
broadband case.  If we compare the calculated results shown in 
Figs. 8 and 9 with the measured results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 we 
see that good agreement is obtained, and that t;he major features of 
the measured signals at-o predicted correctly by the calculated results. 
Note in particular that the time of arrival of the  detected shock wave 
peak and first bubble peak in the different frequency bands agrees 
extremely well with the observed results.  Note also that the 
calculated results consistently show less contribution from the 
second bubble pulse than was actually observed, indicating that 
better agreement with the measured results could be obtained by 
modifying the model used to represent the signature of the explosion. 

Tn Fig. 10, we show the received envelopes at (>0 n.mi for receiver 
depths of 1.5«2 and 3 3..5 m.  This figure should be compared with 
Fig. 6.  Again, good agreement is obtained, and we see practically no 
effect due to receiver depth on the received signal.  The approximate 
measured ambient noise level is indicated on Figs. S, 9 and 10. 

It should be noted that in performing these calculations, no attempt 
was made to improve the agreement with the measured results by varying 
any input parameter, other than the frequency dependence of the 
bottom attenuation.  As noted, the agreement could almost certainly be 
improved by changing the explosive source time signature ~ in 
particular by increasing the level of the second bubble pulse and 
possibly by adding additional bubble pulses.  The agreement might also 
be improved by changing other parameters such as the sound velocity in 
the bottom, water depth or sound velocity profile in the water layer. 
The particular values used for* the various input parameters in the 
calculations presented here were chosen since they represent the. 
best estimates of these parameters that existed during the field 
experiment. 

Work, is continuing on developing the model described here, and the 
effects of varying various input parameters will, be investigated. 
In addition, the model will be extended to include the signal-plus- 
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noise case,   as  well as the signal-only case considered here*  That 
is, computer-generated noise samples will be added to the signal 
samples generated by the computer. 

SUMMARY 

A computer program has been described which calculates the time 
response due to an arbitrary broadband source.  Results have been 
shown for an explosive source which show good agreement with measured 
results. 

Ihis program should be useful net only for studying the propagation 
of broadband signals^ but also in investigating signal processing 
techniques for broadband eceivers.  For example, the envelope 
detecting of one-third octave bands modelled here could be replaced 
by some other processing to mcdel a receiver front end, and its 
characteristics evaluated. 
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DISCUSSION 

Dt Weston commented that, simple calculations in recent papers by 
Preston Smith and by Weston and Stevens suggest there is a very 
clo>»> link between ihf  dispersion and the geometrical plus boundary- 
los.s components of transmission loss, showing that it is basically 
the magnitude rather than the nature of the bottom loss that matter 
and it therefore might be necessary to look elsewhere for an 
explanation of the discrepancies»  Dr Piper said that he had not 
yet taken shear waves into account but was interested in trying it. 
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ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES IN TRANSMITTTNG AND 

RECEIVING UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC MODES 

by 

L.A, King 
New London Laboratory, New London, Conn,, USA 

ABSTRACT 

Modes or eigenfunction solutions to the scalar wave equation have 
been useful in understanding acoustic interference phenomena observed 
in shallow water.  The premise that one can enhance modes compatible 
with propagation conditions to suit ones purpose is the basis for 
current investigation in shallow-water acoustic propagation at NUSC. 
Mode Enhancement Techniques (METS) in transmitting and receiving 
acoustic signals are described.  Also described is the use of a 
vertical array of transducers as a novel experimental tool in 
developing METS,  When receiving, the individual signals can be 
weighted and summed to reject unwanted modes.  When transmitting, 
the signal amplitude and phase distribution ovex- the array can be 
varied to manipulate end enhance particular modes. 

This paper is organised into essentially three parts.  The first 
presents pertinent results of several propagation experiments in the 
Baltic. Sea and the Gulf of Aden,  The results reveal modal properties 
which when controllable can be exploited in active or passive sonar 
situations.  The second presents the results of CW experiments in 
Block Island Sound where a multi-element array was used in the furthe^r 
study of controlling these modal properties.  Various array configu- 
rations were tested for their effectiveness in producing modes,  Tn 
several cases, compensation for propagation conditions was achieved. 
The third part compares with measurements the results of an approach 
to predict the modes generated by the multi-element array. 

The work referred to above is part of a shallow water acoustics 
program at the Naval Underwater Systems Center (NUSC) concerned with 
the influence of shallow water on sound propagation.  The concept to 
utilize modal properties to improve signai-to-background levels in 
various segments of the water column has been termed Mode Enhancement 
Techniques^ (METS).  A parallel effort has been to expand a propagation 
loss model based on normal mode theory — itself developed in the 
program — for application to multi-element transmitting and receiving 
situations.  Once validated, the model can be used not only to predict 
the sound fields, but also to serve as an aid in generating desired 
sound fields.  However, although the accuracy of METS increases with 
the accuracy of the model incorporated, it is not solely dependent on 
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such accuracy to be useful. Knowing the properties of sound propa- 
gation in shallow water- — even qualitatively — can be of tactical 
value. 

Before presenting the propagation data^ some further explanation is 
given relating the modal properties of interest to the concept of 
MLTS» A key assumption underlying MEXS is that an acoustic pattern 
is formed from interfering wave trains whose angle of propagation 
can be related to modes.  The pattern then can be manipulated by 
changing either the direction of the wave trains or the frequency 
of the acoustic waves. 

Figure 1 illustrates how directionality plays a role.  Pictured on 
the left are two sets of wave trains| one propagating downward and 
the other upward.  Chosen as a parameter is the angle, the downward 
train makes with the horizontal.  The wave trains interfere to produce 
a pattern of destructive and constructive interference zones.  The 
vertical separation between two interfering wave fronts, say producing 
nulls, defines  Xz, the vertical component of the wave length associated 
with the formed mode.  In this manner an angle of direction can be 
associated with a mode.  The right hand side oi. the figure shows the 
angle decreased resulting in an increase in the vertical separation 
between the null regions.  The greater the separation, the lower order 
the mode.  Then as one manipulaces th*» angle of the interfering wave 
trains one manipulates the sound field.  From the same illustration, 
one can also see that the grid pattern can be altered by changing the 
frequency of wave length of the wave tiain.  For a fixed directionj 
the higher the frequency, the closer the grid points and the higher 
the order mode.  From another aspect^ lor a fixed vertical pattern, 
the higher the frequency, the shallower would be the wave trains. 

Propagation experiments in the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Aden have 
revealed such medal properties.  Figure 2 shovvs> the geographical area 
of the Western Baltic region,  At the southwest end of the Baltic is 
the town of Eckernfordc, West Geimany where located i.? a test facility 
of the MOD designated as E~/l,  NUSC and E-71- have participated in a 
joint program to ..study sound propagation in the Western Baltic,  The 
sites for the experimental work arc indicated as stations 1 and 2, 
1 being in the Kiel Bay area where waters are approximately 2.5 m deep 
and 2 being in the Arcona Hasin west of the Danish Island of Bornholm 
where waters are approximately 50 m deep, 

A typical summer sound speed profile for the Bornholm area is shown 
in Fig» 3,  At mid-depth is a strong internal duct about 10 m in breadth, 
having a maximum contrast in sound spe« d of 20 m/s.     The sound speed 
profile measured at the Kiel Bay .site showed a similar but shallower 
internal duct. 

Since these internal ducts should be the prime influencing features on 
the propagation of sound, the hydrophone and charge depths were 
selected to border and lie within these ducts.  The influence of the 
duct on propagation and its sensitivity to frequency were revealed in 
the measursment ,s. 
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Figure 4 shows the propagation loss with range at the l/3-octave 
frequency of 200 Hz as measured at the three depths of 12, 20, and 
40 m.  The source depth for this event is 20 m placing the detonation 
within the duct.  At 200 Hz the difference in received levels between 
the hydrophones outside the duct and the hydrophone within the duct 
is 4 to 5 dB. 

Figure 5 shows that for the same source and receiver geometries, but 
for a frequency of 4000 Hz, some 6 to 10 dB difference in level occurs 
between the in-duct and out-of-duct hydrophone arrivals.  The remain- 
der of the data showed consistently that when the source was on axis, 
the spatial variation in level increased as the frequency increased. 
This suggests that at the higher frequencies, the chief contributors 
to the sound field are the lower order modes propagating in the form 
of shallow-going wave trains confined to the internal duct.  The 
lower frequency energy travels in wave trains having a broader band 
of angles resulting in less level variation over the water column. 

Figure 6 shows the propagation loss with range measured for the 
l/3-octave centre frequency of 200 Hz when the source was off axis. 
The three curves correspond to the three receiving depths ot 12, 20, 
and 40 m and the charges for these events were detonated at a depth 
of 10 m.  The maximum difference in levels observed at the three 
depths is less than 5 dB.  This suggests that the off-axis source 
excited higher order modes steeper going wave traiiifc, resulting in a 
mote uniform energy pictture over the receiving aperture. 

Figure 7 shows the loss curves for the same geometry but for the 
l/3-octave centre frequency of 4000 Hz.  The difference in levels 
over the 30 m receiving aperture now shows a variation from a tew 
to 7 dB.  The lower insonification of regions outside the duct- 
suggests again that propagation at this higher frequency is 
favourable in the form of shallow-going wave trains. 

Another area where stringent propagation conditions exist is near 
the Strai^ of Bab El Mandeb located between the Red Sei and the Gulf 
of Aden (   ee Fig. 8).  The summer water at the mouth of the strait, 
in compa i.son  > the 15°C summer waters of the Western Baltic, 
reaches a temp^-t ^ ture of 300C to 35 0C and has about three to four 
times the salinity (3^o).  Of the number of acoustic tracks made 
during the operation, of interest is track number four which starts 
from a point in the Gulf and ends at a point at the1 mouth of the 
Strait.  A two ship operation, the receiving ship lay anchored at 
the mouth of the strait in 50 m of water.  Suspended over her' side 
wore three hydrophones set at depths of 6, 18, and 49 m.  The source 
ship, closing range, dropped 1.8 lb TNT charges set to detonate at a 
depth of 6 m. 

On the right-hand side of Fig. 9 is a linear-segmented version of the 
measured sound speed profile.  This profile features a surface duct 
32 m in c^epth, disclosing that the charges were detonated within the 
duct.  The signal arrival structure observed at all three depths had 
characteristically two distinct segments.  The first segment was sharp 
and impulse-like.  This was followed by a reverberant segment which 
one could audibly perceive as having lower frequency content than the 
impulses.  The left side of the graph shows the peak received levels 
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of" the impulses at the three hydrophone depths as a function of the 
3hip:s range at the time of detonation*  The bathymetry along the 
acoustic track is also shown but not proportionately.  The steepest 
slope occurs at the shallow end and has a value of 0.052 or an angle 
of approximately J0.  Clearly evident from the differences is the 
•strong channelling by the surface duct of the high frequency acoustic 
energy.  Better than 20 dB marks the difference in level received on 
the near-surface and near-bottom hydrophones* 

The peak received levels of the reverberant portion of the signal are 
shown in Fig. 10.  Although these peak levels varied, channelling was 
still evident in that they tended to be greatest on the near-surface 
hydrophone and least on the  near-bottom hydrophone.  The differences 
in' tevel however, are about 10 dB — 1/2 the dB It-vel of the impulse 
arrivals.  This energy, having lower frequency content, was more 
readily distributed over the water column. 

Thus similar modal proper'ties are evident in both the Baltic Sea and 
the Gulf of Aden data.  The low order modes of the higher frequency 
comporifents consisted of wave trains propagating within cones of 
shallow angles and were confined to the ducts.  The low order modes 
at the lower frequencies were tormed from wave trains with steeper 
angles resulting in a measurable dJ^i ributicn of energy beyond the 
extent of the duct. 

Given such channelling, o.ie asks how one can use these modal properties 
to direct or redirect a worthwhile amount ot: acoustic enetsy to 
various segments of the water column?  To pursue this question and 
explore the ME;TS concept, a mult i-element array was designed, built, 
and implemented to elcctronicaJl J y tailor the ampJ itudc and phase of 
the transmitted or received signals 'vsee Fig. 11). 

In Fig. 12 the array was implanted in N(ISC:s shallow water acoustic 
rangt located in Block Island Sound.  The signal to each element was 
tailored in amplitude, and phase to produce and alter acoustic patterns. 
Environmental and acoustic measurements were, made as a function of 
depth and range in order to relate configuration and propagation 
condition:? to observed patterns.  An accurate model permitting a 
quantitative approach is presently be i.ng validated^ however, presented 
are several cases whereby experimental trials, acoustic levels were 
enhanced in desired segments of: the water column. 

Figure 13 shows measuTemenLs of received levels made in Block Island 
hound during a day in January.  A typical sound speed profile shown at 
the le«ft has a positive gradient.  With such a profile, the acoustic 
energy is expected to propagate along the upper segments of the water* 
column.  The intention is to enhance the signal level along the lower 
segment.  to the right of the figure, the lower1 curve is of levels 
received at a depth of 80 ft when the transmitting array was weighted 
uniformly, or equivalently, when the array had zero depression angle. 
The upper curve shows the received levels when the signals to the 
acray were time delayed as one would to steer a beam downward.  Even 
though the total input power' to the arr'ay was the same for each case, 
a 4 to 6 dR increase in level was achieved at this depth by steering 
downward. 
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To the left of Fig, 14 is a sound speed profile displaying a downward 
refracting gradient typical for a day in August.  To the right are 
the received levels measured at this time as a function of depth. 
The maximum difference in sound speed over the water column for 
this summer condition is approximately 25 ft/s or 7.4 m/s — much 
less than the vertical changes of 20 m/s in the Western Baltic or 
the 40 m/s in the Gulf of Aden.  The measured vertical acoustic 
profile that resulted when the array was uniformly weighted 
(a depression angle of zero) is shown as indicated.  The maxima in 
r-eceived levels at this range (1 n.mi) were observed at depths below 
50 ft.  The signals applied to the array were then time delayed as 
done to steer a beam upward.  The acoustic levels received as a result 
of the steering are shown as the curve of x's.  An increase in acoustic 
level of approximately 8 dB can be observed in the upper 25 ft of the 
water column. 

These arc examples where signal levels were enhanced while going 
against the grain/ suppose one now intends to go with the grain and 
seeks to increase the signal level at a iepth segment that Ls favoured 
by the propagation conditions. 

Figure 15 presents just such a case.  To the left »<, the typical 
sound speed profile for an experiment that took place during the end 
of June,  Downward refracting conditions existed and one would expect 
the acoustic energy to propagate along the löwer portion of the 
channel.  The solid line indicates the aperture of the1 transmitting 
array relative to the profile.  The small square at 80 ft Indicates 
the receiver depth, the data points shown on the fight arc the 
received levels at the indicated depth, for two trial configurations; 
cosine amplitude, shading and uniform amplitude shading.  The 
amplitudes for these configurations were adjusted so that each drew 
the same electrical input power.  Even though both had zero depression 
angles, the uniform shading produced a 5 to S dB increase in the 
received level.  In explanation, it is submitted that the predominant 
mode is generated by wave trains propagating from the array at zero 
or near-zero degree angles.  The cosine shading produces a broader 
main lobe than the uniform shading and directs less energy along the 
main axis-less energy available for exciting the predominant mode. 
These experiments have shown that signal levels at depths favoured 
by the propagation conditions as well as less favoured by the 
propagation conditions can be increased by spatially tailoring the 
acoustic signal. 

The eventual question to be answered is whether one can manipulate 
the acoustic pattern in a quantitative way.  If one can provide a 
valid propagation model one can use the model as an aid in manipulating 
the acoustic field.  A first approach at the multi-elernent case was 
simplified i/y assuming that only wave train directions within the main 
lobe of the array would generate the predominant contributors to the 
signal field down range.  These directions can be related to the 
allowed modes and fix the  number of modes to be synthesized in producing 
the theoretical field. 

One result of this approach, is shown in Fig. 16,  Ihe sound speed 
profile is shown at the left and indicates an upward refracting 
condition.  The measured acoustic profile for the indicated range., 
sound speed profile, and acoustic frequency is shown at the extreme 
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right*  The depth-dependent amplitude function for each mode was 
calculated for the same conditions and are shown in the central 
part of the figure.  Only the first four modes were synthesized 
since they were calculated to be from wave trains within the main 
lobe of the array.  The theoretical'acoustic profile is shown next 
to the measured profile.  The major characteristics in both thcfee 
acoustic profiles, shown on the right hand side of the figure, compare 
relatively well in that the maxima in each occur at depths above 50 ft. 

Another result is shown in Fig. 17, where again, only the first four 
modes were needed to synthesize the field.  Again, the major 
characteristics in the derived and observed acoustic profiles agree 
reasonably well.  The maxima in each curve occur at depths between 
50 and 60 ft.  The measured acoustic profile disclosed a secondary 
maximum occurring in the upper 25 ft of the water column.  The 
theoretical 'curve also shows a secondary maximum in the upper 
quarter of the water column. 

This simplified analysis resulted in acoustic profiles displaying 
major- characteristics found in the observed acoustic profiles. 
Although a more accurate model is needed to produce more detailed 
results, even these results, in so tar as maxima occur, are of 
tactical use.  The Block Island results also demonstrate the point 
that to obtain an increase in signal level one need not merely 
resort to increasing input source level. 

In summary, this paper presented and pointed out similar modal 
properties in the results of several propagation experiments conducted 
in the Baltic Sea, Gulf of Aden, and Block Island Sound.  The modal 
approach, in agreement with experimental results, reveals that the 
influence of stringent propagation conditions on the signal field 
is sensitive to acoustic frequency and source-receiver geometries. 
Even though the propagation conditions may be stringent, the approach 
suggests ways to compensate for these conditions to improve and 
manipulate signal levels within the water column,  It was shown by 
experiment in Block Island Sound that METS using a multi-element 
array can be used to manipulate the signal field.  The full impact 
of METS rests upon incorporation of an accurate shallow water propa- 
gation model —• a task which NUSC is currently pursuing. 
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VARIOUS CONCEPTS FOR FUTURE SONARS IN SHALLOW WATER 

by 

R. Laval 
SACLANT ASW Research Centre 

La Spezia, Italy 

ABSTRACT 

Most of the time^ the performances of active sonars in shallow water 
are drastically limited by the high reverberation level and the 
difficulties of classification.  There is not much hope that any 
substantial improvement may be obtained by keeping the concept 
of a hull-mounted sonar operated from a surface ship in motion. 
On the other hand, it may be possible to define a variety of new 
concepts which could offer much higher performances for detection 

classificationj, but would introduce some restriction in 
u .rational flexibility.  The various approaches which could be 
followed in order to get these improvements are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The detection of submarines in shallow water with active hull mount€;d 
sonars is rather problematic, mostly for two reasons;  the high 
reverberation level, and the difficulties of classifLcation. 

Experience has shown that t/he echo/reverberation ratio in shallow 
water is relatively independent of the range.  The reverberation 
level superimposed on the echo is due to the energy scattered from 
the bottom, the surface and the volume in the immediate vicinity of 
the target, within an elementary "resolution cell".  The echo and 
the reverberation level are thus affected in the same wa; by the 
variations of propagation loss.  The fact that the area of the 
resolution cell increases proportionally with the range is more or 
less compensated by the decrease of the scattering strength which is 
associated with the progressive reduction with range of the mean 
grazing angles of the rays reflected at the surface and the bottom 
(or, in terms of mode theory, by the larger attenuation of the 
highest modes with respect to the lowest). 

In reverberation-limited conditions, the probability of detecting 
a submarine with a given sonar is thus relatively independent of 
the range.  If the echo/reverberation ratio is high enough, detection 
will occur at all ranges, up to a maximum x'ange where background noise 
is the 1 uniting factor.  This maximum range will then depend on the 
transmission level.  On the contrary, if the echo/reverberation ratio 
is below a certain critical threshold, it will be impossible to 
detect a submarine at any range, whatever the transmission level is. 
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The detection of submarines in shallow water is thus a kind of 
go-noero process.  Depending on the geographical location (the bottom 
properties) the sound-velocity structure, the sea state, maybe the 
biological conditions, and of course the submarine target strength 
(which means the submarine aspect), the "detection channel" will 
be either- open up to a rather long rang«;, or will be completely 
closed. 

In shallow water, improving the signal/reverberation figure of sonars 
means improving the probability (or the percentage of cases) of 
finding »fopenf! detection conditions. 

The other   limitation is the classification problem, which is more 
difficult in shallow than in deep water for the following reasons: 

a. The higher density of false targets, mostly due to 
bottoin irregularities;  rocks, sea mountains, wrecks, 
but also to the higher biological life, shoals of 
fishes, bubble clouds etc. 

b. The higher complexity of the acoustic communication 
channel, in terms of pulse elongation, frequency spread, 
angular spread, spatial coherence losses, etc.  Some of 
the classification methods which may prove to be 
satisfactory in deep water may not work in shallow 
watet because of the various types of signal distortion 
occurring during propagation. 

The detection and classification performances of sonars in shallow 
water are therefore not 30 dependent on the  transmission level;; most 
of the time the propagation loss falls between the cylindrical and 
the spherica1 spreading law and so is inferior to what it would be 
in deep water.  It is essentially a problem of information:  The 
acoustic; channel should be used in the K -+ ,}i, vible way in order 
to distinguish the echo of a submarine t  r; . L-  everberation back- 
ground and the various types of false target 

Some limited improvement of the actual sonar performances may be 
expected by developing more  tiicient signal processing cechniques 
for detection and classification (a combination of various types of 
transmitted signals, automatic signal extraction, tracking, etc.). 
The continuous progress of digital computers in the field of signal 
processing will undoubtedly allow better use to be made of the acoustic 
information collected by a given sonar. 

Apart from these possible improvements in signal processing, any 
turthet ptogre«;-, can only be obtained from an increase in the quantity 
of information collected by the system.  From this point of view, it 
is probable that the hull-mounted sonar has already almost reached 
the limits which are compatible with its practical restrictions, such 
a*  the arrav and transducer size, the doppler discrimination from a 
mobile platform and the total bandwidth. 

On »he other hand, it is possible to imagine different systems which 
would nor be subject to the same restrictions and could thus be 
giv»n ehe capability of collecting much more acoustic information. 
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at the cost of some revisions of the operational concöpts of 
ASW in shallow water [Ref. Ij. 

Various approaches could be followed in order to get these 
improvements: 

1. Improve the techniques of doppler resolution and 
fixed echo elimination in the case of fixed systems. 

2. Optimize the.  operating frequency. 

3. V;<'i very broadband signals (such as explosive charges). 

4»  Use large arrays in order to increase the horizontal 
directivity. 

5. Make use of vertical directivity. 

6. Use mode  selection techniques: 

a. at the transmission only 

b. at the reception only 

c. at both the transmission and the reception . 

7. Use bistatic or muitistatie techniques. 

The combinat ion of some of these different approaches suggest a 
number of possibilities to be considered for- the design of new 
systems. 

Let us fix at consider briefJy these various approaches one by one, 

1.   IMPROVEMENT OF DOPPLER RESOUiTiON AND FIXED ECHO REJECTION 
IN THE CASE OF FIXED SYSTEMS 

For targets presenting an appreciable doppler- the echo can be 
separated from the reverberation and the fixed false targets by 
using CW pulses and frequency resolution.  With mobile platforms, 
howeverj the efficiency of this method is limited by two factors: 

a. The ship's own doppler, which is a function of the 
bearing, which has an appreciable bandwidth due to 
the width of the main beam and to the side lobes 
of the receiving array, 

b. The spatial variations of the propagation "transfer 
function" which become time variations when the 
ship is in motion and cause a doppler spreading of 
both the echo and the reverberation.  Ihese time, 
variations are not associated with any time—variant 
properties of the medium^ the roughness of the bottom, 
for instance, does produce a frequency broadening when 
a monochromatic wave (or a long CW pulse) is transmitted 
or received by a ship in motion. 
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With a fixed system the two above effects no longer affect the 
reverberation.  The doppler spread will only be due to the motion 
of the scatterers (surface waves or fishes) and the purely time- 
variant properties of the propagation channel.  Very substantial 
improvements may thus be expected from the techniques of frequency 
rejection (prewhitening equalization) provided the transmitted 
signal itself presents a very narrow ambiguity function in the 
frequency domain.  A long CW pulse^ gaussian shaped in order to 
avoid any side lobes in frequency, is probably the most convenient. 

Fut'thormore. ping-to-ping comparison and tracking techniques are 
mu«'h. more efficient and precise with fixed than with mobile systems, 
which gives the former a considerable advantage for th«? elimination 
of fixed echoes and the classification of mobile targets. 

2.    OPTIMIZATION OF THE OPERATIMG FREQUENCy 

Fo^ a given environmental and geometrical situation, the signal/ 
background ratio is a function of the operating frequency which 
should reach a maximum value in a given frequency band.  This 
optimom frequency band is probably rather variable with the envi- 
ronment and with the geomtiy, and it may be interesting to consider 
the possibility of choosing the frequency of operation in function 
of the local conditions.  A flexibility in the choice of the 
frequency may be particularly useful when the reverberation has 
a biological origin and the scattering appears to be concentrated 
within some well-defined frequency bände corresponding to the 
resonance frequencies of various species of fish. 

'this  optimization may tend to the use of lower frequencies than 
those commonly used in present sonar., provided larger arrays can be 
used in order to maintain the horizontal directivity within 
reasonably big}), values. 

>•    USE OF BROADBAND SIGNALS (Explosive Charges) 

By using very broadband signals such as tho.se produced by explosive 
charges, the information concerning the echo and the reverberation 
may extend over 3 ^o 5 octave bands. 

Lhe, processing can be continually adapted in order to match the 
oprämum frequency band of any particular situation, for detection 
and/or for clasiification.  Furthermore, the frequency dependence 
of the target strength can be estimated on several octave bands, 
which may be an interesting element of classification. 

For targets presenting an appreciable doppler, the comparison of 
the sigratl/reverberation performances which can be obtained by such 
hroddband signals (using time resolution) and with CW pulses (using 
frtquency resolution) requires a rather complex study based on a 
detailed knowledge of the time and frequency propagation spread, 
the +-argr;t extension and aspect, and the statistical properties 
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of the reverberation. The conclusions of such a study will depend | 
on the geometrical and environmental conditions. | 

On the other hand, broadband signals offer the only chance of j 
detecting a submarine with a low doppler. j 

In any case, using acoustic signals with a spectrum extending over 
several octaves would obviously constitute a considerable improvement 
with respect to the FM pulses normally used by conventional sonars 
with a maximum bandwidth of the order of 1/3 octave. 

Explosive charges may offer a relatively cheap and powerful source 
of energy for operations of limited duration, (for instance when 
associated with expendable buoys).  They can be easily used in 
bistatic or multistatic operations. 

Other types of broadband signals, such as those produced by pneumatic 
hammers, sparkers etc. could be considered when continuous operation 
over long periods of time is required. 

4.    INTRFASE OF THE HORIZONTAL DIRECTTVITY  (Large Arrays) 

The  echo/background ratio is proportional to the horizontal directivity 
indev of the receiving array.  By using larger arrays the directivity 
index at a given frequency can be increased, or it can allow lower 
frequencl»;» to be used for a constant directivity index. 

Two types of large arrays may be considered in practice: 

a. Linear arrays.  They may be towed from a ship in motion 
(flexible arrays) or be anchored on the bottom (rigid arrays).  These 
arrays are "side-looking", i.e. their operation being limited to an 
angular domain of ± 30° or ±4 5°  around the direction perpendicular 
to their axis.  With present technology, it is possible to construct 
long towed arrays (up to several hundred metres^ which are hydro- 
dynamically stable.  These could be towed at relatively high speeds 
by a surface ship., a hydrofoil or a surface effect ship.  These 
arrays would have a rather high directivity even at low frequencies. 
This directivity, however, would be limited by the linearity of the 
array (the "snaking" effect).  The technique of a constant-beamwidth- 
broadband-array I Ref. 2j which allows a constant directivity to be 
maintained on several octave bands seems to be particularly interesting 
when such arrays are planned to be used with explosive sound sources. 

b. Circular arrays.  Above a certain size, they could no longer 
be operated from a ship in motion.  however, they could probably be 
; foldable1', i.e. constructed as a kind of umbrella, and be operated 
in ehe "sprint and dip" mode from various types of high-speed platforms 
such as helicopters, hydrofoils, surface-effect ship, etc.  They 
could also be used for expandable buoys provided they could be folded 
into small enough packages. 
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Above certain diraensionrs, however, and independently of the 
technological limitations, the performances of large arrays would 
be limited by several factors: 

a. The physical size of the submarine:  when the 
directivity of the array is such that the target is resolved 
ir. bearing., the gain in «ignal/background is no longer proportional 
to the directivity index.  In compensation, the angular resolution 
of the target may be an element ot classification. 

b. The spatial coherence of the sound field associated 
with the spatial i.nhomogeneities of the medium and the boundaries 
{surface and bottom).  This limitation in spatial coherence can be 
described in terms of angular spreading [Ref„ 3].  The angular 
resolution of the array-plus-medium is obtained by convolving the 
rht-oretical directivity pattern of the array by the angular-spread 
function of the medium, (which Is the Fourier Transform of the 
patial coherence function).   When the size of the array is larger 

than the actual spatial coherence length of the propagation channel, 
the beamwidth of the array becomes narrower than the angular-spreading 
width of the medium.  A point target is no longer seen as a point 
but as a cloud which extends over several successive elementary 
beams.  The signal/reverberation pe*- beam does not increase any 
more when the length of the array increases beyond this s.i/.e, but 
the signal is received on an increa.-iing number of elementary beams. 
The information coining from these different beams can be combined 
togechex in an incoherent way.  The gain in signal-to-background 
rafio wii i then tend to a law in S lg -t  instead of 10 lg t 
•,4 being the length of a line array^ or the diameter of a circular 
array). 

> •    USE OF VERTICAL DIRECTiyrr_Y 

In shallow water, the vertical directivity is imposed by the medium 
itself.  The acoustic energy can only propagate within c   small 
angular domain of a few degrees around the horizontal.  The vertical 
heamw-ldth of a conventional hull-mounted sonar is generally of the 
o-der of  ±10° to ±15°, so much, larger than the medium's natural 
dx«-ect: vit y.  All the energy which is transmitted outside the small 
central angular domain i? lost in the bottom. 

From a s'.gnol/noise point- of view a waste of energy could be 
avoided by using a directivity at the transmission which would 
match the directivity of the medium. 

Stiil from the point of view of signal/noise ratio^ the effect of 
i' reading the vertical directivity at the reception would depend 
upon the vertical directivity of the background noise.  The gain 
would be very large if the directivity pattern of the noise was 
ve-niral, -..e. if the noise was generated by the surface in the 
vicinity of th'; receiver.  On the contraryj the vertical directivity 
would not reject the long-range traffic noise coming within the same 
/jngula" dojPHic as the echo.  Here there .i78eirs to be an open field 
for fu-ther research. 
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From the point of view of signal/reverberation, as the echo and I 
the reverberation both come from a small angular domain,the | 
vertical directivity of the transmitter or the receiver have no I 
influence as long as the medium is more directive than the system.        I 
Th« conclusions would be different however if the system were more        ;! 
directive than the propagation channel.  As the scattering strength 
of the surface and the bottom increases rapidly with the grazing 
angle, the most-inclined rays are responsible for the largest part 
of the reverberation.  An appreciable gain in signal/reverberation 
could therefore be obtained by selecting the rays which deviate 
from the horizontal as little as possible ^provided they can reach 
the target at its maximum immersion). 

Speaking in terms of the selection of rays by vertical directivity, 
however, is without much meaning, except at relatively high frequencies. 
The departure and arrival angles of the eigenrays joining a point 
source and receiver vary with the depth of the source and/or the 
receiver.  The vertical size of the array has to be small enough 
that th*i  variations of the ray inclination from one extremity of 
the array to the other is small compared to the beamwidch of the 
array.  When this is not the case, ray theory is  not directly 
applicable, and it is more convenient to use mode theory. 

As an example, an array giving a directivity of x 1° at 1 kHz 
is about 50 m long, which is the order of magnitude of the watt t 
depth considered. 

6.    LSE OF MODE SELECTION TECHNIQUES 

The behaviour of long vertical arrays can be better described i.n 
terms of their selective properties with respect to acoustic- modes 
rather than in terms of their directivity, which i« a free-field 
concept not applicable to the description of the vertical pressure 
distribution in a shallow wave-guide. 

The princip.l'-, of the decomposition into orthogonal modes of the 
waves propagating in a horizontally layered medium is well-known, 
and is widely covered in several papers presented at this conference. 
In very physical terms, any given mode can be considered as the 
result of an interference between an up-going and a down-going wave 
of equal (opposite) inclination with the vertical.  These waves arc 
not plane7 except for the case of iso-velocity layers, but are 
distorted by the variations with depth of the sound velocity in 
accordance with Snell:s law.  The angle of these elementary waves 
with the vertical increases with the mode number and decreases with 
the frequency.  The vertical distribution of pressure associated with 
a given mode presents a succession of zero and maxima, with, a phase 
inversion of TT occurring at each zero crossing.  The number of zero 
crossings between the surface and the bottom represents the order 
of the mode, the first zero being always at the surface. 
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A vertical array extending from the surface to the bottom may 
excite or receive any particular mode by having its weighting 
adapted in such a way as to reproduce the vertical pressure 
distribution of the mode.  Because of the orthogonality of the 
modes, an array which is matches for a given mode will not excite 
or receive any other.  The vertical profile of the mode has to be 
computed from the knowledge of the sound velocity profile in the 
water, and the acoustic properties of the bottom.  It varies with 
frequency, which means that the weight of any single element of 
the array has to be a function of frequency in case of broadband 
application. 

The selection of one particular mode (or group of modes) at the 
transmission, at the reception, or both, may present some advantages 
for the detection and classification capabilities of active sonars. 
The various modes, indeed, present different properties with regards 
-co propagation and reverberation, and also time-frequency spread 
(scattering function and the spatial coherence of the channel). 

Let us try to understand how mode selection could work: 

If a mede selective array is used to transmit the mode i at a 
point  A,, and another mode selective array is used at some distance 
from the first to receive the mode j at a point B, a transmission 
coefficient Ljj can be defined which gives the level of the mode j 
which is received at point B, when mode i is transmitted at point A 
with a transmission level equal to unity.  When i=j, the coefficient 
l-l-l  then represents the inverse of the attenuation of mode i.  When 
i and j  are different,  L^j  represents the energy which has been 
cenverted from mode i to mode j during propagation.  Mode conversion 
results from the inhomogeneities in the volume and the bottom, from 
the surface waves, and from the variations of water depth between 
source- and receiver.  The Lj_j coefficients from a matrix which 
completely describe the propagation in terms of mode attenuation and 
mode conversion.  They are functions of both the frequency and of the 
range between source and receiver. 

The mode transmission terms L±±  (diagonal terms of the matrix) 
generally decrease with the order of the mode.  (The attenuation 
IncreasBs with the order of the mode).  The mode conversion terms 
Lij (with i^j) are generally much smaller than the  Lü terms. 
They tend to become larger and larger when the order of the modes 
i  and j  increases, as the equivalent grazing angle of the modes 
with the surface and the bottom increases. 

A similar matrix can be defined for the reverberation.  If mode i 
is transmitted at point A, and the corresponding reverberation energy 
is measured on mode j at the same point A (or in another point C 
if bistatic applications are considered) a coefficient Rij  can be 
defined which is the normalized reverberation level measured on 
mode j when a signal of unit energy is transmitted on mode i. 
R; .;  is again a function of frequency and range (time). 

A mode dependent echo/reverberation ratio  (E/R)j[j  can then be 
defined, which is the echo/reverberation observed at a mode-selective 
receiver tuned for mode j when a mode-selective source has 
transmitted mode i. 
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Assuming the transmitter to be at point A, a submarine of 
target strength TS at point B, and the receiver at the same 
point  A of the transmitter (in case of monostatic) or at a 
point C  (in case of bistatic) the (E/R). . terms can be computed 
from the  L.. and R..  terms. J 

The energetic level at point  B (averaged over the water column) 
will be the sum of the j modes: 

E L.. = I.- . 
j=l iJ   XT 

(N being the highest mode containing an appreciable energy). 

A submarine at point B will act as a secondary source, which will 
reradiate the intercepted energy on all modes, whatever the 
transmitted mode is.  The coupling between the submarine and any 
given mode is function of the submarine depth. 

Considering that the submarine has a rather large vertical extension, 
and taking an average value for all possible submarine depths, 
simply we may assume that the coupling with the submarine is 
equal to 1 for all modes. 

In this case the submarine secondary source level for any arbitrary 
modi- will be (in J ogarithmic scale, with the  L terms being 
negative) 

TS + L.^, 
XL 

and the echo level received at point  A will be 

TS + l.x   +  L^,. 

with 
i=N 
E    L..   . ^J 1=1     ^ 

L^j  represents the energy received on mode j at point A when all. 
the modes are simultaneously transmitted at point B with unit 
source level. 

The signal/reverberation term is therefore: 

(E/R). .   =    TS + I..r + Lr,. - R.  . 
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This term can be compared with t^e signal/reverberation ratio 
(E/R)££ which would be obtained without any selection of modes, 
(assuming that all modes are transmitted and received simultaneously* 

Let us call  L^j; and RJ;E the transmission factor and reverberation 
level corresponding to this case: 

(E/R)TT T5 + 2 L, " REE * 

Ihe principle of the mode selection method lies in the hope that 
some of the  (E/R)-M terms may be substantially larger than  (E/R)™. 
Ihis should generally happen for the lowest modes, i.e. for the 
low values of i and j, if we assume that the reverberation is 
mostly associated with the high modes. 

Furthei-more, on the receiver side, all vhe modes can be processed 
individually, and the results recombined incoherently after detection. 

It is possible to limit the mode selection to the transmission only. 
The signal reverberation term will then be: 

■ ' '±1 XL LL il. 

or to the reception only, which gives the term: 

(E/R).,. -  TS + LTT  +  LT;, - R„, . 
^J ■^3 ^3 

Various mixed systems could be considered: 

Mode selective transmitters could be associated with large horizontal 
receiving arrays, which would probably constitute an extremely 
efficient system combining part of the advantages of mode selection 
with the high horizontal directivity of the receiver. 

Broadband mode selective receivers could be activated by explosive 
charges. 

It has to he pointed out that the selection of a single mode requires 
a vertical array which really does extend from the surface to the 
bottom. Such an array should not deviate from the vertical for more 
than a very small fraction of the wavelength.  Deviations from the 
vertical would introduce an apparent phase weighting (dependent of 
the horizontal hearing), which has to be kept smaller than one 
radiant in order not to destroy its matching with the selected mode. 
From a pracrical engineering point of view this condition is 
extremely hard.  At 1 kHz it means a maximum deviation of the order 
of twenty centimetres.   With water 50 m deep the tolerance on the 
verticality would have to be within 2/10 of a degree.  This tolerance 
can only be reached by building rigid bottom mounted arrays. 

Howeveij, if instead of a single mode a group of several modes is 
to be selected (for sintance the 4 or 5 lowest ones) the tolerance 
on the verticality becomes less critically and the length of the 
array can be reduced.  (It is no longer necessary for it to extend 
from the surface to the bottom). 
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7.     USE OF BISTATIC OR MULTISTATIC TECHNIQUES 

One of the most variable terms in the sonar equation is the target 
strength which varies as much as 15 dB as a function of the submarine 
aspect. 

If the position of the transmitter and the receiver are separated, 
the target strength becomes a function of the bistatic angles. 

A single transmitter can be used to activate several receivers, 
with the purpose that at least one receiver will be in a favourable 
angular position of bistatic angle and range to detect the submarine. 

Conversely a single receiver may be activated by several transmitters. 
Such transmitters may just be explosive charges which a^e thrown some 
distance from the receiver in different directions. 

More complex configuration can be used involving several receivers 
and transmitters (or explosive charges) in order to cover large 
areas» 

Bistatic, and multistatic methods have the advantage of confusing the 
evasion tactics of the submarine which does not know the position 
of the receivers. 

CONCLUSION 

the various approaches which have been considered can be combined 
in several ways in order to define new systems which would be more 
efficient than the present hull-mounted sonars for the detection of 
submarines in shallow water. 

It appears, however, that all progress made in the acoustic domain 
would occasion a reduction in operational flexibility» 

Mobile platforms, such as surface ship hydrofoils or hovercraft, 
could use long towed arrays at the cost of limiting the coverage 
to a lateral sector. 

Large arrays covering all directions and advanced techniques of 
doppler resolution could only be used from non-moving platforms 
(dipped systems or buoys). 

Ihe technology of large foldable arrays still has to be developed. 

Ihe use of broadband explosive charges would be limited to relatively 
short operations by the quantity of charges which could be carried 
by the launching platforms (and by price considerations). 

Broadband lepetitive sound sources would be excellent for detection 
against reverberation, but would probably have their maximum detection 
range limited by their relatively low transmission level. 
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The techniques of mode selection probably have to be limited to 
the case of fixed or semi-fixed installations, due to the very 
high precision required for the verticality of the array. 

Operations involving multistatic techniques are complex and. 
if they are to be successfully conducted, require highly skilled 
teams of operators. 

The future methods of ASW in shallow water have therefore to be 
studied from the combined aspects of acoustics, technology and 
operational research.  If this is done there is great hope that 
a variety of new techniques and tactics may be defined in the 
years to come which will give satisfactory solutions to this 
difficult problem. 
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DISCUSSION 

Dr Weston believed that modf   »elec«-ion should help considerably 
against ambient noise but will sometimes be limited by reverberation. 
This is because the medium itself selects a low mode and artificial 
selection may not be of much further help, especially if the 
reverberation is primarily from mid-water fish whose coupling for all 
modes is comparable with that of a submarine.  Mr Laval replied that 
mode selection is probably only effective against surface and bottom 
reverberation, where the coupling with the modes is different from 
that of a submerged submarineo  He agreed that at very long ranges 
the medium itself would select even the lowest mode, thereby indicating 
that artificial mode selection is probably most effective at inter- 
mediate ranges where several modes can propagate without excessive 
absorpt ion»  This appears to apply to the ranges and frequencies being 
considered for active sonars.  Dr Muir liked the idea of vertical 
arrays but was afraid of the. mechanical -engineering problems involved. 
Mr Laval pointed out that if a combination of several modes is 
selected, rather than a single mode, a complete surface-to-bottom 
array may not be necessary and the required angular accuracy may 
become less critical, 
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SOUND PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS IN SHALLOW WATER 

by 

ISC B. Grandvaux 
(presented by IPA F*   Lefadeux) 

Laboratoire de Detection Sous-Marine 
Le Brusc, France 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of the sound propagation measurements in shallow water- 
undertaken in France is to provide the data needed for a parametric 
study of sonar systems (which is the subject of Mr Roy's presentation), 

When the study was started in 1970, the approach was the usual one: 

• Survey of oceanographic parameters 

• Modelling 

• Experimental veririxation at sea. 

Two geographical areas had been chosen for the experiments, one off 
the coast of Brittany, the other in the Gulf of Lions.  It was very 
soon realized that modelling of sound propagation in shallow water 
was going to be a lengthy business (that would have to be performed, 
not prior to the study of sonar systems, as one would have wished, 
but simultaneously)=  Furthermore the characteristics of propagation 
and reverberation differed markedly from one area to the other. 

It was therefore decided to modify the staging of the work and to 
use a shorter-term approach, by carrying out on the continental shelf 
a systematic survey of thos3 data that are required for system design. 
These parameters are: 

• Transmission loss 

• Signal elongation 

• Reverberation. 

This survey is the objective of ESTHER, a programme of measurements 
performed by aircraft. 

Parallel to this programme, conventional surface means are being used 
for localized measurements of bottom noise and spatial coherence. 

The following points are made concerning the figures; 

Fig. Is   The ESTHER programme has been spread over three yearsj 
the initial phase, in 1973>   aimed also at developing 
the techniques of measurement. 
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Flg. 2;  This geographical area has a most peculiar behaviour; 
it functions as a low-pass filter (the cut-off, at 
about 800 to 1000 Hz, is due to border reverberation). 
The lower the frequency becomes, the longer the 
elongation due to multi-path propagation.  Reverberation 
is greatest at about 1 to 1.2 kHz, owing to  the cumulative 
effects of the low-pass filter and of the increase of the 
scattering strength of the border at higher frequencies. 

Fig. 3:  This indicates good correlation of noise level, wind speed 
and sea state.  However, the relation between wind speed 
and wave height does not correspond here to the standard 
laws, (violent winds causing only a moderate increase of 
wave height).  This appears clearly when absolute noise 
levels are compared with standard values (noise level as 
a function of sea state is rather above normal, lower when 
seen as a function of wind speed). 

Fig. 41   Among other results, vertical coherence is shown to 
decrease quicker than horizontal coherence. 

DISCUSSION 

Several questions concerning the experimental set up were answered 
by Mr Lefr.deux as follows:  The range of the radio link limited the 
runs to lengths of about 40 km.  Ten to twelve bombettas were used 
at each depth for each run.  The sonobuoys used were slightly- 
modified calibrated French sonobuoys with two gain settings and 
ceramic hydrophones of very good stability. 

Mr Laval questioned the asymptotic level of 0.3 for the spatial 
coherence.  It was thought to be due to noise limitations but as 
Mr Grandvaux was not present further details could not be 
determined; however Dr Bennett pointed out that coherence below 
0.4 is statistically inconsistent. 

Mr Lefadeux explained to Ir Vettori that the purpose of the table 
in the last figure is to create a databank from which various 
information can be retrieved for statistical analysis. 
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FIG. 6  CARD FOR REGISTERING RESULTS OF SOUND PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS IN SHALLOW WATER 
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PARAMETRIC STUDY OF SONAR SYSTEMS - 

APPLICATION TO SHALLOW WATER 

by 

ISC J.A. Roy 
Laboratoire de Detection Sous-Marine 

Le Brusc, France 

ABSTRACT 

The subject of the paper is the parametric study of the range which 
can be reached by a sonar, working by active or passive mode and using 
a monostatic or a multistatic system.  At first the various hypotheses 
are presented and the most important parameters checked off.  Then the 
two solutions (active or passive mode) are studied.  The main conclu- 
sions are that for an active system, the reverberation soon becoming 
predominant, a very high emitting power is not necessary, the receiver 
directivity must be as good as possible, the detection frequency must 
be close to a particular value, and the multistatic system is more 
effective.  For a passive system, the influence of the parameters is 
strongly bound to the medium (particularly when there is a noise-maker) 
and it is not very important for the surrounding conditions to be 
fitted to the hypothesis of the calculation. 

INTRODUCTION 

When it has been decided to realize a sonar system, it is obviously 
necessary to do previously a parametric study.  The purpose of that 
study is to value the evolubion of the performances in terms of the 
various parameters or of the system design, and to look for the best 
solution according to the foreseen uses. 

The parameters acting on the efficiency of a sonar can be classified 
in three groups s 

1. Those connected with the medium: 
reverberation and ambient noise. 

Those connected with the target: 
radiated noise. 

propagation, 

echo and 

3. Those connected with the sonar; size of the antennas, 
frequency range, signal processing and self noise. 

The first characteristic of the system is the working mode:  active 
or passive.  In the active mode, we can consider a monostatic system 
(transmitter and receiver are put at the same place) or a multistatic 
system.  With the passive mode, the detection can be adapted to the 
spectral anomalies (spectrum lines) of the target radiated noise or 
to a regular distribution of energy (principle of the optimum filter), 
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Then we ntust consider the working use: 

- towed systea 
- dipped system from an inhabited bearer (ship, plane ...) 
- independent dipped system 
- permanent fired system 
- composite system (combination of the previous solutions). 

In any case, a parametric study must be supplied with simultaneous 
studies of the various parameters: 

- study of the medium for the propagation, the 
reverberation and the ambient noise 

- technological studies to know the means at the 
present time (antennas directivity, transmitters 
power, possible gain of the Bignal processing ...) 

- operational research studies to calculate the gain 
brought by a particular working mode (multistatic 
system for example). 

At last, the results of the parametric study must be borne out 
by probative experiments. 

1.    ACTIVE MODE 

1.1.  General Remarks - Sonar Equation 

We have to consider four cases in the theoretical study of the active 
sonar range in terms of the following choices: 

- monostatic or multistatic system 
- prevalence of noise or reverberation . 

In any case, however, the sonar equation can be applied, providing 
that the parameters formulae are changed. 

2 H9r, f) = S + GT - M 4- r(f) - B(r, 6, f) 

S      = acoustic level of the emission signal 

GT.     - coherent processing gain 

M      = perception ratio (minimum signal-to-noise ratio) 
behind the signal processing 

Bir,Qf£)-  noise or reverberation term 

T(f)   = targets strength (put in the form of T = 10 lg f + K 
with an upper limit fc for the frequency and a lower 
limit K =-5 given by the target size and the hitting 
angle of the signal 

H\.r,f)  = transmission loss . 

Then it is usual to select in this equation the terms in which we are 
particularly interested. 

In the study upon which we entered, we chose; 

- the transmitting acoustic power  Pa which is very 
important if the noise is prevalent 

- the mean backscattering strength Rf (including the 
boundaries) which becomes predominant when the reverbera- 
tion level is higher than the noise level 
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- the bearing directivity index of the receiver f, 
defined by the ratio t/\  for a linear array 

- the frequency f 

- the transmitter-receiver spacing RQ in case of 
bistatic system 

- the target strength T by the value of K. 

In those conditions, the sonar equation will be written in the 
following ways, according to the chosen ease: \ 

1.2 Monostatic-Noise-Limited Conditions 

2H(r> f) = A + 10 lg P + T(f, K) + * 

1.3 Monostatic-Reverberation-Limited Conditions 

10 lg r = A' - R + T{f, K) + f . 

This equation is basically different from the previous one because 
the transmission term disappears.  The geographic zone influence 
is only acting by the way of the reverberation. 

Because of the simpleness, we can immediately pick out some conclusions: 

- knowing thac  ijr = 10 lg i./X + Cte, the range will be 
directly proper*" »"nal to ■t/X  as far as the spatial 
coherence allows it, 

~ R is not constant, but equal to  R^ +10 lg f. 
Consequently, it is subordinate to the frequency on 
the one hand, and on the other hand to the medium 
and to the incidence of the rays hitting the borders 
(surface and bottom of the sea) by the way Rf (choice 
of the geographic zone and the sonar depth), 

- T(f,K) ~ K +10 lg t until a characteristic frequency 
f = fc and then T(.f, K) — K +10 lg fc.  So we can assume 
that the frequency will not influence the range until  f =fc 
(because of R and T which are opposite) and that the 
range will decrease when it will increase above this value. 

1.4 Multistatic-Noise-Limited Conditions 

Hid^f) + H2,f) - A + 10 lg Pa + T(f,K) + i|r 

TX   = transmitter - target spacing 

rs =- receiver - target spacing (chosen for the range) . 

This equation is very similar to the one written for the monostatic 
system.  The transmitter--receiver spacing RQ  will influence the 
ranges through the difference between  2H(r,f) and Hi (rj , f)+Hg (rs ,f). 

Moreover the target strength  T(f,K)  changes its feature. 
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1.5  Mttltistatic-Reverberation-Limited Conditions 

In that case, there is no longer a spherical symaetry around the 
sonar.  Ihis modification is particularly applied to the back- 
scattering surface which becomes oval and of which the interaction 
with the receiver directivity pattern brings an integral shape in 
the formulae.  Then, it is necessary to use two extra variables: 
the receiving bearing 8 that we choose and the time (by the way 
of the product: c . t) 

HxCr^jf) +H2(r3,f ) = A" -R fT(f,K) -10 -I 
2Tr 

F(e).d6 

To reduce the calculations, we limited the study to a receiving 
bearing put on the transmitter-receiver axis (major axis of the back- 
scattering surfice)... Yet some calculations have shown that the 
ranges were reduced in the second extreraum case, when the target was 
put on the minor axis of the bacljscattering surface. 

1.6  Conclusion 

We have f^xed reference conditions by the way of mean values for 
the various parameters and we have st *died their infJ uence on the 
reference range with indepenj»,.ice from one to another (for example 
the influence of the spacing R. in the bistatlc system was 
independer.c of the mcdificati« n brought bv that type of system on 
the target strength). 

Wf have chosen two f.xtremum cases of »ui roundings: 

- a "bad median" (pattern number one, (iulf of Lions 
for instance) 

~ a "good medium" (pattern number two, some parts of the 
continental shelf for instance). 

1.6vl Noise-Limited Conditions 

In that configuration,most of the parameters have a small effect on 
the range.  Figure 1 shows, for example; 

- if the acoustic powex is 10 times higher, the range is 
improved by 1.5, 

- if the directivity is brought to the upper limit allowed 
by the lost of space coherence, there is no real effect, 

- if the frequency is changed, the effect becomes evident 
only if the "bad medium" and, in relation to a mean value 
of the frequency range, brings a coefficient smaller than 
1.4, 

- the effect of increasing the tra.nsmltter-receiver spacing 
is not acting much against the range- 
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The only parameters which has a real important effect as well as a 
rather large variation range is the target strength. 

1.6.2 Reverberation-Limited Conditions 

The influence of the various parameters is more important in that 
case, as shown in Fig. 2i 

- the range is directly proportional to the directivity 
(so that increasing the directivity index from 7 to 20, 
triples the range), 

- as we have seen before. Increasing the frequency beyond 
fc is very badly acting (the range can be four times smaller), 

But moving the receiver from the transmitter does not change the 
range (at least if the target is on the transmitter-receiver axis). 

The most influent parameters are the backscattering strength Rr- 
that we cannot modify and once again the target strength. 

1.6.3 General Conclusions 

- The detection frequency must be close to fc. 

- A very high emitting power is not necessary because 
the reverberation-limited conditions are soon reached. 

- The receiver directivity muvst be as good as possible 
against the reverberation. 

-- A multistatic system will be certainly more effective 
because the separation of the receiver from the 
transmitter is not much influent v»hen a good distribution 
of the system can highly increase the target stx-ength 
which is always the most important parameter. 

2.    PASSIVE MODE 

2.1   General Remarks - Optimum Filter 

The way of calculation for this mode of detection is quite different 
from the previous one.  For a passive sonar working with a detector- 
averager applied to the optimum filtering, it will be possible to 
detect if the signal-to-noise ratio at the end of the processing is 
higher than a fixed value. 

Two possibilities must be considered: 

- The surrounding conditions are fitted to the hypothesis 
of the optimum-filtering calculations. 

- The conditions are not fitted to the hypothesis. 
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Three main parameters occur in the filtering definition: 

- the radiated noise spectrum of the target, 

- the surrounding-noise spectrum, 

- the distance between the target and the sonar, 

2.2  General Equations 

If the conditions are fitted to the hypothesis of the optimum-filtering 
calculations: 

A2(vH*a(v) 
p2 = T    -2   dv 

4,  A!Uv)-h2{v) 

If the conditions are not fitted to the hypothesis 

|8 

- T< w^o 

A;(v)  AS(V)  t*3(v)    1 

A^(v)  A^Cv) 

J0  Aj(v) h2(v) 
t^2(v)' dv 

with: 

AS(V) spectrum density of the signal at 1 m from the target 

AB(v) = spectrum density of the noise at the front of the 
antenna 

h(v)  = transmission loss between the target and the antenna 

(jf*(v) = receiving directivity of the sonar 

which become  A^(v), Ai(v) and h'(v) for the surrounding cone Ltions 
when they are not fitted to the hypothesis. 

T     = integration time according to the crossing of the 
target through the main lobe of the antenna 
directivity pattern 

2.3  Calculations 

The integration time is limited by two ways:  the technology 
possibilities and 4 • 103 »r» i .tg 63 (where r is the range in km, 
V the target speed in kn and v 263 the size ofthe main lobe of the 
antenna directivity pattern). 
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The transmission loss is subordinate to the geographic situation 
of the detection zone.  We have chosen two different surroundings 
patterns that we suppose to be the extreme types in shallow waterj 

a "good medium" and a  "bad medium" previously described. 

Two types of target have been selected: 

- a weak signal according to a small submarine 
navigating silently, 

- a rather strong signal according to a big submarine. 
j 

At last, we have chosen two types of ambient sea noise, spectra of       f 
which have the same slope but different levels.  One agrees with a       I 
mean value ofthe sea state, the other agrees with a very strong j 
noise. i 

The useful detection band, undefined in the formulae, must be limited. j 
A first limit is fixed by the knowledge field of the various parameters. j 
A second limit is chosen from the previous one by taking the boundary I 
fre^quencies Vi and vz   as the signal-to-noise ratio lost 10%  of its \ 
value.  An arbitrary central frequency vo, needed by the definition J 
of a directivity index, has been fixed by: > 

F(v)'dv = J  F(v).dv = 0.5 J  F(v)'dv . 

Vl Vo Vi 

To take into account the evolution of the directivity index inside 
the detection band, we have put it as: 

i 

^ = 10 lg i|f* = cte + 10 lg v . 

2.4  Results 

Figures 3 and 4 show that the range r0 that we obtained with the 
chosen integration time and the detection threshold po, and with 
a directivity inde:. in such a way that it is possible to detect a 
weak signal in a mean sea noise: 

~ becomes more than two (pattern No, 1) to three tiroes 
(pattern No. 2) smaller for the same target in a very 
strong noise, 

- increases in about 40^ with the pattern No. 1 and does 
not change with the pattern No. 2 for a strong signal 
in the very strong noise, 

- becomes 2 (pattern No. 2) to five times larger for a 
strong signal in the mean sea noise. 

So, the influence of the target and the ambient noise characteristics 
are rather difficult, according to the propagation characteristics of 
the medium. 
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We can also notice that It Is nov so important for the surrounding 
conditions to be fitted to the hypothesis of the optimum-filtering 
calculation.  However, that particularity is not unexpected because 
the radiated noise spectra of the various targets are very similar 
as well as the various ambient sea noise spdctra (which is wrong 
for the levels). 

Afc last the array.directivity (or the antenna length for a linear 
array) does not Influence much the range as long as we keep rather high 
values?  On the contrary (Fig. 5)* the range drops down very fast when 
the antenna becomes an omnidirectional receiver. 

2.5  Noise-Maker Out of the Directivity Main Lobe 

To enlarge that parametric study of the detection by a passive system, 
we have considered the possibility of a noise-maker coming out of the 
directivity main lobe (inside the lobe, it becomes impossible to 
detect the target).  We have linsited the study to a 50 000 tons oil- 
tanker, taking into account the ambient sea-noise. 

Two cases have been considered: 

- the optimum filtering is fitted to he noise-maker, 
according to ics radiated noise spectrum as well as 
to its remoteness from the sonar, 

- the optimum filtering is fitted to the sea noise. 

Supposing that the antenna gain  G towards the noise-maker is 
independent of the bearing and of the frequency, the equations become: 

p8= T 1(^ 
n>) 

dv 

B    +  x 

r'(v)    G*.hv(v). 

in the first case, when the surrounding conditions are fitted to the 
hypothesis of the optimum-filtering calculations, and 

p i2 = T 

f** 

A2(v).f^(v) 
S _^ 

AB(v)*hi(v) 
dv 

A2
s(v).r^(v) 

A*(v).h3s(v) 

AR(V)   Afv) B    + x 

'*(v)   G^h (V) 

In the second case, when the surrounding conditions (being of a noise- 
maker) are not fitted to the hypothesis (sea noise). 
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With: 

A (v) = noise-maker radiated noise 

h (v) — transmission-loss between the noise-maker and 
the sonar 

G    = 10 lg G*. 

The main conclusions illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7 are: 

it is almost impossible to detect the target if the 
noise-maker is closer than ro/2j 

the ranges become acceptable (Ö.7 ro  to 0.9 r0 
according to the geographic zone) only if the noise- 
maker is farther away than 2 ro| 

the detection zone influences highly the results; in 
pattern No. 1 an unfitted filter is clearly bad for the 
range, but in pattern No. 2 it does not matter. 
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FIG. 5 
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